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Preface to ”Symmetry and Complexity”
Symmetry and complexity are the two fundamental features of almost all phenomena in nature
and science. Any complex physical model is characterized by the existence of some symmetry groups
at different scales. On the other hand, breaking the symmetry of a scientific model has always been
considered as the most challenging direction for new discoveries. Modeling complexity has recently
become an increasingly popular subject, with an impressive growth when it comes to applications.
The main goal of modeling complexity is the search for hidden or broken symmetries.
Usually, complexity is modeled by dealing with big data or dynamical systems, depending on
a large number of parameters. Nonlinear dynamical systems and chaotic dynamical systems are
also used for modeling complexity. Complex models are often represented by un-smooth objects,
non-differentiable objects, fractals, pseudo-random phenomena, and stochastic processes.
The discovery of complexity and symmetry in mathematics, physics, engineering, economics,
biology and medicine have opened new challenging fields of research. Therefore, new mathematical
tools were developed in order to obtain quantitative information from models, newly reformulated
in terms of nonlinear differential equations.
This Special Issue focuses on the most recent advances in calculus, applied to dynamical
problems, linear and nonlinear (fractional, stochastic) ordinary and partial differential equations,
integral differential equations and stochastic integral problems, arising in all fields of science,
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Abstract: In this paper, we will construct a new multilevel system in the Fourier domain using the
harmonic wavelet. The main advantages of harmonic wavelet are that its frequency spectrum is
confined exactly to an octave band, and its simple definition just as Haar wavelet. The constructed
multilevel system has the circular shape, which forms a partition of the frequency domain by shifting
and scaling the basic wavelet functions. To possess the circular shape, a new type of sampling grid, the
circular-polar grid (CPG), is defined and also the corresponding modified Fourier transform. The CPG
consists of equal space along rays, where different rays are equally angled. The main difference
between the classic polar grid and CPG is the even sampling on polar coordinates. Another obvious
difference is that the modified Fourier transform has a circular shape in the frequency domain while
the polar transform has a square shape. The proposed sampling grid and the new defined Fourier
transform constitute a completely Fourier transform system, more importantly, the harmonic wavelet
based multilevel system defined on the proposed sampling grid is more suitable for the distribution
of general images in the Fourier domain.
Keywords: harmonic wavelet; filtering; multilevel system
1. Introduction
Wavelet multiresolution representations are one of the effective techniques for analyzing signals
and images. The wavelet multiresolution analysis (MRA) technology has been widely used in signal
and image processing. It was first given by Mallat [1], and the authors study the difference of
information between approximation of a signal at the resolution 2j+1 and 2j, by decomposing this
signal on a wavelet basis of L2(R). The 2D general MRA technique possesses a square shape in the
frequency domain [2–4]. To design the filter of circular-shape in the Fourier domain, the classical
polar Fourier transformation is considered. However, the classical polar Fourier transform retains the
same shape as in the space domain, so new approaches are investigated. One way is to redefine the
sampling grid in the Fourier domain. In [5], the authors introduce a pseudo-polar Fourier transform
that samples the Fourier transform on the pseudo-polar grid, also known as the concentric squares
grid. We will give more details in Section 3. In addition, [6] samples on points that are equally spaced
on an arbitrary arc of the unit circle, which brings about the Fractional Fourier transform; and, in [7],
the sampling is on spirals of the form AWk, with A, W ∈ C. Using this type of sampling, the authors
develops a computation algorithm for numerically evaluating the z − trans f orm. Our goal is to obtain
the sampling grid in a circular shape; therefore, we hope to design a new type of sampling that ensures
the sampling points concentrated in a circular region. Then, the sampling grid has a circular shape in
the Fourier domain. Inspired by the pseudo-polar Fourier transform in [5], we will also redefine the
Fourier transform on circular sampling grid.
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In recent years, many kinds of directional wavelets filters have been designed, in order to further
efficiently capture the details of signals. The most widely used directional multilevel system includes
curvelets [8], contourlets [9] and shearlets [10,11]. What these wavelets have in common is that they
have compact support multiscale structure in the space domain. In the Fourier domain, the support of
a multilevel system constitutes a high redundant partition. To reduce the redundancy, we consider
designing the multilevel system in the frequency domain directly. We also must ensure that the
multilevel system constructs the basis of L2(R) in the space domain.
To design the multilevel system in the Fourier domain, wavelets with compact support in
frequency are needed. According to the definition of the harmonic wavelet [12–15], it is suitable
to construct a directional multilevel structure with harmonic wavelets whose Fourier transforms are
compact and are constructed from simple functions like Haar wavelets [16] in the space domain.
We will review the basic definition and property of harmonic wavelet in Section 2.
In this work, by defining the circular-shape Fourier transform (CFT), we will construct the
circular-shape directional multilevel system (CMS) in the Fourier domain due to the compact support
of harmonic wavelets [12–15,17]. The specific structure is totally different from the general Cartesian
system. By introducing the CFT, we plan to give a parallel analogy with the general classical Descartes
Fourier transform, and the corresponding circular-shape directional multilevel system is constructed
naturally, which is suitable for the circular shape of images in the Fourier domain. More details will be
given in Section 4.
This paper is organized as follows: Section 2 reviews the basic definition and property of harmonic
wavelets. The design of CFT is given in Section 3. Then, in Section 4, the multilevel system in the
frequency domain based harmonic wavelet is constructed. The quantitative test measures and test
results are displayed in Sections 5 and 6.
2. Preliminary
The Basic Definition
Harmonic wavelets are complex wavelets defined in the Fourier domain. It is consists of an
even function He(ω) (see Figure 1a) as the real part and an odd function Ho(ω) (see Figure 1b) as the
imaginary part, which are defined by
(a) (b) (c)
Figure 1. The harmonic wavelet function. (a) the even part He(ω) ; (b) the odd part Ho(ω); (c) the
harmonic wavelet function H(ω).
He(ω) =
{





i/4π, ω ∈ [−4π,−2π),
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Combining He and Ho, we get the harmonic function
H(ω) = He(ω) + iHo(ω). (2)
From Label (1), we have
H(ω) =
{
1/2π, ω ∈ [2π, 4π),
0, otherwise.
(3)
This is shown in Figure 1c.









i/4π, ω ∈ [−2π, 0),
− i/4π, ω ∈ [0, 2π),
0, otherwise.
(4)
so that, from Label (4),




1/2π, ω ∈ [0, 2π),
0, otherwise,
(6)
shown in Figure 2.
(a) (b) (c)
Figure 2. The harmonic scaling function. (a) the even part Se(ω); (b) the odd part So(ω); (c) the scaling
function S(ω).
Then, the shifting and scaling of basic functions are denoted as Sj,(ω) and Hj,(ω), which are
given as
Sj,(ω) = 1/2jS(ω/2j − ),
Hj,(ω) = 1/2j H(ω/2j − ),
(7)
where j ∈ Z is the scaling parameter, and  ∈ R is the shifting parameter. According to Label (7),





















aj,H(2jω − ), (9)
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f (ω)S(x − )dx, aj, =
∫ +∞
−∞
f (ω)H(2jx − )dx. (10)
3. The Circular-Shape Fourier Transform (CFT)
This section describes the circular-shape Fourier transform (CFT). We begin with the sampling
grid in the Fourier domain, including the Cartesian coordinates (see Figure 3a) for classical Fourier
transform and the pseudo-polar grid in [5] (see Figure 3b). This grid samples points of equally spaced
long rays but not equally angles. In order to have a circular structure, the sampling grid in concentric
circles (see Figure 3c) is designed, which has equally arc and angle in each circle. This type of sampling
is consistent with the distribution of images in the frequency domain.
(a) (b) (c)
Figure 3. Three different grids.
3.1. The Pseudo-Polar Grid
The pseudo-polar grid ΩR is given as














) : || ≤ N/2, |k| ≤ RN/2},
(12)
with R = 2 the oversampling parameter. The nod of Ω1R is on the solid line in Figure 3b and the nod of
Ω2R is on dotted line.
For an N × N image u, the general discrete Fourier transform û is evaluated on the N × N
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Analogously, the pseudo-polar Fourier transform is the same as (13) (see [5]), but {(ωx, ωy) ∈ ΩR.}.








w(ωx, ωy)|û(ωx, ωy)|2. (15)
3.2. The Circular-Polar Grid (CPG)
In this section, the circular-polar grid (CPG) is designed (see Figure 3c), which is defined as
CR = C0R ∪ CR; (16)




















where m0 is the sampling number in each circle.
As can be seen from Figure 3c, the nod of C1R is on a solid line and the nod on a dotted line belongs
to C2R. In addition, r in (17) serves as the radius and  serves as the parameter of angle. m0 = 16 is the
sampling number. In the CPG coordinates, the nod has the following characteristics, for
C1R(ωx, ωy) = (r
1, θ1), C2R(ωx, ωy) = (r
2, θ2), (18)
where
r1 = k1, r2 = k2,
θ1 = 1π/m0; θ2 = 2π/m0.
(19)
ki = 0, ...R; i = 1, 2 and i = −m0/2, ...m0/2; i = 1, 2. For each fixed angle θ, the samples of the
CPG are equally spaced in the radial direction, and, for each fixed radius r, the grid possesses the
same angle. Formally,
Δr1  (k1 + 1)− k1 = 1; Δr2  (k2 + 1)− k2 = 1,
Δθ1  (1 + 1)π/m0 − 1π/m0 = π/m0,
Δθ2  (2 + 1)π/m0 − 2π/m0 = π/m0,
(20)
where r1, r2 and θ1, θ2 are given by (19).




|u(x, y)|2 = ∑
(ωx ,ωy)∈CR










Using operator notation, we denote the refined CFT of an image u as Fp, where
(Fpu)(r, )  ûCR(r, ), (23)
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with r = −R, ..., R,  = −m0/2, ..., m0/2. Now, our goal is to choose weight wc, such that wc






























u(x, y)u(x′, y′)[ ∑
(ωx ,ωy)∈CR
wc(ωx, ωy)E(x, y)E(x′, y′)],
(24)
where E(x, y)  e−
2πi
Rm0





Rm+1 (xωx+yωy) = δ(x, y); (25)
with −N/2 ≤ x, y ≤ N/2 − 1.
3.3. The Choice of Weights wc

































According to the symmetry of the CFT, the weighting function wc is assumed to satisfy
wc(ωx, ωy) = wc(ωy, ωx), (ωx, ωy) ∈ CR,
wc(ωx, ωy) = wc(ωy,−ωx), (ωx, ωy) ∈ CR,
wc(ωx, ωy) = wc(−ωy,−ωx), (ωx, ωy) ∈ CR,
(27)





wc(ωx, ωy) = 1. (28)
To avoid high complexity, we choose the weight w(ωx, ωy) in the form:
w(ωx, ωy) =
w0(ωx, ωy)
∑ωx ,ωy w0(ωx, ωy)
, (29)
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, {(ωx, ωy) : ω2x + ω2y = r2}, (30)
with r ∈ [1, R], and w(0, 0) = 1.
4. The Construction of Multilevel System in Frequency Domain
In this section, we construct a new type multilevel system on CPG in the frequency domain.
4.1. 2D Basic Harmonic Function
First, we define the 2D basic harmonic wavelet functions in the Fourier domain. For deriving
convenience, the wavelet function H and scaling function S can be normalized in the form given by
Definition 1.
Definition 1. The 2D harmonic basic functions are defined as
H(r, θ) : H(2π|r| cos(|θ|))S(2π|r| sin(|θ|)),
S(r, θ) : S(2π|r| cos(|θ|))S(2π|r| sin(|θ|)),
(31)
with r ∈ [−R, R], θ ∈ [0, π].
Then, the support of H(r, θ) and S(r, θ) are investigated, according to (3) and (6),
H(2π|r| cos(|θ|)) = 0, S(2π|r| sin(|θ|)) = 0 (32)
hold simultaneously; therefore,
1 ≤ |r| cos(|θ|) ≤ 2, 0 ≤ |r| sin(|θ|) ≤ 1. (33)
Thus, the support of H(r, θ) is given as
√
2 ≤ |r| ≤ 2, |θ| ≤ π/4. (34)
Similarly,
suppS(r, θ) = {(r, θ) : 0 ≤ |r| ≤ 1, |θ| ≤ π/4}. (35)
Next, the 2D scaling and shifting of H(r, θ) and S(r, θ) are defined.
Definition 2. The 2D scaling and shifting of harmonic basic functions in the frequency domain are defined as
Hj,(r, θ) : H(2π2−j|r| cos(2j|θ − |))S(2π2−j|r| sin(2j|θ − |)),
Sj,(r, θ) : S(2π2−j|r| cos(2j|θ − |))S(2π2−j|r| sin(2j|θ − |)),
H∗j,(r, θ) : H(2π2−j|r| sin(2j|θ − |)S(2π2−j|r| cos(2j|θ − |)),
S∗j,(r, θ) : S(2π2−j|r| sin(2j|θ − | −
π
2
))S(2π2−j|r| sin(2j|θ − |)),
(36)
with j,  ∈ R.
4.2. The Polar Harmonic Multilevel System in the Frequency Domain (PHMS) on CPG
In this section, we give the definition of the polar harmonic multilevel system (PHMS) defined
on CPG.
7
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Definition 3. The 2D PHMS on CPG is defined as
PHMS : Hj,j(r, θ) ∪ Sj,j(r, θ) ∪ H∗j,j(r, θ) ∪ S∗j,j(r, θ), (37)
where Hj,, H∗j,, Sj, and S
∗
j, are given in (36). The level parameter j ≤ [log2 R], the shifting parameter is
related to j, and we defined the j = 2−j π4 with || ≤ 2j,  ∈ Z.
From || ≤ 2j, we have 2(2j+1 + 1) subbands in each level j, in order to reduce the overlap,
we choose 2(2j+1) subbands; then, the PHMS constructs a partition of the Fourier domain.
We displayed the PHMS structure in Figure 4.
Figure 4. The polar harmonic multilevel system (PHMS) in the Fourier domain j ≤ 2, j ∈ Z and
−2j ≤ j < 2j.
For a signal or image u, the corresponding PHMS transform P(u) in the frequency domain can be
defined as










(Hj,j . ∗ ûCR + Sj,j . ∗ ûCR
+ H∗j,j . ∗ ûCR + S∗j,j . ∗ ûCR),
(38)
with j = 2−j π4 , || ≤ 2j,  ∈ Z, where ûCR is the CPFT of u, defined in (22). In addition, ′.∗′ is the dot
product, and the matrix M1. ∗ M2 is defined as
(M1. ∗ M2)i,j = (M1)i,j(M2)i,j. (39)
Theorem 1. The discrete polar harmonic multilevel system PHMS defined on CPG forms a framelet of L2(R2).
According to the framelet defined in [18], for the signal U in (38),
‖U‖2 ≤ ‖ < U, PHMS > ‖2 ≤ c‖U‖2, (40)
where c < +∞ is the constant; therefore, PHMS forms a framelet of L2(R2).
Then two denoising reconstruction tests of PHMS are shown in Figure 5.
8
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Figure 5. Recovery results by PHMS with scale j = 4, the random noise level σ = 20.
5. Quantitative Test Measures
In the following, several performance measures are introduced to test the quality of the PHMS.
The quality measure is the Monte Carlo estimate for the different operator norm by generating
a sequence of five random images ui, i = 1, ..., 5 on CPG for R = 256,  = 8 with standard normally
distributed entries.
1. Isometry of CFT:
(a) Closeness to tight: Mclo = maxi=1,...,5
‖F∗pFpui−ui‖2
‖ui‖2 ,
(b) Quality of preconditioning. Mqua =
λmax(F∗pFp)
λmin(F∗p wFp) .





(a) Thresholding: Let u be the regular sampling of a Gaussian function with mean 0 and
variance 512 on [257]2 generating an 512 × 512 image. Two types of robustness are
considered, for k = 1, 2, and Mpk =
‖P∗TpkPu−u‖2
‖u‖2 .
Tp1 : Tp1 discards 100(1 − 2−p1) percent of coefficient, with p1 = [2 : 2 : 20].
Tp2 : Tp2 keeps the absolute value of coefficients bigger than m/2
p2 with m is the
maximal absolute value of all coefficients, where p2 = [0.5 : 0.5 : 5].
(b) Quantization: The quality measure is given as Mp =
‖P∗QqPu−u‖2
‖u‖2 , where Qq(c) =
round(c/(m/2q)) · (m/2q), and q ∈ [5 : −0.5 : 0.5].
6. Test Results
In this section, the test results of PHMS on CPG for quantitative measure in (1)–(3) are shown.
First the performance with respect to quantitative measures in (1), (2) are presented in Table 1.
9
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Table 1. Results of Labels (1)–(2).
Mclo Mqua Mtig
0.00946092 1.9342627 0.1036731
From Table 1, the error of tightness Mtig for the PHMS transform is about 0.1, which confirms that
the multilevel system is indeed not a tight frame. The main reason is the redundancy of the multilevel
structure due to the radius in (36). The quantity Mclo ≈ 0.0095 and Mqua ≈ 1.934 suggests that the
circular-polar Fourier transform provides good properties in terms of isometry, which allows us to
employ the conjugate gradient method to compute the inverse of Fp. The weight w should also be
chosen carefully.
Second, the robustness measurements in (3) displayed in Table 2:
Table 2. Results of Label (3).
Mp1 3.6 × 10−6 1.7 × 10−5 5.9 × 10−3 2.1 × 10−2 0.9 × 10−2
Mp2 0.009 0.063 0.103 0.172 0.197
Mp 0.051 0.065 0.083 0.126 0.143
Table 2 shows the robustness of PHMS. Even discarding 100(1− 2−10) ≈ 99.9% of the coefficients,
the image still can be recovered with error MP1 = 0.9 × 10−2. The second row suggests that just the
coefficient greater than thresholding value m(1 − 1/20.001) ≈ 0.1% can give a good reconstruction with
Mp2 = 0.009. In the third row, the quantization of robustness Mp is displayed.
7. Conclusions
In this work, we developed and implemented a polar harmonic multilevel system on the
circular-polar grid based on the multiscale theory, and testified to the performance of the PHMS
in four different quantitative measures, which suggests that the PHMS transform is suitable for the
circular-shape Fourier transform. Another advantage of the PHMS is that the circular low frequency
region in the frequency domain is consistent with the image spectrum distribution, which can process
the multilevel structure more effectively.
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Abstract: This article addresses three classes of fractional oscillators named Class I, II and III. It is
known that the solutions to fractional oscillators of Class I type are represented by the Mittag-Leffler
functions. However, closed form solutions to fractional oscillators in Classes II and III are unknown.
In this article, we present a theory of equivalent systems with respect to three classes of fractional
oscillators. In methodology, we first transform fractional oscillators with constant coefficients to
be linear 2-order oscillators with variable coefficients (variable mass and damping). Then, we
derive the closed form solutions to three classes of fractional oscillators using elementary functions.
The present theory of equivalent oscillators consists of the main highlights as follows. (1) Proposing
three equivalent 2-order oscillation equations corresponding to three classes of fractional oscillators;
(2) Presenting the closed form expressions of equivalent mass, equivalent damping, equivalent natural
frequencies, equivalent damping ratio for each class of fractional oscillators; (3) Putting forward the
closed form formulas of responses (free, impulse, unit step, frequency, sinusoidal) to each class of
fractional oscillators; (4) Revealing the power laws of equivalent mass and equivalent damping for
each class of fractional oscillators in terms of oscillation frequency; (5) Giving analytic expressions
of the logarithmic decrements of three classes of fractional oscillators; (6) Representing the closed
form representations of some of the generalized Mittag-Leffler functions with elementary functions.
The present results suggest a novel theory of fractional oscillators. This may facilitate the application
of the theory of fractional oscillators to practice.
Keywords: fractional differential equations; fractional oscillations (vibrations); fractional dynamical
systems; nonlinear dynamical systems
1. Introduction
Any systems that consist of three elements, namely, inertia, restoration, and damping, may
oscillate. Therefore, oscillations are common phenomena encountered in various fields, ranging from
physics to mechanical engineering, see, e.g., [1–17].
Fractional oscillators and their processes attract the interests of researchers, see, e.g., [18–53].
There are problems worth studying with respect to fractional oscillators. On the one hand, the
analytical expressions in the closed forms of responses to certain fractional oscillators, e.g., those
described by (42) and (43) in Section 2, remain unknown. In addition, closed form representations of
some physical quantities in fractional oscillators, such as mass, damping, natural frequencies, in the
intrinsic sense, are lacking. On the other hand, technology and analysis methods, based on 2-order
linear oscillations, almost dominate the preference of engineers although nonlinear oscillations have
been paid attention to. Therefore, from a view of engineering, it is meaningful to establish a theory
to deal with fractional oscillators with equivalent linear oscillation systems of order 2. This article
contributes my results in this aspect.
This research studies three classes of fractional oscillators.
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Class I: The first class contains oscillators with fractional inertia force m d
αx(t)
dtα (1 < α ≤ 2)
only. Its oscillation equation is in the form of (31), see, e.g., Duan ([24], Equation (3)),
Mainardi ([25], Equation (27)), Zurigat ([26], Equation (16)), Blaszczyk and Ciesielski ([27], Equation (1)),
Blaszczyk et al. ([28], Equation (10)), Al-rabtah et al. ([29], Equation (3.1)), Drozdov ([30], Equation (9)),
Stanislavsky [31], Achar et al. ([32], Equation (1), [33], Equation (9), [34], Equation (2)), Tofighi ([35],
Equation (2)), Ryabov and Puzenko ([36], Equation (1)), Ahmad and Elwakil ([37], Equation (1)),
Uchaikin ([38], Chapter 7), Duan et al. ([39], Equation (4.2)).
Class II: The second consists of oscillators only with fractional damping term c d
βx(t)
dtβ
(0 < β ≤ 1),
see, e.g., Lin et al. ([40], Equation (2)), Duan ([41], Equation (31)), Alkhaldi et al. ([42], Equation (1a)),
Dai et al. ([43], Equation (1)], Ren et al. ([44], Equation (1)), Xu et al. ([45], Equation (1)), He et al. ([46],
Equation (4)), Leung et al. ([47], Equation (2)), Chen et al. ([48], Equation (1)), Deü and Matignon ([49],
Equation (1)), Drăgănescu et al. ([50], Equation (4)), Rossikhin and Shitikova ([51], Equation (3)),
Xie and Lin ([52], Equation (1)), Chung and Jung [53]. That takes the form of (42) in the next Section.
Class III: The third includes the oscillators with both fractional inertia force m d
αx(t)
dtα (1 < α ≤ 2)
and fractional friction c d
βx(t)
dtβ
(0 < β ≤ 1), see, e.g., Liu et al. ([54], Equation (1)), Gomez-Aguilar ([53],
Equation (10)), Leung et al. ([50], Equation (3)). This class of oscillators is expressed by (43).
By fractional oscillating in this research, we mean that either the inertia term (31) or the damping
(42) or both (43) are described by fractional derivative. Thus, this article studies all described
above from Class I to III except those fractional nonlinear ones, such as fractional van der Pol
oscillators (Leung et al. [47,55], Xie and Lin [52], Kavyanpoor and Shokrollahi [56], Xiao et al. [57]),
fractional Duffing ones (Xu et al. [45], Liu et al. [54], Chen et al. [58], Wen et al. [59], Liao [60]).
Besides, the meaning of fractional oscillation in this research neither implies those with fractional
displacement such as Abu-Gurra et al. [61] discussed nor those in the sense of subharmonic oscillations
as stated by Den Hartog ([3], Sections 8–10, Chapter 4), Ikeda [62], Fudan Univ. ([63], pp. 96–97),
Andronov et al. ([64], Section 5.1).
Fractional differential equations represented by (31), (42), and (43) are designated as fractional
oscillators in Class I, II, and III, respectively, in what follows. Note that closed form analytic expressions
for the responses (free, impulse, step, frequency, and sinusoidal) to fractional oscillators in Class II and
III are rarely reported. For oscillators in Class I, analytic expressions for the responses (free, impulse,
step) are only represented by a type of special functions called the Mittag-Leffler functions but lack
in representing the intrinsic properties, such as damping. This article aims at presenting a unified
approach to deal with three classes of fractional oscillators.
The present highlights are as follows.
• Establishing three equivalent 2-order differential equations respectively corresponding to three
classes of fractional oscillators.
• Presenting the analytical representations, in the closed form, of equivalent masses, equivalent
dampings, equivalent damping ratios, equivalent natural frequencies, and equivalent frequency
ratios, for each class of fractional oscillators.
• Proposing the analytic expressions, in the closed form by using elementary functions, of the free,
impulse, step, frequency, and sinusoidal responses to three classes of fractional oscillators.
• Revealing the power laws of equivalent mass and equivalent damping for each class of
fractional oscillators.
• Representing some of the generalized Mittag-Leffler functions by using elementary functions.
Note that this article studies fractional oscillators by the way of dealing with fractional inertia
force and or fractional friction equivalently using inertia force and or fractional friction of integer order.
In doing so, methodologically speaking, the key point is about three equivalent oscillation models,
which transform fractional inertia force and or fractional friction equivalently into inertia force and
or fractional friction of integer order, which we establish with Theorems 1–7. Though they may yet
14
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imply a novel way to study fractional derivatives from the point of view of mathematics, my focus in
this research is on treating fractional oscillators from a view of physical or engineering oscillations
(vibrations).
The rest of the article is organized as follows. Section 2 is about preliminaries. The problem
statement and research thoughts are described in Section 3. We establish three equivalent 2-order
oscillation equations respectively corresponding to three classes of fractional oscillators in Section 4.
The analytical representations of equivalent masses, equivalent dampings, equivalent damping ratios,
equivalent natural frequencies for three classes of fractional oscillators are proposed in Section 5.
We present the analytic expressions of the free responses to three classes of fractional oscillators in
Section 6, the impulse responses to three classes of fractional oscillators in Section 7, the step responses
in Section 8, the frequency responses in Section 9, and the sinusoidal ones in Section 10. Discussions
are in Section 11, which is followed by conclusions.
2. Preliminaries
This Section consists of two parts. One is to describe the basic of linear oscillations and fractional
ones related to the next sections. The other the solutions to fractional oscillators in Class I based on the
generalized Mittag-Leffler functions.
2.1. Brief of Linear Oscillations of Order 2
2.1.1. Simple Oscillation Model
The simplest model of an oscillator of order 2 is with single degree of freedom (SDOF). It consists
of a constant mass m and a massless damper with a linear viscous damping constant c. The stiffness of






dt + kq(t) = e(t)
q(0) = q0, q′(0) = v0,
(1)
where e(t) is the forcing function. The solution q(t) may be the displacement in mechanical
engineering [1–7] or current in electronics engineering [8].













q(0) = q0, q′(0) = v0,
(2)










q(0) = q0, q′(0) = v0,
(3)
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The characteristic equation of (3) is in the form
p2 + 2ςωn p + ω2n = 0, (6)
which is usually called the frequency equation in engineering [1–7]. The solution to the above is given by
p1,2 = −ςωn ± iωn
√
1 − ς2, (7)
where i =
√−1. Taking into account damping, one uses the term damped natural frequency denoted
by ωd. It is given by
ωd = ωn
√
1 − ς2. (8)
Note 2.1: All parameters above, namely, m, c, k, ζ, ωn, and ωd, are constants.
2.1.2. Responses
The free response, meaning that the response with e(t) = 0, is driven by initial conditions only.
It is given by
q(t) = e−ςωnt
(





, t ≥ 0. (9)
If e(t) = δ(t), where δ(t) is the Dirac-delta function, the response with zero initial conditions is
called the impulse response. In the theory of linear systems (Gabel and Roberts [65], Zheng et al. [66]),














sin ωdt, t ≥ 0. (11)
Let u(t) be the Heaviside unit step (unit step for short) function. Then, the response to (3) with

























φ = tan−1 ς√
1 − ς2 . (14)
Denote by H(ω) the Fourier transform of h(t). Then, H(ω) is usually called the frequency response
to the oscillator described by (3). It is in the form
H(ω) =
1
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which is called frequency ratio, H(ω) may be rewritten by
H(ω) =
1
mω2n(1 − γ2 + i2ςγ)
. (17)




(1 − γ2)2 + (2ςγ)2
. (18)
Its phase is termed the phase frequency response given by
ϕ(ω) = tan−1 2ςγ
1 − γ2 . (19)
When the oscillator is excited by a sinusoidal function, the solution to (3) is termed the sinusoidal
or simple harmonic response. Suppose the sinusoidal excitation function is Acosωt, where A is a










q(0) = q0, q′(0) = v0,
(20)






















The responses mentioned above are essential to linear oscillators. We shall give our results for
three classes of fractional oscillators with respect to those responses in this research.
2.1.3. Spectra of Three Excitations
The spectrum of δ(t) below means that δ(t) contains the equal frequency components for ω ∈ (0, ∞).
∞
−∞
δ(t)e−iωtdt = 1. (22)
The spectrum of u(t) is in the form
∞
−∞
u(t)e−iωtdt = πδ(ω) + 1
iω
. (23)
The Fourier transform of cos ω1t is given by
∞
−∞
cos ω1te−iωtdt = π[δ(ω + ω1) + δ(ω − ω1)]. (24)
Three functions or signals above, namely, δ(t), u(t), and sinusoidal functions, are essential to the
excitation forms in oscillations. However, their spectra do not exist in the domain of ordinary functions
but they exist in the domain of generalized functions. Due to the importance of generalized functions
in oscillations, for example, δ(t) and u(t), either theory or technology of oscillations nowadays is in the
domain of generalized functions. In the domain of generalized functions, any function is differentiable
of any times. The Fourier transform of any function exists (Gelfand and Vilenkin [67], Griffel [68]).
17
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2.1.4. Generalization of Linear Oscillators
Let us be beyond the scope of the conventionally physical quantities, such as displacement,
velocity, acceleration in mechanics, or current, voltage in electronics. Then, we consider the



















q(n)(0) = q0, q(n+1)(0) = v0.
(25)
The above may be taken as a generalization of the conventional oscillator described by (3). Another





















q(n)(0) = q0, q(n+1)(0) = v0.
(26)













q(n)(0) = q0, q(n+1)(0) = v0.
(27)
Physically, the above item with q(n+2)(t) corresponds to inertia, the one with q(n)(t) to restoration,
and the one with q(n+1)(t) damping.
Note that (27) remains a linear oscillator after all. Nevertheless, when generalizing n to be







+ kq(t) = e(t)
q(0) = q0, q′(0) = v0.
(28)
Then, we go into the scope of fractional oscillations.





t the Weyl fractional derivative of order ν > 0. Then (Uchaikin [38],
Miller and Ross [69], Klafter et al. [70]),








where Γ(ν) is the Gamma function. The Weyl fractional derivative is used in this research because it is
suitable for the Fourier transform in the domain of fractional calculus (Lavoie et al. ([71], p. 247)).
The Fourier transform of d
ν f (t)





e−iωtdt = (iω)νF(ω), (30)
where F(ω) is the Fourier transform of f (t).
This article relates to three classes of fractional oscillators as follow. We denote the following




dtα + ky1(t) = e(t)
y1(0) = y10, y′1(0) = y′10
, 1 < α ≤ 2. (31)
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The free response to (31) is in the form (Mainardi [25], Achar et al. [33], Uchaikin ([38], Chapter 7))
y1(t) = y10Eα,1
[−(ωnt)α]+ y′10tEα,2[−(ωnt)α], 1 < α ≤ 2, t ≥ 0, (32)







, a, b ∈ C, Re(a) > 0, Re(b) > 0. (33)







, a ∈ C, Re(a) > 0, (34)
referring Mathai and Haubold [73], or Gorenflo et al. [74], or Erdelyi et al. [75] for the Mittag-
Leffler functions.
Denote by hy1(t) the impulse response to a fractional oscillator in Class I. Then (Uchaikin ([38],
Chapter 7)),
hy1(t) = tα−1Eα,α
[−(ωnt)α], 1 < α ≤ 2, t ≥ 0. (35)
Let gy1(t) be the step response to a fractional oscillator of Class I type. Then,
gy1(t) = tαEα,α+1
[−(ωnt)α], 1 < α ≤ 2, t ≥ 0. (36)
For a fractional oscillator in Class I, its sinusoidal response driven by sinωt is expressed by










































π(s2 + ω2)(s2α + 2sαω2n cos(πα) + ω2αn )
. (41)







+ ky2(t) = 0, 0 < β ≤ 1. (42)







+ ky3(t) = 0, 1 < α ≤ 2, 0 < β ≤ 1. (43)
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2.3. Equivalence of Functions in the Sense of Fourier Transform
Denote by F1(ω) and F2(ω) the Fourier transforms of f1(t) and f2(t), respectively. Then, if
F1(ω) = F2(ω), (44)
one says that
f1(t) = f2(t), (45)
in the sense of Fourier transform (Gelfand and Vilenkin [67], Papoulis [76]), implying
∞
−∞
[ f1(t)− f2(t)]e−iωtdt = 0. (46)
The above implies that a null function as a difference between f1(t) and f2(t) is allowed for (45).
An example relating to oscillation theory is the unit step function.
Denote by u1(t) in the form
u1(t) =
{
1, t ≥ 0





1, t > 0
0, t ≤ 0 . (48)




1, t = 1
0, elsewhere
. (49)
Thus, u1(t) = u2(t). In fact, the Fourier transform of either u1(t) or u2(t) equals to the right side on (23).
Similarly, if f1(t) = f2(t), we say that (44) holds in the sense of
∞
−∞
[F1(ω)− F2(ω)]eiωtdω = 0. (50)
3. Problem Statement and Research Thoughts
We have mentioned three classes of fractional oscillators in Section 2. This section contains two
parts. One is the problem statement and the other research thoughts.
3.1. Problem Statement
We first take fractional oscillators in Class I as a case to state the problems this research
concerns with.
The analytical expressions with respect to the responses of free, impulse, step, to the oscillators
of Class I are mathematically obtained (Mainardi [25], Achar et al. [33], Uchaikin ([38], Chapter 7)),
also see Section 2.2 in this article. All noticed that a fractional oscillator of Class I is damping free in
form but it is damped in nature due to fractional if 1 < α < 2. However, there are problems unsolved in
this regard.
Problem 1. How to analytically represent the damping of Class I oscillators?
In this article, we call the damping of fractional oscillators in Class I equivalent damping denoted
by ceq1.
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It is known that damping relates to mass. Therefore, if we find ceq1 in a fractional oscillator in
Class I, its intrinsic mass must be different from the primary one m unless α = 2. We call it equivalent
mass and denote it by meq1.
Problem 2. How to analytically represent meq1?
Because a fractional oscillator in Class I is damped in nature for α = 2, there must exist a damped
natural frequency. We call it equivalent damped natural frequency, denoted by ωeqd,1. Then, comes the
problem below.
Problem 3. What is the representation of ωeqd,1?
As there exists meq1 that differs from m if α = 2, the equivalent damping free natural frequency,




Consequently, the following problem appears.
Problem 4. What is the expression of ωeqn,1?
If we find the solutions to the above four, a consequent problem is as follows.
Problem 5. How to represent response (free, or impulse, or step, or sinusoidal) with meq1, ceq1, ωeqn,1, and
ωeqd,1 to a fractional oscillator in Class I?
If we solve the above problems, the solution to the following problem is ready.
Problem 6. What is the physical mechanism of a fractional oscillator in Class I?
Note that the intrinsic damping for a Class II fractional oscillator must differ from its primary
damping c owing to the fractional friction c d
βy2(t)
dtβ
for β = 1. We call it the equivalent damping
denoted by ceq2. Because ceq2 = c if β = 1, the equivalent mass of a fractional oscillator in Class II,
denoted by meq2, is not equal to the primary m for β = 1. Thus, the six stated above are also unsolved
problems for fractional oscillators in Class II. They are, consequently, the problems unsolved for Class
III fractional oscillators.
Note that there are other problems regarding with three classes of fractional oscillators. For example,
the explicit expression of the sinusoidal response (37) in closed form needs investigation because of
the difficulty in finding the solution to
∞
0
e−stKα(s)ds. We shall deal with them in separate sections.
The solutions to the problems described above constitute main highlights of this research.
We note that the damping nature of a fractional oscillator in Class I was also observed by
other researchers, not explicitly stated though, as can be seen from, e.g., Zurigat ([26], Figure 1),
Blaszczyk et al. ([28], Figure 2), Al-rabtah et al. ([29], Figure 2), Ryabov and Puzenko ([36],
Equation (5)), Uchaikin ([38], Chapter 7), Duan et al. ([39], Equation (4.3), Figure 2), Gomez-Aguilar
et al. ([53], Equation (15), Figures 2 and 3), Chung and Jung ([77], Figure 1). One thing remarkable is
by Tofighi, who explored the intrinsic damping of an oscillator in Class I, see ([35], pp. 32–33). That
was an advance regarding with the damping implied in (31) but it may be unsatisfactory if one desires
its closed form of analytic expression.
3.2. Research Thoughts
Let us qualitatively consider possible performances of equivalent mass and damping. In engineering,
people may purposely connect an auxiliary mass ma to the primary mass m so that the equivalent mass
of the total system is related to the oscillation frequency ω (Harris ([4], p. 6.4)). In the field of ship hull
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vibrations, added mass has to be taken into account in the equivalent mass (i.e., total mass) of a ship hull
(Korotkin [78]) so that the equivalent mass is ω-varying. In fact, the three dimensional fluid coefficient
with respect to the added mass to a ship hull relates to the oscillation frequency, see, e.g., Jin and Xia ([79],
pp. 135–136), Nakagawa et al. [80].
In addition, damping may be also ω-varying. A well-known case of ω-varying damping is the
Coulomb damping (Timoshenko ([2], Chapter 1), Harris ([4], Equation (30.4))). Frequency varying
damping is a technique used in damping treatments, see, e.g., Harris ([4], Equation (37.8)). Besides,
commonly used damping assumptions in ship hull vibrations, such as the Copoknh’s, the Voigt’s, the
Rayleigh’s, are all ω-varying (Jin and Xia ([79], pp. 157–158)). Therefore, with the concept of ω-varying






dt + kq(t) = e(t)
q(0) = q0, q′(0) = v0.
(51)
The above second-order equation may not be equivalent to a fractional oscillator unless meq and
or ceq are appropriately expressed and properly related to the fractional order α for Class I oscillators,




dt2 + ceq1(ω, α)
dx1(t)









dt2 + ceq2(ω, β)
dx2(t)









dt2 + ceq3(ω, α, β)
dx2(t)















, j = 1, 2, 3. (55)























, j = 1, 2, 3. (56)
Let Yj(ω) be the Fourier transform of yj(t), where yj(t)(j = 1, 2, 3) respectively corresponds to the
one in (31), (42), and (43). Denote by Xj(ω) the Fourier transform of xj(t). Then, if we find proper meqj
and ceqj such that
Yj(ω) = Xj(ω), j = 1, 2, 3, (57)
the second-order equation (52), or (53), or (54) is equal to the fractional oscillation Equation (31), or
(42), or (43), respectively.
Obviously, once we discover the equivalent equations of the fractional oscillation Equations (52),
or (53), and (54), all problems stated previously can be readily solved.
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4. Equivalent Systems of Three Classes of Fractional Oscillators
In this section, we first present an equivalent system and then its equivalent mass and damping
in Sections 4.1–4.3, respectively for each class of fractional oscillators.
4.1. Equivalent System for Fractional Oscillators in Class I
4.1.1. Equivalent Oscillation Equation of Fractional Oscillators in Class I
Theorem 1 gives the equivalent oscillator with the integer order for the fractional oscillators in
Class I.




+ ky1(t) = 0, 1 < α ≤ 2. (58)
Then, its equivalent oscillator with the equation of order 2 is in the form








+ kx1(t) = 0, 1 < α ≤ 2. (59)
Proof. Consider the frequency response of (58) with the excitation of the Dirac-delta function δ(t).




+ khy1(t) = δ(t), 1 < α ≤ 2. (60)




Hy1(ω) = 1, 1 < α ≤ 2, (61)

























mωα cos απ2 + imω




Therefore, we have the frequency response of (60) in the form
Hy1(ω) =
1
mωα cos απ2 + imω
α sin απ2 + k
. (64)
On the other hand, for 1 < α ≤ 2, we consider (59) by








+ khx1(t) = δ(t). (65)
Performing the Fourier transform on the both sides of (65) yields
[−mωα−2 cos απ2 (−ω2)+ mωα−1 sin απ2 (iω) + k]Hx1(ω)
=
(
mωα cos απ2 + imω
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where Hx1(ω) is the Fourier transform of hx1(t). Therefore, we have
Hx1(ω) =
1
mωα cos απ2 + imω
α sin απ2 + k
. (67)
By comparing (64) with (67), we see that
Hy1(ω) = Hx1(ω). (68)
Thus, (59) is the equivalent equation of (58). The proof completes. 
4.1.2. Equivalent Mass of Fractional Oscillators in Class I
From the first item on the left side of (59), we obtain the equivalent mass for the fractional
oscillators of Class I type.
Theorem 2 (Equivalent mass I). The equivalent mass of the fractional generators in Class I, denoted by meq1,
is expressed by





m, 1 < α ≤ 2. (69)
Proof. According to the Newton’s second law, the inertia force in the system of the fractional
oscillator (58) corresponds to the first item on the left side of its equivalent system (59). That is,
−mωα−2 cos απ2 d
2x1(t)
dt2 . Thus, the coefficient of
d2x1(t)
dt2 is an equivalent mass expressed by (69). Hence,
the proof finishes. 
From Theorem 2, we reveal a power law phenomenon with respect to meq1 in terms of ω.
Remark 1. The equivalent mass I, meq1, follows the power law in terms of oscillation frequency ω in the form
meq1(ω, α) ∼ ωα−2m, 1 < α ≤ 2. (70)
The equivalent mass meq1 relates to the oscillation frequency ω, the fractional order α, and the
primary mass m. Denote by
Rm1(ω, α) = −ωα−2 cos απ2 , 1 < α ≤ 2. (71)
Then, we have
meq1 = meq1(ω, α) = Rm1(ω, α)m, 1 < α ≤ 2. (72)
Note 4.1: Since
Rm1(ω, 2) = 1, (73)
meq1(ω, α) reduces to the primary mass m when α = 2. That is,
meq1(ω, 2) = m. (74)
In the case of α = 2, therefore, both (58) and (59) reach the conventional harmonic oscillation with




+ kx1(t) = 0.
Note 4.2: If α → 1, we have
lim
α→1
meq1(ω, α) = 0 for ω = 0. (75)
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The above implies that meq1 vanishes if α → 1. Consequently, any oscillation disappears in
that case.
Note 4.3: When 1 < α ≤ 2, we attain
0 < Rm1(ω, α) ≤ 1 for ω > 1. (76)
Thus, we reveal an interesting phenomenon expressed by
meq1(ω, α) ≤ m for 1 < α ≤ 2, ω > 1. (77)
The coefficient Rm1(ω, α) is plotted in Figure 1.
















)    
 
Figure 1. Plots of Rm1(ω, α). Solid line: α = 1.2. Dot line: α = 1.5. Dash line: α = 1.8.
Remark 2. For α ∈ (0, 2), we have
lim
ω→∞meq1(ω, α) = 0. (78)
The interesting and novel behavior, described above, implies that a fractional oscillator in Class I
does not oscillate for ω → ∞ because it is equivalently massless in that case.
Remark 3. For α ∈ (0, 2), we have
lim
ω→0
meq1(ω, α) = ∞. (79)
The interesting behavior, revealed above, says that a fractional oscillator of Class I type does not
oscillate at ω = 0 because its mass is equivalently infinity in addition to the explanation of static status
conventionally described by ω = 0.
4.1.3. Equivalent Damping of Fractional Oscillators of Class I
We now propose the equivalent damping.
Theorem 3 (Equivalent damping I). The equivalent damping of a fractional oscillator in Class I, denoted by
ceq1, is expressed by





m, 1 < α ≤ 2. (80)
Proof. The second term on the left side of (59) is the friction with the linear viscous damping coefficient
denoted by (80). The proof completes. 
Denote
Rc1(ω, α) = ωα−1 sin
απ
2
, 1 < α ≤ 2. (81)
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Then, we have
ceq1(ω, α) = Rc1(ω, α)m. (82)
The coefficient Rc1(ω, α) is indicated in Figure 2.
















)    
 
Figure 2. Rc1(ω, α). Solid line: α = 1.2. Dot line: α = 1.5. Dash line: α = 1.8.
Remark 4. The equivalent damping I relies on ω, m, and α. It obeys the power law in terms of ω in the form




α=2 = 0, (84)
we see again that a fractional oscillator of Class I type reduces to the conventional harmonic one when
α = 2.
Remark 5. An interesting behavior of ceq1, we found, is expressed by
lim
ω→∞ceq1(ω, α) = ∞, 1 < α < 2. (85)
The above says that the equivalent oscillator (59), as well as the fractional oscillator (58), never
oscillates at ω → ∞ for 1 < α < 2 because its damping is infinitely large in that case. Due to
lim
ω→0
ceq1(ω, α) = 0, 1 < α < 2, (86)
we reveal a new damping behavior of a fractional oscillator in Class I in that it is equivalently
dampingless for 1 < α < 2 at ω = 0.
4.2. Equivalent Oscillation System for Fractional Oscillators of Class II Type
4.2.1. Equivalent Oscillation Equation of Fractional Oscillators in Class II
Theorem 4 below describes the equivalent oscillator for the fractional oscillators of Class II type.







+ ky2(t) = 0, 0 < β ≤ 1. (87)
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Then, its equivalent 2-order oscillation equation is given by
(












+ kx2(t) = 0, 0 < β ≤ 1. (88)







+ khy2(t) = δ(t), 0 < β ≤ 1. (89)
Denote by Hy2(ω) the Fourier transform of hy2(t). Then, it is its frequency transfer function.
Taking the Fourier transform on the both sides of (89) yields
[
−mω2 + c(iω)β + k
]
Hy2(ω) = 1, 0 < β ≤ 1. (90)
With the principal value of iβ, (90) becomes
[






















−mω2 + cωβ cos βπ2 + k + icωβ sin βπ2
. (92)
On the other hand, we consider the equivalent oscillation equation II with the Dirac-δ excitation by
(















= δ(t), 0 < β ≤ 1. (93)
Performing the Fourier transform on the both sides of the above produces
[









where Hx2(ω) the Fourier transform of hx2(t). Thus, from the above, we have
Hx2(ω) =
1
−mω2 + cωβ cos βπ2 + k + icωβ sin βπ2
. (95)
Equations (92) and (95) imply
Hy2(ω) = Hx2(ω). (96)
Hence, (88) is the equivalent oscillation equation of the fractional oscillators of Class II. This completes
the proof.
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4.2.2. Equivalent Mass of Fractional Oscillators of Class II
The equivalent mass of the fractional oscillators of Class II type is presented in Theorem 5.
Theorem 5 (Equivalent mass II). Let meq2 be the equivalent mass of the fractional oscillators of Class II
type. Then,
meq2 = meq2(ω, β) = m − cωβ−2 cos βπ2 , 0 < β ≤ 1. (97)
Proof. Consider the Newton’s second law. Then, we see that the inertia force in the equivalent oscillator
II is
(
m − cωβ−2 cos βπ2
)
d2x2
dt2 . Therefore, (97) holds. The proof completes. 
From Theorem 5, we reveal a power law phenomenon with respect to the equivalent mass II.
Remark 6. The equivalent mass meq2 obeys the power law in terms of ω in the form
meq2 ∼ −cωβ−2, 0 < β ≤ 1. (98)
Note 4.5: Equation (97) exhibits that meq2 is related to the oscillation frequency ω, the fractional
order β, the primary mass m, and the primary damping c.
Remark 7. For 0 < β ≤ 1, we have
lim
ω→∞meq2(ω, β) = m. (99)
Figure 3 shows its plots for m = c = 1 with the part of meq2(ω, β)> 0.
















I   
 
Figure 3. Plots of meq2(ω, β) > 0 for m = c = 1.
Remark 8. For 0 < β < 1, we have
lim
ω→0
meq2(ω, β) = −∞. (100)
Note 4.6: The equivalent mass II is negative if ω is small enough.
Figure 4 exhibits the negative part of meq2(ω, β).
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(c) (d)
Figure 4. Illustrating negative part of meq2(ω, β) for m = c = 1. (a) β = 0.9. (b) β = 0.7. (c) β = 0.5. (d) β = 0.3.
Remark 9. We restrict our research for meq2(ω, β) > 0.
Note 4.7: The equivalent mass II reduces to the primary mass m for β = 1 as indicated below.
meq2(ω, β)
∣∣
β=1 = m. (101)







+ kx2 = 0.
4.2.3. Equivalent Damping of Fractional Oscillators in Class II
Let ceq2 be the equivalent damping of a fractional oscillator in Class II. Then, we put forward the
expression of ceq2 with Theorem 6.
Theorem 6 (Equivalent damping II). The equivalent damping of the fractional oscillators in Class II is in
the form
ceq2 = ceq2(ω, β) = cωβ−1 sin
βπ
2
, 0 < β ≤ 1. (102)
Proof. The second term on the left side of (88) is the friction force with the linear viscous damping
coefficient denoted by (102). The proof completes. 
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Denote by
Rc2(ω, β) = ωβ−1 sin
βπ
2
, 0 < β ≤ 1. (103)
Then, we have
ceq2(ω, β) = Rc2(ω, β)c. (104)
Figure 5 indicates Rc2(ω, β).
















)    
 
Figure 5. Indication of Rc2(ω, β) Solid line: β = 0.9. Dot line: β = 0.6. Dash line: β = 0.3.
Remark 10. The equivalent damping ceq2 is associated with the oscillation frequency ω, the primary damping c,
and the fractional order β. It follows the power law in terms of ω in the form
ceq2(ω, β) ∼ ωβ−1c, 0 < β ≤ 1. (105)
Note 4.8: The following says that ceq2 reduces to the primary damping c if β = 1.
ceq2(ω, β)
∣∣
β=1 = c. (106)
Remark 11. The equivalent damping ceq2 has, for β ∈ (0, 1), the property given by
lim
ω→∞ceq2(ω, β) = 0. (107)
Note 4.9: The equivalent oscillation equation of Class II fractional oscillators reduces to m d
2x2(t)
dt2 +
kx2(t) = 0 in the two cases. One is ω → ∞, see Remark 7 and Remark 12. The other is c = 0.
Note 4.10: Remark 5 for lim
ω→∞ceq1(ω, β) = ∞ and Remark 11 just above suggest a substantial
difference between two types of fractional oscillators from the point of view of the damping at ω → ∞.
Remark 12. The equivalent damping ceq2 has, for β∈ (0, 1), the asymptotic property for ω → 0 in the form
lim
ω→0
ceq2(ω, β) = ∞. (108)
The above property implies that a fractional oscillator in Class II does not oscillate at ω → 0
because not only it is in static status but also its equivalent damping is infinitely large.
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4.3. Equivalent Oscillation System for Fractional Oscillators of Class III
4.3.1. Equivalent Oscillation Equation of Fractional Oscillators in Class III
We present Theorem 7 below to explain the equivalent oscillation equation for the fractional
oscillators of Class III.







+ ky3(t) = 0, 1 < α ≤ 2, 0 < β ≤ 1. (109)
Then, its equivalent oscillator of order 2 for 1 < α ≤ 2 and 0 < β ≤ 1 is in the form
−
(











dt + kx3(t) = 0.
(110)







+ khy3(t) = δ(t), 1 < α ≤ 2, 0 < β ≤ 1. (111)
Let Hy3(ω) be the Fourier transform of hy3(t). Doing the Fourier transform on the both sides of the
above results in [
m(iω)α + c(iω)β + k
]
Hy3(ω) = 1, 1 < α ≤ 2, 0 < β ≤ 1. (112)
Taking into account the principal values of iα and iβ, (112) becomes
[






















mωα cos απ2 + cω
β cos βπ2 + k + i
(








mωα cos απ2 + cω
β cos βπ2 + k + i
(
mωα sin απ2 + cω
β sin βπ2
) . (114)
On the other hand, considering the equivalent oscillator III driven by the Dirac-δ function, we have
−
(










dt + khx3(t)= δ(t). (115)
When doing the Fourier transform on the both sides of the above, we obtain
(





mωα sin απ2 + cω
β sin βπ2
)
Hx3(ω) + kHx3(ω)= 1, (116)
where Hx3(ω) is the Fourier transform of hx3(t). Therefore, from the above, we get
Hx3(ω) =
1
mωα cos απ2 + cω
β cos βπ2 + k + i
(
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Two expressions, (114) and (117), imply that
Hx3(ω) = Hy3(ω). (118)
Thus, Theorem 7 holds. 
4.3.2. Equivalent Mass of Fractional Oscillators in Class III
From Section 4.3.1, we propose the equivalent mass of the fractional oscillators in Class III type
by Theorem 8.
Theorem 8 (Equivalent mass III). Let meq3 be the equivalent mass of the fractional oscillators in Class III.
Then, for 1 < α ≤ 2 and 0 < β ≤ 1,








Proof. When considering the Newton’s second law in the equivalent oscillator III (110), we immediately
see that Theorem 8 holds. 
Remark 13. The equivalent mass meq3 obeys the power law in terms of ω.
Note 4.11: The equivalent mass meq3 is related to ω, m, and c, as well as a pair of fractional
orders (α, β).
Note 4.12: If α = 2 and β = 1, meq3 reduces to the primary m, i.e.,
meq3(ω, α, β)
∣∣
α=2,β=1 = m. (120)
As a matter of fact, a fractional oscillator of Class III reduces to the ordinary oscillator when α = 2
and β = 1.
Remark 14. In the case of ω → ∞, we obtain
lim
ω→∞meq3(ω, α, β) = 0, 1 < α < 2, 0 < β < 1. (121)
Therefore, we suggest that a fractional oscillator in Class III does not oscillate for ω → ∞ because its
equivalent mass disappears in that case. Figure 6 shows its positive part for α = 1.5, β = 0.9, m = c = 1.


















Figure 6. Indicating the positive part of meq3(ω, α, β) for α = 1.5, β = 0.9, m = c = 1.
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Remark 15. In the case of ω → 0, we obtain
lim
ω→0
meq3(ω, α, β) = −∞, 1 < α < 2, 0 < β < 1. (122)

















II    
 
Figure 7. Negative part of meq3(ω, α, β) for m = c = 1 and β = 0.9. Solid line: α = 1.9. Dot line: α = 1.6.
Dash line: α = 1.3.
Remark 16. This research restricts meq3(ω, α, β) ∈ (0, ∞).
4.3.3. Equivalent Damping of Fractional Oscillators in Class III
Let ceq3 be the equivalent damping of a fractional oscillator of Class III type. Then, we propose its
expression with Theorem 9.
Theorem 9 (Equivalent damping III). The equivalent damping of the fractional oscillators in Class III is given
by, for 1 < α ≤ 2 and 0 < β ≤ 1,
ceq3 = ceq3(ω, α, β) = mωα−1 sin
απ
2
+ cωβ−1 sin βπ
2
. (123)
Proof. The second term on the left side of the equivalent oscillator III is the friction force with the
linear viscous damping coefficient denoted by (123). Thus, the proof completes. 
Remark 17. The equivalent damping ceq3 relates to ω, m, c, and a pair of fractional orders (α, β). It obeys the
power law in terms of ω. It contains two terms. The first term is hyperbolically increasing in ωα−1 as α > 1 and
the second hyperbolically decayed with ωβ−1 since β < 1.




α=2,β=1 = c. (124)
Remark 18. One asymptotic property of ceq3 for ω → ∞, due to lim
ω→∞ω
α−1 = ∞ for 1 < α ≤ 2, is given by
lim
ω→∞ceq3(ω, α, β) = ∞. (125)
The above says that a fractional oscillator of Class III does not vibrate for ω → ∞.
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Remark 19. Another asymptotic property of ceq3 in terms of ω for ω → 0, owing to lim
ω→0
ωβ−1 = ∞
for 0 < β < 1, is expressed by
lim
ω→0
ceq3(ω, α, β) = ∞. (126)
A system does not vibrate obviously in the case of ω → 0 but Remark 19 suggests a new view
about that. Precisely, its equivalent damping is infinitely large at ω → 0. Figures 8 and 9 illustrate
ceq3(ω, α, β) for m = c = 1.
















































































Figure 8. Plots of equivalent damping III for m = c = 1. Solid line: α = 1.9. Dot line: α = 1.6. Dash line:
α = 1.3. (a) For β = 0.9. (b) For β = 0.7. (c) For β = 0.5. (d) For β = 0.3.








































Figure 9. Plots of ceq3(ω, α, β) for m = c = 1. Solid line: β = 0.8. Dot line: β = 0.5. Dash line: β = 0.3.
(a) For α = 1.8. (b) For α = 1.3.
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Note 4.14: The equivalent damping ceq3= 0 if both α = 2 and c = 0:
ceq3(ω, α, β)
∣∣
α=2,c=0 = 0. (127)
4.4. Summary
We have proposed three equivalent oscillation equations with order 2 to equivalently characterize
three classes of fractional oscillators, opening a novel way of studying fractional oscillators. The analytic
expressions of equivalent mass meqj and damping ceqj (j = 1, 2, 3) for each equivalent oscillator have
been presented. One general thing regarding meqj and damping ceqj is that they follow power laws.
Another thing in common is that they are dependent on oscillation frequency ω and fractional order.
5. Equivalent Natural Frequencies and Damping Ratio of Three Classes of Fractional Oscillators
We have presented three equivalent oscillation equations corresponding to three classes of







+ kxj(t) = f (t), j = 1, 2, 3. (128)
In each equivalent oscillator, either meqj or ceqj is not a constant in general. Instead, either is a
function of the oscillation frequency ω and the fractional order α for meq1 and ceq1, β for meq2 and ceq2,
(α, β) for meq3 and ceq3. Consequently, natural frequencies and damping ratios of fractional oscillators
should rely on ω and fractional order. We shall propose their analytic expressions in this section.
5.1. Equivalent Natural Frequency I






, j = 1, 2, 3, (129)
where meqj is the equivalent mass of the fractional oscillator in the jth class.






















, j = 1, 2, 3. (130)






as a special case.
Corollary 1 (Equivalent natural frequency I1). The equivalent natural frequency I1, which we denote it by




, 1 < α ≤ 2. (132)
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The proof finishes. 
Figure 10 shows the plots of ωeqn,1.
















































Figure 10. Natural frequency ωeqn,1. Solid line: α = 1.8. Dot line: α = 1.5. Dash line: α = 1.2. (a) ωn = 1.
(b) ωn = 2.
Note 5.2: From Figure 10, we see that ωeqn,1 is an increasing function with ω. Besides, the greater
the value of α the smaller the ωeqn,1.















Corollary 2 (Equivalent natural frequency I2). The natural frequency I2, ωeqn,2, of a fractional oscillator in
Class II is given by
ωeqn,2 =
ωn√
1 − cm ωβ−2 cos βπ2
. (135)













1 − cm ωβ−2 cos βπ2
) = ωn√
1 − cm ωβ−2 cos βπ2
.
Hence, the proof completes. 
Figure 11 indicates the curves of ωeqn,2.
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Figure 11. Curves of ωeqn,2 for m = c = 1. Solid line: β = 0.8. Dot line: β = 0.5. Dash line: β = 0.3.
(a) ωn = 1. (b) ωn = 2.
Note 5.4: Figure 11 shows that ωeqn,2 is a decreasing function with ω. The greater the value of β
the smaller the ωeqn,2.









Corollary 3 (Equivalent natural frequency I3). The natural frequency I3, denoted by ωeqn,3, of a fractional































The above completes the proof. 
Figure 12 gives the illustrations of ωeqn,3.
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Figure 12. Illustrations of ωeqn,3 for m = c = 1. Solid line: α = 1.8, β = 0.9. Dot line: α = 1.5, β = 0.9.
Dash line: α = 1.2, β = 0.9. (a) ωn = 1. (b) ωn = 2.
Note 5.6: Figure 12 exhibits that ωeqn,3 is an increasing function in terms of ω.


















5.2. Equivalent Damping Ratio
Definition 2. Let ςeqj be the equivalent damping ratio of the equivalent system of a fractional oscillator in






, j = 1, 2, 3. (140)
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Corollary 4 (Equivalent damping ratio I). The equivalent damping ratio of a fractional oscillator in Class I is
expressed by







, 1 < α ≤ 2. (141)
Proof. Replacing meq1 and ceq1 in the expression below with the equivalent mass I and the equivalent




























, 1 < α ≤ 2. (143)
The proof finishes. 
Remark 20. The damping ratio ςeq1 follows the power law in terms of ω.
Remark 21. The damping ratio of fractional oscillators in Class I relates to the oscillation frequency ω and the
fractional order α. It is increasing with respect to ω.
ςeq1(0, α) = 0 and ςeq1(∞, α) = ∞. (144)
Figure 13 shows the curves of ςeq1(ω, α).












































Figure 13. Illustrations of ςeq1(ω, α). Solid line: α = 1.3. Dot line: α = 1.6. Dash line: α = 1.9. (a) For ωn = 1.
(b) For ωn = 3.
Note 5.8: Figure 13 indicates that the smaller the α the greater the ςeq1.
Corollary 5 (Equivalent damping ratio II). The damping ratio of a fractional oscillator in Class II is given by
ςeq2 = ςeq2(ω, β) =
ςωβ−1 sin βπ2√
1 − cm ωβ−2 cos βπ2
, 0 < β ≤ 1, (145)
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Proof. When replacing the meq2 and ceq2 in the following expression by the equivalent mass II and the


























1− cm ωβ−2 cos βπ2
=
ςωβ−1 sin βπ2√
1− cm ωβ−2 cos βπ2
, 0 < β ≤ 1.
This finishes the proof. 
Remark 22. The damping ratio ςeq2 obeys the power law in terms of ω.
Remark 23. The damping ratio ςeq2 is associated with ω and the fractional order β. It is decreasing in terms
of ω.









Figure 14 indicates the plots of ςeq2(ω, β) in the case of m = 1, c = 1, and k = 1.



















   
 
Figure 14. Plots of ςeq2(ω, β) for m = c = k = 1. Solid line: β = 0.9. Dot line: β = 0.6. Dash line: β = 0.3.
Corollary 6 (Equivalent damping ratio III). Let ςeq3 be the damping ratio of a fractional oscillator in Class
III. Then, for 1 < α ≤ 2, 0 < β ≤ 1,
ςeq3 = ςeq3(ω, α, β) =










Proof. If replacing the meq3 and ceq3 below with the equivalent mass III and the equivalent damping III
presented in Section 4, we obtain
40


































































Thus, we finish the proof. 
Remark 24. The damping ratio ςeq3 follows the power law in terms of ω.
Remark 25. ςeq3 relates to ω and a pair of fractional orders (α, β).
Note 5.10: ςeq3 regards ζ as a special case for α = 2 and β = 1. As a matter of fact,
ςeq3(ω, 2, 1) =













Figure 15 demonstrates the figures of ςeq3(ω, α, β) in the case of m = 1, c = 1, and k = 1.




































































































Figure 15. Demonstrations of ςeq3(ω, α, β) in m = c = k = 1. Solid line: α = 1.9. Dot line: α = 1.8. Dash
line: α = 1.7. (a) For β = 0.8. (b) For β = 0.5. (c) For β = 0.2. (d) For β = 1.
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5.3. Equivalent Natural Frequency II










, j = 1, 2, 3. (149)
The characteristic equation of (149) is given by
s2j + 2ςeqjωeqn,jsj + ω
2
eqn,j = 0, j = 1, 2, 3. (150)
The characteristic roots are in the form




eqn,j − ω2eqn,j = −ςeqjωeqn,j ± iωeqn,j
√
1 − ς2eqj, j = 1, 2, 3. (151)
Functionally, we utilize the symbol ωeqd,j for
ωeqd,j = ωeqn,j
√
1 − ς2eqj, j = 1, 2, 3. (152)
Thus, the characteristic roots are
sj,1,2 = −ςeqjωeqn,j ± iωeqd,j, j = 1, 2, 3. (153)
Note that, in practice, 0 ≤ ςeqj < 1 because 1 ≤ ςeqj means no oscillation at all.
We write those above for the sake of applying the theory of linear oscillations to fractional ones.
Now, we discuss ωeqd,j.
Corollary 7 (Equivalent natural frequency II1). Let ωeqd,1 be the functional damped natural frequency of a
fractional oscillator in Class I. It may be termed the equivalent natural frequency II1. Then,











1 − ς2ed1. (155)
Using the above ςed1, we have
ωeqd,1 = ωeqn,1
√












This finishes the proof. 
The parameter ωeqd,1 functionally takes the form of damped natural frequency as in the
conventional linear oscillation theory. In this research, we do not distinguish the natural frequencies
with damped or damping free. At most, we just say that it is a functional damped one. It relates to the
oscillation frequency ω and the fractional order α.
Remark 26. ωeqd,1 is not a monotonic function of ω.
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As a matter of fact, fractional oscillators of Class I are damping free for α = 2. Figure 16 illustrates
the plots of ωeqd,1(ω, α).
















































Figure 16. Plots of ωeqd,1(ω, α). Solid line: α = 1.8. Dot line: α = 1.5. Dash line: α = 1.2. (a) For ωn = 1.
(b) For ωn = 2.
Corollary 8 (Equivalent natural frequency II2). Let ωeqd,2 be the functional damped natural frequency of a
fractional oscillator in Class II. Term it with the equivalent natural frequency II2. Then, for 0 < β ≤ 1,
ωeqd,2 = ωeqd,2(ω, β) =
ωn√
1 − cm ωβ−2 cos βπ2
√√√√1 − ς2ω2(β−1) sin2 βπ2





1 − ς2ed2. (158)
Replacing ωeqn,2 and ςed2 in the above yields
ωeqd,2 = ωeqn,2
√
1 − ς2ed2 = ωn√






1− cm ωβ−2 cos βπ2
)2
= ωn√
1− cm ωβ−2 cos βπ2
√
1 − ς2ω2(β−1) sin2
βπ
2
1− cm ωβ−2 cos βπ2
.
Thus, Corollary 8 holds. 
Remark 27. ωeqd,2 is related to ω and the fractional order β.
Note 5.12: The conventional damped natural frequency, say,
ωd = ωn
√
1 − ς2 (159)
is a special case of ωeqd,2(ω, β) for β = 1.
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Figure 17 gives the plots of ωeqd,2(ω, β).





































































Figure 17. Illustrating ωeqd,2(ω, β) for m = c = 1. Solid line: β = 0.8. Dot line: β = 0.5. Dash line: β = 0.2.
(a) For ωn = 1. (b) For ωn = 0.3. (c) For ωn = 10.
Corollary 9 (Equivalent natural frequency II3). Let ωeqd,3 = ωeqd,3(ω, α, β) be the functional damped
natural frequency of a fractional oscillator in Class III. Call it the equivalent natural frequency II3. Then, for


























Proof. In the expression below
ωeqd,3 = ωeqn,3
√
1 − ς2ed3, (161)
we replace ωeqd,3 and ςeq3 by those expressed above. Then, we have
ωeqd,3 = ωeqn,3
√





























































Therefore, the corollary holds. 
Note 5.13: The conventional damped natural frequency ωd is a special case of ωeqd,3 for
(α, β) = (2, 1). Indeed,
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1 − ς2. (162)
Remark 28. The natural frequency ωeqd,3 is associated with ω and a pair of fractional orders (α, β).
Figures 18 and 19 indicate its plots.




































































































Figure 18. Demonstrations of ωeqd,3(ω, α, β) for m = c = k = 1. Solid line: α = 1.9. Dot line: α = 1.6. Dash
line: α = 1.3. (a) For β = 0.9. (b) For β = 0.8. (c) For β = 0.3. (d) For β = 0.2.


















































Figure 19. ωeqd,3(ω, α, β) for m = c = 1, β = 0.9. Solid line: α = 1.9. Dot line: α = 1.6. Dash line: α = 1.3.
(a) For ωn = 3. (b) For ωn = 5.
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5.4. There Exists Infinity of Natural Frequencies of a Fractional Oscillator
The previous discussions imply that there exists infinity of natural frequencies, for either ωeqn,j or
ωeqd,j, because each is dependent on ω ∈ (0, ∞). We functionally derived the two characteristic roots of
the frequency equation (151), namely, sj,1,2, actually stand for infinity of roots owing to ω ∈ (0, ∞).
Taking a fractional oscillator in Class I into account, its frequency equation is given by
sα + ω2n = 0, 1 < α ≤ 2. (163)
Then, it is easy to see that there exists infinitely many characteristic roots in the above, also see
Li et al. [18].
A contribution in this work in representing characteristic roots of three classes of fractional
oscillators is that they are expressed analytically. Moreover, functionally, they take the form as that in
the theory of conventional linear oscillations, making it possible to represent solutions to three classes
of fractional oscillators by using elementary functions, which are easier for use in both engineering
applications and theoretic analysis of fractional oscillators.
6. Free Responses to Three Classes of Fractional Oscillators
We put forward the free responses in this section to three classes of fractional oscillators based on
their equivalent oscillators presented in Section 4. Since the equivalent oscillators are expressed by
using second-order differential equations in form, in methodology, therefore, it is easy for us to find
the responses we concern with. Note that the equivalence explained in Section 4 says that
Yj(ω) = Xj(ω), j = 1, 2, 3, (164)
where the subscript j stands for the Class I to III. Consequently,
yj(t) = xj(t), j = 1, 2, 3. (165)
Therefore, our research implies three advances.
• First, proposing the free responses to three classes of fractional oscillators using the way of solving
conventional oscillators.
• Then, since the responses to conventional oscillators are represented by elementary functions while
those to fractional ones are expressed by special functions, such as the Mittag-Leffler function
and its generalizations, we shall present novel representation to a certain special functions by
elementary ones.
• Finally, analytic expressions of the logarithmic decrements, which are useful in practice, of three
classes of fractional oscillators are proposed.
6.1. General Form of Free Responses














, j = 1, 2, 3. (166)















, j = 1, 2, 3 . (167)
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, t ≥ 0, (169)













Note that, for ωeqn,j, ςeqj, Aeqj, and θeqj, each is not constant for fractional oscillators. Instead, each
is generally a function of oscillation frequency ω and fractional order.
6.2. Free Response to Fractional Oscillators in Class I
We state the free response to a fractional oscillator in Class I by Theorem 10.
Theorem 10 (Free response I). Let x1(t) be the free response to a fractional oscillator in Class I. Then, for














1 − ωα sin2 απ2




















1 − ωα sin2 απ2





Proof. For t ≥ 0, consider
x1(t) = e−ςeq1ωeqn,1t
(
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This completes the proof. 
Figure 20 indicates x1(t) with fixed ω.
















































Figure 20. Indicating free response x1(t) for x10 = v10 = ωn = 1. (a) α = 1.9. Solid line: ω = 1
(ςeq1 = 0.08). Dot line: ω = 0.7 (ςeq1 = 0.04). (b) α = 1.6. Solid line: ω = 1 (ςeq1 = 0.33). Dot line: ω = 0.7
(ςeq1 = 0.16). (c) α = 1.3. Solid line: ω = 1 (ςeq1 = 0.66). Dot line: ω = 0.7 (ςeq1 = 0.42). (d) α = 2. Solid
line: ω = 1 (ςeq1 = 0). Dot line: ω = 0.7 (ςeq1 = 0).
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Note 6.1: As indicated in Figure 20, both oscillation frequency ω and the fractional order α have
affects on the damping ςeq1(ω, α), also see Figure 10. When α = 2, x1(t) reduces to the free response to
the ordinary harmonic oscillation with damping free in the form (also see Figure 20d)
x1(t) =
(





, t ≥ 0.
The free response to a fractional oscillator in Class I is presented in (172). It uses elementary
functions instead of special functions.
Since there exists infinity of natural frequencies for a fractional oscillator, as we explained in
Section 5, x1(t) is actually a function of both t and ω as can be seen from (172). In Figure 20, plots are
only specifically with fixed ω. Its plots with varying ω are viewed by Figure 21.










   













Figure 21. Illustrating free response x1(t) with variable ω ( = 0, 0.2, 0.4, ..., 10) for x10 = v10 = 1.
(a) For ωn = 1 and α = 1.9 (0 ≤ ςeq1 ≤ 0.64). (b) For ωn = 3 and α = 1.6 (0 ≤ ςeq1 ≤ 0.63).


















Figure 22. Indicating free response x1(t) in t-ω plane for t = 0, 1, ..., 30 and ω = 1, 2, ..., 5,
with x10 = v10 = 1, ωn = 6. (a) α = 1.9 (0.01 ≤ ςeq1 ≤ 0.28). (b) α = 1.6 (0.05 ≤ ςeq1 ≤ 0.72). (c) α = 1.3
(0.11 ≤ ςeq1 ≤ 0.89). (d) α = 2 (ςeq1 = 0).
Let ti and ti + 1 be two time points where xj(ti) reaches its successive peak values of xj(ti)









Corollary 10 (Decrement I). Let x1(t) be the free response of a fractional oscillator in Class I. Then, its
















, 1 < α ≤ 2. (175)






















, 1 < α ≤ 2.
The proof finishes. 
Since Δeq1 is a function of ω and α, we may write it with Δeq1(ω, α). Figure 23 indicates Δeq1.
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Figure 23. Plots of Δeq1. Solid line: α = 1.9. Dot line: α = 1.6. (a) For ωn = 1. (b) For ωn = 5. (c) For
ωn = 10.
Note 6.2: Δeq1= 0 for α = 2. As a matter of fact, a fractional oscillator in Class I reduces to a
harmonic one if α = 2. Accordingly, Δeq1= 0 in that case.
6.3. Free Response to Fractional Oscillators in Class II
We state the free response to a fractional oscillator in Class II by Theorem 11.
Theorem 11 (Free response II). Denote by x2(t) the free response to a fractional oscillator of Class II type.
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Proof. Note that, for t ≥ 0,
x2(t) = e−ςeq2ωeqn,2t
(






In the above expression, we replace ςeq2, ωeqd,2, and ωeqn,2 by those expressed in Section 5. Then,
we have (176). Thus, Theorem 11 holds. 
Note 6.3: If β = 1, x2(t) degenerates to the ordinary free response to an oscillator with the viscous
































































































Note 6.4: As far as a fractional oscillator in Class II was concerned, its free response in the closed
form is rarely reported. Theorem 11 gives it by using elementary functions.
Let m = c = k = x10 = v10 = 1, and ω = 30. We use Figure 24 to illustrate x2(t).
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(c) (d)
Figure 24. Illustrating free response x2(t) with fixed ω when m = c = k = x10 = v10 = 1. (a) β = 0.3.
Solid line: ω = 30 (ςeq2 = 0.02). Dot line: ω = 10 (ςeq2 = 0.05). (b) β = 0.6. Solid line: ω = 30 (ςeq2 = 0.10).
Dot line: ω = 10 (ςeq2 = 0.16). (c) β = 0.9 Solid line: ω = 30 (ςeq2 = 0.35). Dot line: ω = 10 (ςeq2 = 0.40).
(d) β = 1. Solid line: ω = 30 (ςeq2 = 0.50). Dot line: ω = 10 (ςeq2 = 0.50).
Similar to x1(t), x2(t) is also with the argument ω. Its plots with variable ω are demonstrated in
Figure 25. Figure 26 shows its plots in t-ω plane.
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(c) (d)
Figure 25. Plots of free response x2(t) with ω (= 1, 2, ..., 5), m = c = k = 1 = x10 = v10 = 1. (a) For β = 0.2
(0.04 ≤ ςeq2 ≤ 0.70). (b) For β = 0.4 (0.12 ≤ ςeq2 ≤ 0.67). (c) For β = 0.6 (0.22 ≤ ςeq2 ≤ 0.63). (d) For
β = 0.8 (0.35 ≤ ςeq2 ≤ 0.57).
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Figure 26. Plots of free response x2(t) in t-ω plane with m = k = x10 = v10 = 1, c = 0.5, for t = 0, 1, ..., 30;
ω = 1, 2, ..., 5. (a) β = 0.3 (0.04 ≤ ςeq2 ≤ 0.15). (b) β = 0.6 (0.11 ≤ ςeq2 ≤ 0.24). (c) β = 0.9 (0.21 ≤ ςeq2 ≤ 0.26).
(d) β = 1 (ςeq2 = 0.25).
Corollary 11 (Decrement II). Denote by x2(t) the free response to a fractional oscillator in Class II. Then,





1− cm ωβ−2 cos βπ2
)2 ςω
β−1 sin βπ2√
1 − cm ωβ−2 cos βπ2
. (178)
















1− cm ωβ−2 cos βπ2
)2 ςω
β−1 sin βπ2√
1 − cm ωβ−2 cos βπ2
.
This finishes the proof. 
Similar to Δeq1, we may write Δeq2 with Δeq2(ω, β). Figure 27 indicates its plots.
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Figure 27. Logarithmic decrement Δeq2 of fractional oscillator in Class II for m = c = 1. Solid line: β = 0.9.
Dot line: β = 0.6. (a) For ωn = 1. (b) For ωn = 5. (c) For ωn = 10.







1− cm ωβ−2 cos βπ2√√√√1 −
(
ςωβ−1 sin βπ2√







1 − ς2 . (180)
6.4. Free Response to Fractional Oscillators in Class III
We now present the free response to a fractional oscillator in Class III by Theorem 12.
Theorem 12 (Free response III). Let x3(t) be the free response to a fractional oscillator in Class III. Then,
for t ≥ 0, 1< α ≤ 2, 0 < β ≤ 1, it is given by
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x3(t) = e
− mω
α−1 sin απ2 +cωβ−1 sin
βπ
2









































































































Proof. Note that, for t ≥ 0,
x3(t) = e−ςeq3ωeqn,3t
(






In (182), when substituting ςeq3, ωeqd,3, and ωeqn,3 with those explained in Section 5, we have (181).
The proof finishes. 
Note 6.6: If (α, β) = (2, 1), x3(t) returns to be the free response to an ordinary oscillator with the
viscous damping. As a matter of fact,
x3(t)|α=2,β=1 = e−ςωnt
(






where ωd = ωn
√
1 − ς2.
Figure 28 indicates x3(t) for m = c = k = x10 = v10 = 1.
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Figure 28. Plots of free response x3(t) for m = c = k = x10 = v10 = 1. Solid line: ω = 1.1. Dot line:
ω = 1.5. (a) α = 1.8, β = 0.8 (ςeq3 = 0.78). (b) α = 1.5, β = 0.8 (ςeq3 = 1.33). (c) α = 1.8, β = 0.3 (ςeq3 = 0.91).
(d) α = 2, β = 1 (ςeq3 = 0.50).
Note that the plots regarding with x3(t) in Figure 28 are with fixed ω. However, actual x3(t) is
frequency varying. Figure 29 shows its frequency varying pictures in time domain and Figure 30 in
t-ω plane.












































Figure 29. Free response x3(t) with variable ω (=1, 2, ..., 10) for m = c = k = 1. (a) α = 1.9, β = 0.8
(ςeq3 = 0.66). (b) α = 1.5, β = 0.8 (ςeq3 = 1.33). (c) α = 1.8, β = 0.3 (ςeq3 = 0.91). (d) α = 2, β = 1 (ςeq3 = 0.50).
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Figure 30. Free response x3(t) in t-ω plane with m = k = x10 = v10 = 1 and c = 0.1 for t = 0, 1, ..., 30;
ω = 1, 2, ..., 5. (a) α = 1.8, β = 0.8 (0.21 ≤ ςeq3 ≤ 0.72). (b) α = 1.8, β = 0.5 (0.20 ≤ ςeq3 ≤ 0.70). (c) α = 1.5,
β = 0.8 (0.49 ≤ ςeq3 ≤ 1.49). (d) α = 2, β = 1 (ςeq3 = 0.05).
Corollary 12 (Decrement III). Denote by x3(t) the free response to a fractional oscillator in Class III. Then, for







































Replacing the above ςeq3 with that in (147) yields (184). This completes the proof. 
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1 − ς2 . (186)
As Δeq3 is a function of ω and (α, β), we write it by Δeq3(ω, α, β). Figures 31 and 32 show its plots.














































Figure 31. Δeq3(ω, α, β) : Logarithmic decrement of fractional oscillator in Class III for m = c = k = 1.
(a) Solid line: α = 1.7, β = 0.8. Dot line: α = 1.7, β = 0.5. (b) Solid line: α = 1.8, β = 0.8. Dot line: α = 1.8,
β = 0.5.
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Figure 32. Δeq3(ω, α, β) for m = c = 1, k = 25. (a) Solid line: α = 1.7, β = 0.8. Dot line: α = 1.7, β = 0.5.
(b) Solid line: α = 1.8, β = 0.8. Dot line: α = 1.8, β = 0.5.
6.5. Application to Representing Generalized Mittag-Leffler Function (1)
The previous research (Mainardi [25], Achar et al. [33], Uchaikin ([38], Chapter 7)) presented
the free response to fractional oscillators of Class I type by using a kind of special function, called
the generalized Mittag-Leffler function, see (32). The novelty of our result presented in Theorem 10
is in that Equation (172) or (173) is consistent with the representation style in engineering by using
elementary functions. Thus, we obtain novel representations of the generalized Mittag-Leffler functions
as follows.
Corollary 13. The generalized Mittag-Leffler function in the form
x1(t) = x10Eα,1
[−(ωnt)α]+ v10tEα,2[−(ωnt)α], 1 < α ≤ 2, t ≥ 0, (187)
is the solution to fractional oscillators in Class I (Mainardi [25], Achar et al. [33], Uchaikin ([38], Chapter 7)).
It can be expressed by the one in (172). That is, for 1 < α ≤ 2, t ≥ 0,
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The proof of Corollary 13 is straightforward from (172).
When v10= 0 in (187), we obtain a corollary below.
Corollary 14. The generalized Mittag-Leffler function given by
x1(t) = x10Eα,1
[−(ωnt)α], 1 < α ≤ 2, t ≥ 0, (189)
can be expressed by the elementary functions, for 1 < α ≤ 2, t ≥ 0, in the form
x1(t) = x10Eα,1












1 − ωα sin2 απ2































Proof. If v10 = 0 in (187), (188) becomes (189). The proof completes. 
If x10= 0 in (187), we obtain another corollary as follows.
Corollary 15. The generalized Mittag-Leffler function expressed by
x1(t) = v10tEα,2
[−(ωnt)α], 1 < α ≤ 2, t ≥ 0, (191)
can be represented, for 1 < α ≤ 2, t ≥ 0, by the elementary functions in the form
x1(t) = v10tEα,2

















1 − ωα sin2 απ2
4ω2n|cos απ2 |√
ωα−2





Proof. When x10 = 0 in (187), (188) becomes (192). The proof finishes. 
7. Impulse Responses to Three Classes of Fractional Oscillators
In this section, we shall present the impulse responses to three classes of fractional oscillators
using elementary functions.
In Section 4, we have proved that
Hyj(ω) = Hxj(ω), j = 1, 2, 3,
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where Hyj(ω) is the frequency response function solved directly from a jth fractional oscillator while
Hxj(ω) is the one derived from its equivalent oscillator. Doing the inverse Fourier transform on the
both sides above, therefore, we have
hyj(t) = hxj(t), j = 1, 2, 3,
where hyj(t) is the impulse response obtained directly from the jth fractional oscillator but hxj(t)
is the one solved from its equivalent one. In that way, therefore, we may establish the theoretic
foundation for representing the impulse responses to three classes of fractional oscillators by using
elementary functions.
The main highlight presented in this section is to propose the impulse responses to three classes
of fractional oscillators in the closed analytic form expressed by elementary functions. As a by product,
we shall represent a certain generalized Mittag-Leffler functions using elementary functions.
7.1. General Form of Impulse Responses
Given a following functional form of equivalent oscillators for finding their impulse responses,







+ khj(t) = δ(t), j = 1, 2, 3. (193)














, j = 1, 2, 3. (194)









, j = 1, 2, 3. (195)




sin ωeqd,jt, t ≥ 0. (196)
Equation (196) is a general form of the impulse response to fractional oscillators for Class j
(j = 1, 2, 3). Its specific form for each Class is discussed as follows.
7.2. Impulse Response to Fractional Oscillators in Class I
Theorem 13 (Impulse response I). Let h1(t) be the impulse response to a fractional oscillator in Class I. Then,













1 − ω2α sin2 απ2







1 − ω2α sin2 απ2
4ω2n|cos απ2 |
. (197)




sin ωeqd,1t, t ≥ 0. (198)
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√√√√1− ω2α sin2 απ2
4ω2n|cos απ2 | t√
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√√√√1− ω2α sin2 απ2
4ω2n |cos απ2 |
t
√









This finishes the proof. 
Figure 33 shows the plots of h1(t), where the oscillation frequency ω is fixed. Note that ω is an
argument of h1(t). Therefore, its pictures in time domain are indicated in Figure 34. Figure 35 indicates
its figures in t-ω plane.































   












Figure 33. Plots of impulse response h1(t) with ωn = 1. (a) α = 1.9, solid line: ω = 1 (ςeq1 = 0.08); dot line:
ω = 0.7 (ςeq1 = 0.04). (b) α = 1.6, solid line: ω = 1 (ςeq1 = 0.33); dot line: ω = 0.7 (ςeq1 = 0.19). (c) α = 1.3,
solid line: ω = 1 (ςeq1 = 0.66); dot line: ω = 0.7 (ςeq1 = 0.42). (d) α = 2, solid line: ω = 1 (ςeq1 = 0); dot line:
ω = 0.7 (ςeq1 = 0).
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Figure 34. Plots of impulse response h1(t) for ωn = 5, ω = 0, 1, ..., 5. (a) For α = 1.8 (0 ≤ ςeq1 ≤ 0.57).








Figure 35. Impulse response h1(t) in t-ω plane with m = 1, ωn = 0.3 for t = 0, 1, ..., 30; ω = 1, 2, ..., 5.
(a) α = 1.9 (0.26 ≤ ςeq1 ≤ 5.58). (b) α = 2 (ςeq1 = 0).
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7.3. Impulse Response to Fractional Oscillators in Class II
Theorem 14 (Impulse response II). Denote by h2(t) the impulse response to a fractional oscillator in Class II.











√√√√1− ς2ω2(β−1) sin2 βπ2
1− cm ωβ−2 cos
βπ
2√




1 − cm ωβ−2 cos βπ2
√
1 − ς2ω2(β−1) sin2
βπ
2
1− cm ωβ−2 cos βπ2
. (200)




sin ωeqd,2t, t ≥ 0. (201)





























√√√√√1− ς2ω2(β−1) sin2 βπ2
1− cm ωβ−2 cos
βπ
2√








1− cm ωβ−2 cos
βπ
2
√√√√1− ς2ω2(β−1) sin2 βπ2











1− cm ωβ−2 cos
βπ
2
√√√√1− ς2ω2(β−1) sin2 βπ2






1− cm ωβ−2 cos βπ2
√√√√1− ς2ω2(β−1) sin2 βπ2




This is (200). Hence, the proof completes. 
Figure 36 illustrates h2(t) with fixed ω. Its plots with variable ω are shown in Figure 37. Its pictures
in t-ω plane are indicated in Figure 38.
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(c) (d)
Figure 36. Illustrating impulse response h2(t) for m = c = k = 1. Solid line: ω = 30. Dot line: ω = 10.
(a) β = 0.3, solid line: ω = 30 (ςeq2 = 0.02); dot line: ω = 10 (ςeq2 = 0.05). (b) β = 0.6, solid line: ω = 30
(ςeq2 = 0.10); dot line: ω = 10 (ςeq2 = 0.16). (c) β = 0.9, solid line: ω = 30 (ςeq2 = 0.35); dot line: ω = 10
(ςeq2 = 0.40). (d) β = 1, solid line: ω = 30 (ςeq2 = 0.50); dot line: ω = 10 (ςeq2 = 0.50).
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(c) (d)
Figure 37. Plots of impulse response h2(t) with variable ω for m = c = k = 1 in time domain. (a) For β = 0.63,
ω = 1, 2, ..., 5 (0.24 ≤ ςeq2 ≤ 0.62). (b) For β = 0.63, ω = 1, 2, ..., 10 (0.18 ≤ ςeq2 ≤ 0.62). (c) For β = 0.83,
ω = 1, 2, ..., 5 (0.37 ≤ ςeq2 ≤ 0.56). (d) For β = 0.83, ω = 1, 2, ..., 10 (0.33 ≤ ςeq2 ≤ 0.56).
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Figure 38. Illustrating impulse response h2(t) in t-ω plane for m = c = k = 1 with t = 0, 1, ..., 50; ω = 1, 2, ..., 5.
(a) β = 0.3 (0.08 ≤ ςeq2 ≤ 0.69). (b) β = 0.6 (0.22 ≤ ςeq2 ≤ 0.63). (c) β = 0.9 (0.43 ≤ ςeq2 ≤ 0.54). (d) β = 1
(ςeq2 = 0.50).
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7.4. Impulse Response to Fractional Oscillators in Class III
We present the impulse response to fractional oscillators in Class III with Theorem 15.
Theorem 15 (Impulse response III). Let h3(t) be the impulse response to a fractional oscillator in Class III.

































































sin ωeqd,3t, t ≥ 0. (204)
In the above expression, substitute meq3 with the one in Section 4, ςeq3, ωeqd,3, ωeqn,3 by those in






















The right side on the above is (203). Thus, the proof completes. 
The plots of h3(t) with fixed ω are shown in Figure 39, with variable ω in Figure 40, and in t-ω
plane by Figure 41.



































Figure 39. Impulse response h3(t) for m = c = 1, k = 25 (ωn = 5). (a) (α, β) = (1.8, 0.3), solid line: ω = 2
(ςeq3 = 0.03); dot line: ω = 1 (ςeq3 = 0.02). (b) (α, β) = (1.5, 0.8), solid line: ω = 2 (ςeq3 = 0.20); dot line:
ω = 1 (ςeq3 = 0.10). (c) (α, β) = (1.8, 0.5), solid line: ω = 2 (ςeq3 = 0.05); dot line: ω = 1 (ςeq3 = 0.02).
(d) (α, β) = (2, 1), solid line: ω = 2 (ςeq3 = 0); dot line: ω = 1 (ςeq3 = 0).
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Figure 40. Impulse response h3(t) to a fractional oscillator in Class III for m = c = 1, k = 25 (ωn = 5).
(a) (α, β) = (1.8, 0.8), ω = 1, 2, ..., 5 (0.09 ≤ ςeq3 ≤ 0.45). (b) (α, β) = (1.5, 0.8), ω = 1, 2, ..., 5 (0.09 ≤ ςeq3 ≤ 0.20).
(c) (α, β) = (1.3, 0.8), ω = 1, 2, ..., 5 (0.48 ≤ ςeq3 ≤ 0.67).
h3 t h3 t 
(a) (b)
h3 t h3 t
(c) (d)
Figure 41. Impulse response to a fractional oscillator in Class III in t-ω plane for m = c = 1, k = 25
(ωn= 5) with t = 0, 1, ..., 30; ω = 1, 2, ..., 5. (a) α = 1.8, β = 0.8 (0.09 ≤ ςeq3 ≤ 0.45). (b) α = 1.8, β = 0.4
(0.07 ≤ ςeq3 ≤ 0.15). (c) α = 1.5, β = 0.8 (0.33 ≤ ςeq3 ≤ 0.91). (d) α = 2, β = 1 (ςeq3 = 0).
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Note 7.3: The impulse response h3(t) degenerates to the conventional one when α = 2 and






























7.5. Application to Represetenting Generalized Mittag-Leffler Function (2)
The impulse response to fractional oscillators in Class I by using the generalized Mittag-Leffler
function is in the form (Uchaikin ([38], Chapter 7))
h1(t) = tα−1Eα,α
[−(ωnt)α], 1 < α ≤ 2, t ≥ 0. (206)
In this section, we propose the representation of (206) by elementary functions.
Corollary 16. The generalized Mittag-Leffler function in the form (206) can be expressed by the elementary






















1 − ω2α sin2 απ2
4ω2n|cos απ2 |
. (207)
The proof is straightforward from Theorem 13 and (206).
8. Step Responses to Three Classes of Fractional Oscillators
In this section, we shall put forward the unit step responses to three classes of fractional oscillators
in the analytic closed forms with elementary functions. Besides, we shall suggest a novel expression of
a certain generalized Mittag-Leffler function by using elementary functions.
8.1. General Form of Step Responses
Denote by gj(t) (j = 1, 2, 3) the step response to a fractional oscillator in the jth Class. Then, it is











, j = 1, 2, 3 . (208)


















, j = 1, 2, 3. (210)
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8.2. Step Response to a Fractional Oscillator in Class I
Theorem 16 (Step response I). Let g1(t) be the unit step response to a fractional oscillator in Class I. For t ≥ 0































































































Replacing ωeqn,1 and ωeqd,1 with those in Section 5 in the above yields (211) and (212). The proof
finishes. 
Figure 42 shows the unit step response g1(t) with fixed oscillation frequency ω. Note that g1(t)
takes ω as an argument. Thus, we use Figure 43 to indicate g1(t) with variable ω in time domain.
Its plots in t-ω plane are shown in Figure 44.
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Figure 42. Unit step response g1(t) to a fractional oscillator in Class I with fixed ω for m = k = 1.
(a) α = 1.3, solid line: ω = 1 (ςeq1 = 0.66); dot line: ω = 0.7 (ςeq1 = 0.52). (b) α = 1.6, solid line: ω = 1
(ςeq1 = 0.33); dot line: ω = 0.7 (ςeq1 = 0.25). (c) α = 1.9, solid line: ω = 1 (ςeq1 = 0.08); dot line: ω = 0.7
(ςeq1 = 0.06). (d) α = 2 (ςeq1 = 0).












































Figure 43. Step response g1(t) to a fractional oscillator in Class I with variable ω for m = k = 1. (a) α = 1.3,
ω = 1, 1.2, 1.4, ..., 5 (0.66 ≤ ςeq1 ≤ 1.88). (b) α = 1.5, ω = 1, 1.2, 1.4, ..., 10 (0.66 ≤ ςeq1 ≤ 2.95). (c) α = 1.7,
ω = 1, 1.2, 1.4, ..., 10 (0.08 ≤ ςeq1 ≤ 0.36). (d) α = 1.9, ω = 1, 1.12, 1.14, ..., 10 (0.08 ≤ ςeq1 ≤ 0.70).
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Figure 44. Step response g1(t) to a fractional oscillator in Class I in t-ω plane for m = k = 1, ω = 0, 1, ..., 5.
(a) α = 1.9 (0 ≤ ςeq1 ≤ 0.36). (b) α = 1.6 (0 ≤ ςeq1 ≤ 1.18).




























































8.3. Step Response to a Fractional Oscillator in Class II
Theorem 17 (Step response II). Denote by g2(t) the unit step response to a fractional oscillator in Class II.
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. (218)
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cos(ωeqd,2t−φ2)√√√√1− ς2ω2(β−1) sin2 βπ2













cos(ωeqd,2t−φ2)√√√√1− ς2ω2(β−1) sin2 βπ2





Finally, substituting ωeqd,2 by that in (157) in the above produces (217) and (218). Hence, we finish the
proof. 
We use Figure 45 to indicate g2(t) with fixed ω. When considering variable ω, we show g2(t) in
Figure 46 in time domain and Figure 47 in t-ω plane.
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(c) (d)
Figure 45. Step response g2(t) to a fractional oscillator in Class II with fixed ω for m = c = k = 1.
(a) β = 0.3, solid line: ω = 20 (ςeq2 = 0.03); dot line: ω = 5 (ςeq2 = 0.08). (b) β = 0.6, solid line: ω = 20
(ςeq2 = 0.12); dot line: ω = 5 (ςeq2 = 0.22). (c) β = 0.9, solid line: ω = 20 (ςeq2 = 0.37); dot line: ω = 5
(ςeq2 = 0.43). (d) β = 1, solid line: ω = 20 (ςeq2 = 0.50); dot line: ω = 5 (ςeq2 = 0.50).
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(c) (d)
Figure 46. Step response g2(t) to a fractional oscillator in Class II with variable ω for m = c = k = 1.
(a) β = 0.3, ω = 1, 2, ..., 5 (0.08 ≤ ςeq2 ≤ 0.69). (b) β = 0.3, ω = 1, 2, ..., 10 (0.22 ≤ ςeq2 ≤ 0.63). (c) β = 0.9,















Figure 47. Step response g2(t) in t-ω plane for m = c = 1 and ωn = 0.3 (k = 0.09), with t = 0, 1, ..., 30,
ω = 1, 2, 3, 4. (a) β = 0.3 (0.09 ≤ ςeq2 ≤ 0.69). (b) β = 0.6 (0.24 ≤ ςeq2 ≤ 0.63). (c) β = 0.9
(0.44 ≤ ςeq2 ≤ 0.54). (d) β = 1 (ςeq2 = 0.50).
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8.4. Step Response to a Fractional Oscillator in Class III
Theorem 18 (Step response III). Let g3(t) be the unit step response to a fractional oscillator in Class III. It is
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Finally, considering ωeqd,3 expressed by (160), we have (223) and (224). Hence, the proof finishes. 
Figure 48 illustrates g3(t) in time with fixed ω while Figure 49 is with variable ω. Its illustrations
in t-ω plane are shown in Figure 50.
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Figure 48. Illustrating step response g3(t) with fixed ω for m = c = 1, k = 25 (ωn = 5). (a) (α, β) = (1.8, 0.8),
solid line: ω = 1 (ςeq3 = 0.13), dot line: ω = 2 (ςeq3 = 0.05). (b) (α, β) = (1.5, 0.8), solid line: ω = 1 (ςeq3 = 0.33),
dot line: ω = 2 (ςeq3 = 0.15). (c) (α, β) = (1.3, 0.8), solid line: ω = 1 (ςeq3 = 0.49), dot line: ω = 2 (ςeq3 = 0.24).
(d) (α, β) = (1.8, 0.5), solid line: ω = 1 (ςeq3 = 0.09), dot line: ω = 2 (ςeq3 = 0.03). (e) (α, β) = (2, 1), solid line:
ω = 1 (ςeq3 = 0), dot line: ω = 2 (ςeq3 = 0).






























Figure 49. Demonstrating step response g3(t) with variable ω ( = 1, 2, ..., 5) for m = c = 1, k = 25 (ωn = 5).
(a) (α, β) = (1.8, 0.8) (0.13 ≤ ςeq3 ≤ 1.22). (b) (α, β) = (1.5, 0.8) (0.34 ≤ ςeq3 ≤ 0.91). (c) (α, β) = (1.3, 0.8)














Figure 50. Illustrating step response g3(t) in t-ω plane for m = c = k = 1, with t = 0, 1, ..., 30, ω = 1, 2, ..., 5.
(a) (α, β) = (1.8, 0.3) (0.05 ≤ ςeq3 ≤ 0.10). (b) (α, β) = (1.8, 0.5) (0.09 ≤ ςeq3 ≤ 0.20). (c) (α, β) = (1.5, 0.6)
(0.25 ≤ ςeq3 ≤ 0.55). (d) (α, β) = (2, 1) (0.49 ≤ ςeq3 ≤ 0.96).













































1 − ς2 . (228)
8.5. Application to Represetenting Mittag-Leffler Function (3)
The step response to fractional oscillators in Class I by using the generalized Mittag-Leffler
function is in the form (Uchaikin ([38], Chapter 7))
g1(t) = tαEα,α+1
[−(ωnt)α], 1 < α ≤ 2, t ≥ 0. (229)
In the following corollary, we propose the representation of (229) by elementary functions.
Corollary 17. The generalized Mittag-Leffler function expressed by (229) can be represented by using the




































where φ1 is given by (212).
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Proof. The left side of (230) equals to g1(t) following Theorem 16. According to (229), therefore, (230)
holds. This completes the proof. 
9. Frequency Responses to Three Classes of Fractional Oscillators
We put forward frequency responses to three classes of fractional oscillators in this section.
They are expressed by elementary functions based on the theory of three equivalent oscillators
addressed in Section 4.
9.1. General Form of Frequency Responses to Three Classes of Fractional Oscillators
Denote by Hj(ω) the Fourier transform of the impulse response hj(t) to a fractional oscillator
in Class j (j = 1, 2, 3), where hj(t) is given by (196). Then, it is the frequency response function to a
fractional oscillator in Class j (j = 1, 2, 3).
In fact, doing the Fourier transform on the both sides of (195) produces
(
























Therefore, by letting γeqj be the equivalent frequency ratio of a fractional oscillator in Class j, Hj(ω)





1 − γ2eqj + i2ςeqjγeqj
) , j = 1, 2, 3. (234)
The amplitude of Hj(ω) is






)2 , j = 1, 2, 3. (235)




, j = 1, 2, 3. (236)
9.2. Frequency Response to a Fractional Oscillator in Class I
Theorem 19 (Frequency response I). Let H1(ω) be the frequency response to a fractional oscillator in Class I.
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) , (238)
when replacing γeq1 by


























we have (237). This completes the proof. 























∣∣cos απ2 ∣∣ . (242)
Note 9.1 (Equivalent frequency ratio I): The equivalent frequency ratio γeq1 is a function of
oscillation frequency ω and the fractional order α. It may be denoted by γeq1(ω, α).
Figure 51 shows the plot of γeq1. Figure 52 indicates the illustrations of H1(ω).














   
 
Figure 51. Equivalent frequency ratio γeq1(ω, α) for fractional oscillators in Class I with m = k = 1.
Solid line: α = 1.8. Dot line: α = 1.5. Dash line: α = 1.2.
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(d)
Figure 52. Frequency response H1(ω) to fractional oscillators in Class I with m = k = 1. Solid line:
α = 1.8 (0.04 ≤ ςeq1 ≤ 0.06). Dot line: α = 1.5 (0.13 ≤ ςeq1 ≤ 0.19). Dash line: α = 1.2 (0.33 ≤ ςeq1 ≤ 0.46).
(a) Amplitude |H1(ω)| in ordinary coordinate. (b) |H1(ω)| in log-log. (c) Phase ϕ1(ω) in ordinary
coordinate. (d) ϕ1(ω) in log-log.
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Note 9.2: If α = 2, H1(ω) → ∞ at ω = ωn. In that case, H1(ω) turns to be the ordinary frequency


















1 − γ2 . (243)
9.3. Frequency Response to a Fractional Oscillator in Class II
Theorem 20 (Frequency response II). Denote by H2(ω) the frequency response to a fractional oscillator in
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) . (245)
Note that





























































This finishes the proof. 

















1 − cm ωβ−2 cos βπ2
) . (249)
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Note 9.3 (Equivalent frequency ratio II): The equivalent frequency ratio γeq2 is dependent on
oscillation frequency ω and the fractional order β as can be seen from (9.16). We denote it by γeq2(ω, β).
Figure 53 indicates the plot of γeq2(ω, β). H2(ω) is shown in Figure 54.














   
 
Figure 53. Equivalent frequency ratio γeq2(ω, β) of fractional oscillators in Class II with m = c = k = 1.
Solid line: β = 0.8. Dot line: β = 0.5. Dash line: β = 0.2.
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(d)
Figure 54. Frequency response H2(ω) to fractional oscillators of Class II type with m = c = 1 and
k = 4. Solid line: β = 0.8 (0.15 ≤ ςeq2 ≤ 0.29). Dot line: β = 0.5 (0.06 ≤ ςeq2 ≤ 0.33). Dash line: β = 0.2
(0.01 ≤ ςeq2 ≤ 0.35). (a) Amplitude |H2(ω)| in ordinary coordinate. (b) |H2(ω)| in log-log. (c) Phase
ϕ2(ω) in ordinary coordinate. (d) ϕ2(ω) in log-log.
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(c)
Figure 55. H2(ω) for β = 1 with m = c = 1 and k = 4 (ζeq2 = 0.25). (a) |H2(ω)| in ordinary coordinate.
(b) |H2(ω)| in log-log. (c) Phase ϕ2(ω) in log-log.
9.4. Frequency Response to a Fractional Oscillator in Class III
Theorem 21 (Frequency response III). Let H3(ω) be the frequency response to a fractional oscillator of Class

















ωα−2|cos απ2 |−2ςωnωβ−2 cos βπ2
)
. (251)
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) , (252)
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we notice
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Therefore, the proof completes. 








































∣∣cos απ2 ∣∣− cm ωβ−2 cos βπ2 ) . (256)
Note 9.5 (Equivalent frequency ratio III): γeq3 relates to ω and a pair of fractional orders (α, β).
Figure 56 indicates its plots. Figure 57 demonstrates H3(ω).














   














   
 
(a) (b)
Figure 56. Plots of equivalent frequency ratio γeq3(ω, α, β) for m = c = k = 1. (a) Solid line: (α, β) =
(1.8, 0.8). Dot line: (α, β) = (1.5, 0.8). (b) Solid line: (α, β) = (1.5, 0.8). Dot line: (α, β) = (1.5, 0.6).
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(c)
Figure 57. Illustrations of frequency response H3(ω) to fractional oscillators of Class III with m = c = 1,
k = 25. (a) |H3(ω)| and ϕ3(ω). Solid line: (α, β) = (1.8, 0.9) (0.23 ≤ ςeq3 ≤ 0.54). Dot line: (α, β) = (1.5, 0.9)
(0.36 ≤ ςeq3 ≤ 1.04). (b) |H3(ω)| and ϕ3(ω). Solid line: (α, β) = (1.8, 0.7) (0.27 ≤ ςeq3 ≤ 0.50). Dot
line: (α, β) = (1.5, 0.7) (0.50 ≤ ςeq3 ≤ 0.95). (c) |H3(ω)| and ϕ3(ω). Solid line: (α, β) = (1.8, 0.55)
(0.31 ≤ ςeq3 ≤ 0.46). Dot line: (α, β) = (1.5, 0.55) (0.86 ≤ ςeq3 ≤ 0.97).
Note 9.6: If (α, β) = (2, 1), H3(ω) reduces to the ordinary one given by
H3(ω)|(α,β)=(2,1) =
1/k
1 − γ2 + i2ςγ . (257)
10. Sinusoidal Responses of Three Classes of Fractional Oscillators
When the excitation force takes the sinusoidal one in the form of cosωt or sinωt, the response is
termed sinusoidal response, which plays a role in the field of oscillations.
10.1. Stating Problem
Note that the sinusoidal response to fractional oscillators attracts research interests but it is yet
a problem that has not been solved satisfactorily. In fact, the existence of the sinusoidal response
to fractional oscillators remains a problem. In mathematics, it is regarded as a problem of periodic
solution to fractional oscillators. Kaslik and Sivasundaram stated that the exact periodic solution does
not exist ([81], p. 1495, Remark 5). The view of Kaslik and Sivasundaram’s in [81] is also implied in
other works of researchers. Taking fractional oscillators in Class I as an example, Mainardi noticed that
the solution to fractional oscillators for 1 < α < 2, when driven by sinusoidal function, does not exhibit
permanent oscillations but asymptotically algebraic decayed ([25], p. 1469), also see Achar et al. ([33],
lines above Equation (14)), Duan et al. ([39], p. 49).
As a matter of fact, when considering a fractional oscillator of Class I type for 1 < α < 2 without




+ ky1(t) = cos ωt, 1 < α < 2, (258)
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it is obvious that y1(t) must contain steady-state component that is not equal to 0 for t → ∞ no matter
what value of α ∈ (1, 2) is. Otherwise, the conservation law of energy would be violated. The problem
is what the complete solution of y1(t) should be.
The actual solution y1(t) should, in reality, consist of two parts. One is the steady-state part,
denoted by y1s(t), where the subscript s stands for steady-state, which is not equal to 0 for t → ∞ and
for any value of α ∈ (1, 2). The other is the transient part, denoted by y1tr(t), where the subscript tr
means transient. Thus, the complete solution should, qualitatively, be in the form
y1(t) = y1tr(t) + y1s(t). (259)
We contribute the complete solutions to three classes of fractional oscillators regarding their
sinusoidal responses in this section. Our results will show that there exist steady-state components
for fractional oscillators in either class with any value of α ∈ (1, 2) for those in Class I, or β ∈ (0, 1) in
Class II, or any combination of α ∈ (1, 2) with β ∈ (0, 1) for those in Class III.
10.2. Stating Research Thought
Consider the sinusoidal responses to three classes fractional oscillators based on the equivalent














, j = 1, 2, 3. (260)
The complete response xj(t) consists of the zero state response, denoted by xjzs(t), and zero input
response denoted by xjzi(t), according to the theory of differential equations. Therefore,
xj(t) = xjzs(t) + xjzi(t), (261)













, j = 1, 2, 3. (262)













, j = 1, 2, 3. (263)
Note that xjzi(t) is actually the free response to the fractional oscillators in Class j. It has been
solved in Section 6. Thus, the focus of this section is on (263).
10.3. General Form of Sinusoidal Responses to Three Classes of Fractional Oscillators
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10.4. Sinusoidal Response to Fractional Oscillators in Class I
Theorem 22 (Sinusoidal response I). Let x1zs(t) be the zero state sinusoidal response to a fractional oscillator
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In the above, replacing meq1 by the one in Section 4, ςeq1, ωeqd,1 and ωeqn,1 by those in Section 5,
respectively, produces (265). This finishes the proof. 
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Figure 58 shows the plots of x1zs(t).























Figure 58. Illustrating x1zs(t) for m = 1, k = 9 (ωn = 3), ω = 1. Solid line: α = 1.9 (ςeq1 = 0.03). Dot line:
α = 1.6 (ςeq1 = 0.11). (a) t = 0, 1, ..., 20. (b) t = 0, 1, ..., 100.
Note 10.1: x1zs(t) is not a pure harmonic function as can be seen from Figure 58.
Remark 29. We found that the sinusoidal response to fractional oscillators in Class I for any value of α ∈ (1, 2)
does have steady-state component x1zs,s(t) expressed by (267), also see Figure 59.












Figure 59. Steady-state component, x1zs,s(t), of sinusoidal response to a fractional oscillator in Class I
for m = 1, k = 9 (ωn = 3), ω = 1. Solid line: α = 1.9 (ςeq1 = 0.03). Dot line: α = 1.6 (ςeq1 = 0.11). Dash dot
line: α = 1.3 (ςeq1 = 0.22).
The illustration of x1zs,tr(t) is indicated in Figure 60.














Figure 60. Instantaneous component x1zs,tr(t) for m = 1, k = 9 (ωn = 3), ω = 1. Solid line: α = 1.9
(ςeq1 = 0.03). Dot line: α = 1.6 (ςeq1 = 0.11). Dash dot line: α = 1.3 (ςeq1 = 0.22).
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= Amωn (cos ω t + cos ωnt).
(269)
10.5. Sinusoidal Response to Fractional Oscillators in Class II
Theorem 23 (Sinusoidal response II). Denote by x2zs(t) the zero state sinusoidal response to a fractional
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replacing meq2 with the one in Section 4, ςeq2, ωeqd,2 and ωeqn,2 by those in Section 5, results in (270).
The proof completes. 
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Figures 61–63 show the plots of x2zs(t), x2zs,s(t), and x2zs,tr(t).











Figure 61. Sinusoidal response x2zs(t) to a fractional oscillator in Class II with β = 0.9 (solid line) (ςeq2 = 0.14),
β = 0.6 (dot line) (ςeq2 = 0.07), β = 0.3 (dash dot line) (ςeq2 = 0.03) with m = c = 1, ωn = 3 and ω = 1.
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Figure 62. Steady-state sinusoidal part of x2zs(t) with β = 0.9 (solid line) (ςeq2 = 0.14), β = 0.6 (dot line)
(ςeq2 = 0.07), β = 0.3 (dash dot line) (ςeq2 = 0.03) with m = c = 1, ωn = 3 and ω = 1.













Figure 63. Transient part of x2zs(t) with β = 0.9 (solid line) (ςeq2 = 0.14), β = 0.6 (dot line) (ςeq2 = 0.07),
β = 0.3 (dash dot line) (ςeq2 = 0.03) with m = c = 1, ωn = 3 and ω = 1.
Note 10.3: If β = 1, we obtain the zero-state response of the conventional sinusoidal response to a




















(ω2n − ω2)2 + (2ςωnω)2
. (274)
Remark 30. We discovered that the sinusoidal response to fractional oscillators in Class II for any value of
β ∈ (0, 1) does have steady-state component x2zs,s(t) described by (272), also see Figure 62.
10.6. Sinusoidal Response to Fractional Oscillators in Class III
Theorem 24 (Sinusoidal response III). Let x3zs(t) be the zero state sinusoidal response to a fractional oscillator
of Class III type. Then, for t > 0, 1 < α ≤ 2, and 0 < β ≤ 1, it is written in the form
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where meq3 and ωeqd, 3 are given by (119) and (160), respectively.



































Substituting ςeq3, ωeqn,3 and ωeqd,3 with those in Section 5 yields the Theorem 24. That completes
the proof. 
Figure 64 illustrates x3zs(t).
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Figure 64. Indicating the sinusoidal response x3zs(t) to a fractional oscillator in Class III with (α, β) =
(1.8, 0.8) (solid line) (ςeq3 = 0.13), (α, β) = (1.5, 0.8) (dot line) (ςeq3 = 0.22), (α, β) = (1.3, 0.8) (dash dot
line) (ςeq3 = 0.40) with m = c = 1, k = 36 (ωn = 6) and ω = 1.
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The steady-state component and the transient one of x3zs(t) are shown in Figures 65 and 66,
respectively.











Figure 65. Indicating the steady-state component of x3zs(t) with (α, β) = (1.8, 0.8) (solid line) (ςeq3 = 0.13),
(α, β) = (1.5, 0.8) (dot line) (ςeq3 = 0.22), (α, β) = (1.3, 0.8) (dash dot line) (ςeq3 = 0.40) with m = c = 1, k = 36
(ωn = 6) and ω = 1.
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Figure 66. Transient component of x3zs(t) with (α, β) = (1.8, 0.8) (solid line) (ςeq3 = 0.13), (α, β) = (1.5, 0.8)
(dot line) (ςeq3 = 0.22), (α, β) = (1.3, 0.8) (dash dot line) (ςeq3 = 0.40) with m = c = 1, k = 36 (ωn = 6) and ω = 1.
Note 10.4: When (α, β) = (2, 1), x3zs(t) reduces to the ordinary zero-state sinusoidal response to a





























Remark 31. We revealed that the sinusoidal response to fractional oscillators in Class III for any value of
α ∈ (1, 2) and β ∈ (0, 1) does have steady-state component x3zs,s(t) described by (277), also see Figure 65.
Remark 32. The results presented above show that the exact periodic solutions to three classes of fractional
oscillators exist.
11. Discussion
Three classes of fractional oscillators previously studied are usually characterized by constant-
coefficient fractional differential equations. The basic theory and key point I presented in Section 4 is
to equivalently represent them by the second-order differential equations with variable-coefficients.
In this way, three classes of fractional oscillators, which are nonlinear in nature, all reduce to linear
oscillators with variable-coefficients. In methodology, that may open a new way of the linearization to
describe and research fractional oscillators.
In addition to keep fractional properties of fractional oscillators with its equivalences, for instance,
the characteristic roots of a fractional oscillator being infinitely large as explained by Li et al. [18]
and Duan et al. [39], based on the proposed equivalent oscillators, we also reveal other properties
of fractional oscillators, which may be very difficult, if not impossible, to be described directly from
the point of view of fractional differential equations, such as the equivalent, i.e., intrinsic, masses
meqj, equivalent dampings ceqj, equivalent natural frequencies ωeqn,j and ωeqd,j (j = 1, 2, 3) of fractional
oscillators, which are nonlinear with the power laws in terms of oscillation frequency ω as stated in
Sections 4 and 5.
The significance of the presented theory with respect to three classes of fractional oscillators in
both theory and practice is about the closed form analytic formulas of the responses to fractional
oscillators explained in Sections 6–10 by using elementary functions, making the matters much better
in engineering.
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Note that power laws plays a role in understanding the nature in general, see, e.g., Gabaix et al. [82],
Stanley [83]. As a matter of fact, the fractional order α relates to the fractal dimension, see
Lim et al. [20–22]. Thus, my study of the power laws previously stated is quite beginning in the aspect
of fractional oscillations. Further research is needed in future. In addition to that, our future work will
consider the applications of the present equivalent theory of the fractional oscillators to fractional noise
in communication systems (Levy and Pinchas [84], Pinchas [85]), partial differential equations, such as
transient phenomena of complex systems or fractional diffusion equations (Toma [86], Bakhoum and
Toma [87], Cattani [88], Mardani et al. [89]).
12. Conclusions
We have established a theory of equivalent oscillators with respect to three classes of fractional
oscillation systems. Its principle is to represent a fractional oscillator with constant coefficients (mass
and damping) by a 2-order oscillator equivalently with variable mass and damping. The analytic
expressions of equivalent masses, equivalent dampings, equivalent damping ratios, equivalent natural
frequencies, and equivalent frequency ratios have been presented. We have revealed that the equivalent
masses and dampings of three classes of fractional oscillators follow power laws in terms of oscillation
frequency. By using elementary functions, we have put forward the closed form representations
of responses (free, impulse, step, frequency, sinusoidal) to three classes of fractional oscillators.
Additionally, analytic expressions of the logarithmic decrements of three classes of fractional oscillators
have been proposed. As by products, we have stated the representations of four types of the generalized
Mittag-Leffler functions in the closed form with elementary functions.
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Abstract: Topological indices are numbers related to sub-atomic graphs to allow quantitative
structure-movement/property/danger connections. These topological indices correspond to some
specific physico-concoction properties such as breaking point, security, strain vitality of chemical
compounds. The idea of topological indices were set up in compound graph hypothesis in view
of vertex degrees. These indices are valuable in the investigation of mitigating exercises of specific
Nanotubes and compound systems. In this paper, we discuss Zagreb types of indices and Zagreb
polynomials for a few Nanotubes covered by cycles.
Keywords: first multiple Zagreb index; second multiple Zagreb index, hyper-Zagreb index; Zagreb
polynomials; Nanotubes
1. Introduction
Mathematical chemistry becomes an interesting branch of science in which we talk about and
foresee the concoction structure by utilizing numerical apparatuses and does not really allude to the
quantum mechanics. As a branch of numerical science where we apply devices of graph hypothesis,
chemical graph theory was introduced and extensively studied to show the compound wonder
scientifically. This is more imperative to state that the hydrogen particles are regularly overlooked in
any sub-atomic graph. Topological indices are really a numeric measures related to the constitution
synthetic material implying for relationship of concoction structure with numerous physio-substance
features, compound responsiveness or biological activity. Motivated by the wide applications of
topological indices, the topological indices of graphs are studied extensively [1–3].
A nano structure is a question of middle size among both molecular and microscopic structures.
Such a material is determined through designing at atomic scale, which is something that has
a physical measurement littler than one hundred nanometers, running from bunches of particles
to many dimensional layers. Carbon Nanotubes (CNTs) with allotropes of carbon whose shapes are
usually hollow and round possess some kinds of nanostructure.
For a graph G, the degree of a vertex w is the cardinality of edges incident to w and denoted
by dgr(s). A molecular graph is a basic limited graph in which vertices mean the atoms and edges
indicate the compound bonds in fundamental substance structures.
For a graph G, a topological index Tp(G) is a value which can be obtained by a computing method
from G. Moreover, if graphs G and F are isomorphic, then the result Tp(F) = Tp(G) holds. Wiener
[4] initially figured out an idea for a topological index in the early years, and at that time, he took a
shot at breaking point of paraffin. He defined this record to be the way number. Afterwards, such a
concept was renamed the Wiener index. As we know, the Wiener record is the first posed index and it
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is one of the most attractive indices, from not only a hypothetical perspective but applications, and
characterized as the total of separations among vertices in G, see for subtle elements [5].
The first Zagreb index, a very old topological index, was initiated in 1972 [6] and later many
variations of Zagreb index were proposed, e.g., Shirdel et al. [7] in 2013 described a novel index under






in [8], two new versions of Zagreb indices were put forward, which are the first multiple Zagreb








Some properties of the indices PM1(G), PM2(G) of specific chemical structures were investigated
in [9].
To investigate more interesting properties of PM1(G), PM2(G) of a graph G, the first Zagreb
Polynomial M1(G, x) and the second Zagreb Polynomial M2(G, x) are proposed [10,11] and put
forward as
M1(G, x) = ∑
sr∈E(G)
x[dgr(s)+dgr(r)] (4)
M2(G, x) = ∑
sr∈E(G)
x[dgr(s)×dgr(r)] (5)
2. Applications of Nanostructure and Topological Indices
In the past few decades, graph theory was widely applied as a tool to study physical and chemical
properties of materials. More and more people are interested in this field and as a result chemical graph
theory was introduces, and later various topological indices were studied and defined. Moreover,
as a combination of chemistry, mathematics and nano science, nanotechnology was also studied by
means of chemical graph theory. Among these, quantitative structure–activity relationship (QSAR)
and quantitative structure-property relationship (QSPR) are analyzed to predict the properties of
nanostructure and biological activities. To study QSAR and QSPR, hyper-Zagreb index, first multiple
Zagreb index, second multiple Zagreb index and Zagreb polynomials are applied to predict the
bioactivity of nanostructures [12–15].
The Zagreb index is defined to be a topological descriptor which is related to substantial synthetic
qualities of the atoms [16]. The particle bond network hyper Zagreb index gives a decent connection
to the security of direct dendrimers and also the stretched pharmacies and for processing the strain
vitality of cyclo alkanes [17–21]. To relate with some physico-concoction properties, multiple Zagreb
index bears much preferred prescient control over the prescient energy of the dendrimers [22–24].
The first and second Zagreb indices were revealed to be used to research the π-electron energy of
various microscopic particles [25–27].
3. H AC5C7[p, q] Nanotube
The HAC5C7[p, q] Nanotube can be studied as a C5C7 net and it consists of C5s and C7s with the
trivalent decorations. An example is presented in Figure 1, which can be decorated in a cylindrical
or toroidal manner. The 2-dimensional lattice of HAC5C7[p, q] were ever been discussed in [28], in
which p and q are the cardinalites of heptagons in one row and periods in whole lattice, respectively.
As an example, such a Nanotube with three rows is presented in Figure 2.
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Figure 1. HAC5C7[p, q] Nanotube with p = 4 and q = 2.
Figure 2. The mth period of HAC5C7[p, q] Nanotube.
3.1. Methodology of HAC5C7[p, q] Nanotube Formulas
In the Nanotube HAC5C7[p, q], (p, q ≥ 1), we have that V(HAC5C7[p, q]) = 8pq + p and
E(HAC5C7[p, q]) = 12pq − p. The cardinality of vertices of degree two and three are 2p + 2 and
8pq − p − 2, respectively. According to their sum the the degree over its neighbors of each vertex,










































sr ∈ E(HAC5C7[p, q]) | dgr(s) = 9, dgr(r) = 9}


























is 12pq − 9p. Such a partition is shown in Figure 1 in which red, green,


























3.2. Main Results for HAC5C7[p, q] Nanotube
In this section, we will obtain hyper-Zagreb index HM(G), first multiple Zagreb index
PM1(G), second multiple Zagreb index PM2(G), Zagreb polynomials M1(G, x), M2(G, x) for
HAC5C7[p, q], (p, q ≥ 1) Nanotube.
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• Hyper Zagreb index of H AC5C7[p, q] Nanotube








































= 132|E1|+ 142|E2|+ 162|E3|+ 162|E4|+ 172|E5|+ 182|E6|
= 169(2p) + 196(2p) + 256p + 256p + 289(2p) + 324(12pq − 9p) = 3888pq − 1092p
• Multiple Zagreb indices of H AC5C7[p, q] Nanotube


































= 13|E1| × 14|E2| × 16|E3| × 16|E4| × 17|E5| × 18|E6|




























= 42|E1| × 48|E2| × 63|E3| × 64|E4| × 72|E5| × 81|E6|
= 422p × 482p × 63p × 64p × 722p × 81(12pq−9p)
• Zagreb Polynomials of H AC5C7[p, q] Nanotube
Let G be the HAC5C7[p, q] Nanotube. Then by Equations (4) and (5), we have
M1(G, x) = ∑
sr∈E(G)
x[dgr(s)+dgr(r)]



























= |E1|x13 + |E2|x14 + |E3|x16 + |E4|x16 + |E5|x17 + |E6|x18
= 2px13 + 2px14 + px16 + px16 + 2px17 + (12pq − 9p)x18
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M2(G, x) = ∑
sr∈E(G)
x[dgr(s)×dgr(r)]



























= |E1|x42 + |E2|x48 + |E3|x63 + |E4|x64 + |E5|x72 + |E6|x81
= 2px42 + 2px48 + px63 + px64 + 2px72 + (12pq − 9p)x81
4. H AC5C6C7[p, q] Nanotube
The HAC5C6C7[p, q] Nanotube is a C5C6C7 net and constructed by using C5s, C6s and C7s
alternately with the trivalent decorations as demonstrated in Figure 3. These tessellations of C5s, C6s
and C7s are usually decorated in a cylindrical or a torodial manner. The 2-dimensional lattice of
HAC5C6C7[p, q] is obtained by repeating pentagons for q rows and p columns. The construction of
this Nanotube can be found in [29]. As an example, a Nanotube with three rows is shown in Figure 4.
Figure 3. HAC5C6C7[p, q] Nanotube with p = 4 and q = 2.
Figure 4. The mth period of HAC5C6C7[p, q] Nanotube.
4.1. Methodology of Carbon Graphite HAC5C6C7[p, q] Formulas
For the Nanotube HAC5C6C7[p, q], (p, q ≥ 1) (see Figure 2), we have V(HAC5C6C7[p, q]) =










































sr ∈ E(HAC5C6C7[p, q]) | dgr(s) = 9, dgr(r) = 9}




















are 2p while the
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are 24pq − 18p. The representatives of these partitioned
edge set are demonstrated in Figure 3, in which the edge set with color green, red, brown, blue, yellow


























4.2. Main Results for HAC5C6C7[p, q] Nanotube
In this section, we derive hyper-Zagreb index HM, first multiple Zagreb index PM1, second
multiple Zagreb index PM2 and Zagreb polynomials for HAC5C6C7[p, q] Nanotube.
• Hyper Zagreb index of H AC5C6C7[p, q] Nanotube








































= 132|E1|+ 142|E2|+ 152|E3|+ 162|E4|+ 172|E5|+ 182|E6|
= 169(4p) + 196(4p) + 225(2p) + 256(2p) + 289(4p) + 324(24pq − 18p)
= 7776pq − 2254p
• Multiple Zagreb indices of H AC5C6C7[p, q] Nanotube


































= 13|E1| × 14|E2| × 15|E3| × 16|E4| × 17|E5| × 18|E6|




























= 42|E1| × 48|E2| × 56|E3| × 64|E4| × 72|E5| × 81|E6|
= 424p × 484p × 562p × 642p × 724p × 81(24pq−18p)
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• Zagreb polynomials of H AC5C6C7[p, q] Nanotube
Let G be the graph of HAC5C6C7[p, q] Nanotube. Then by Equations (4) and (5), we have
M1(G, x) = ∑
sr∈E(G)
x[dgr(s)+dgr(r)]



























= |E1|x13 + |E2|x14 + |E3|x15 + |E4|x16 + |E5|x17 + |E6|x18
= 4px13 + 4px14 + 2px15 + 2px16 + 4px17 + (24pq − 18p)x18
M2(G, x) = ∑
sr∈E(G)
x[dgr(s)×dgr(r)]



























= |E1|x42 + |E2|x48 + |E3|x56 + |E4|x64 + |E5|x72 + |E6|x81
= 4px42 + 4px48 + 2px56 + 2px64 + 4px72 + (24pq − 18p)x81
5. TUC4C8[p, q] Nanotube and Nanotorus
We will use the notations and notions of Diudea and Graovac, and the 2D lattice of TUC4C8[p, q]
Nanotorus is denoted by KTUC[p, q] (see Figure 5) and the TUC4C8[p, q] Nanotube is denoted by
GTUC[p, q] (see Figure 6). A TUC4C8[p, q] Nanotube is constructed in such a way that the total
cardinality of octagons in each row equalsp p and the total cardinality of octagons in each column
equals q. An example is presented in Figure 6. In TUC4C8[p, q] Nanotube, the total cardinality of
octagons and squares are the same as those in each row, and in TUC4C8[p, q] Nanotorus the total
cardinality of octagons and squares are the same as those in each row and column. In 2D lattice of
TUC4C8[p, q] Nanotorus, the total cardinality of squares in rows and columns are (p + 1) and (q + 1),
respectively (cf. [30,31]).
The cardinalities of the vertex and edge set of KTUC[p, q] and GTUC[p, q] are presented in the
following Table 1.
Table 1. Order and size of Nanotorus KTUC[p, q] and Nanotube GTUC[p, q].
TUC4C8[p, q] KTUC[p, q] GTUC[p, q]
|V| (4p2 + 4p)(q + 1) 4pq + 4p
|E| 6pq + 5p + 5q + 4 6pq + 5p
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Figure 5. 2D-lattice of TUC4C8(R)[p, q] Nanotorus with p = 5 and q = 3.
5.1. Methodology of KTUC[p, q], (p, q ≥ 1) Nanotorus Formulas
For the Nanotorus KTUC[p, q], (p, q ≥ 1), we have that the number of vertices in KTUC[p, q] is
4p(p + 1)(q + 1) and the number of edges is 6pq + 5(p + q) + 4. The edge set can be partitioned into










































sr ∈ E(KTUC[p, q]) | dgr(s) = 9, dgr(r) = 9}
We can obtain that |E1
(
KTUC[p, q]
)| = 4, |E2(KTUC[p, q])| = 8, |E3(KTUC[p, q])| = 4(p +
q − 2), |E4
(
KTUC[p, q]
)| = 2(p + q + 2), |E5(KTUC[p, q])| = 4(p + q − 2) and |E6(KTUC[p, q])| =
6pq − 5p − 5q + 4, and the representatives of these partitioned edge set are demonstrated in Figure 5,


























5.2. Main Results for KTUC[p, q], (p, q ≥ 1) Nanotorus
• Hyper Zagreb index of KTUC[p, q], (p, q ≥ 1) Nanotorus








































= 102|E1|+ 132|E2|+ 142|E3|+ 162|E4|+ 172|E5|+ 182|E6|
= 100(4) + 169(8) + 196(4p + 4q − 8) + 256(2p + 2q + 4)
+ 289(4p + 4q − 8) + 324(6pq − 5p − 5q + 4)
= 1944pq + 832(p + q) + 192
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• Multiple Zagreb indices of KTUC[p, q], (p, q ≥ 1) Nanotorus


































= 10|E1 | × 13|E2 | × 14|E3 | × 16|E4 | × 17|E5 | × 18|E6 |




























= 25|E1 | × 40|E2 | × 48|E3 | × 64|E4 | × 72|E5 | × 81|E6 |
= 254 × 408 × 48(4p+4q−8) × 64(2p+2q+4) × 72(4p+4q−8) × 81(6pq−5p−5q+4)
• Zagreb polynomials of KTUC[p, q], (p, q ≥ 1) Nanotorus
Let G = KTUC[p, q]. Now using Equations (4) and (5) we have
M1(G, x) = ∑
sr∈E(G)
x[dgr(s)+dgr(r)]



























= |E1|x10 + |E2|x13 + |E3|x14 + |E4|x16 + |E5|x17 + |E6|x18
= 4x10 + 8x13 + (4p + 4q − 8)x14 + (2p + 2q + 4)x16
+ (4p + 4q − 8)x17 + (6pq − 5p − 5q + 4)x18
M2(G, x) = ∑
sr∈E(G)
x[dgr(s)×dgr(r)]



























= |E1|x25 + |E2|x40 + |E3|x48 + |E4|x64 + |E5|x72 + |E6|x81
= 4x25 + 8x40 + (4p + 4q − 8)x48 + (2p + 2q + 4)x64
+ (4p + 4q − 8)x72 + (6pq − 5p − 5q + 4)x81
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5.3. Methodology and Results of GTUC[p, q], (p, q ≥ 1) Nanotube Formulas
For the Nanotube GTUC[p, q], (p, q ≥ 1), we know that the number of vertices in GTUC[p, q] are





























sr ∈ E(GTUC[p, q]) | dgr(s) = 9, dgr(r) = 9}
















are 6pq − 5p. The representatives of these edge set partitions are

















respectively. Now using Equations (1)–(5),
we have
Figure 6. Nanotube TUC4C8(R)[p, q] Nanotube with p = 5 and q = 4.
• Hyper Zagreb index of GTUC[p, q], (p, q ≥ 1) Nanotube






























= 142|E1|+ 162|E2|+ 172|E3|+ 182|E4|
= 196(4p) + 256(2p) + 289(4p) + 324(6pq − 5p)
= 1944pq + 832p
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• Multiple Zagreb indices of GTUC[p, q], (p, q ≥ 1) Nanotube


























= 14|E1| × 16|E2| × 17|E3| × 18|E4|






















= 48|E1| × 64|E2| × 72|E3| × 81|E4|
= 48(4p) × 64(2p) × 72(4p) × 81(6pq−5p)
• Zagreb polynomials of GTUC[p, q], (p, q ≥ 1) Nanotube
Let G = GTUC[p, q]. Now using Equations (4) and (5) we have
M1(G, x) = ∑
sr∈E(G)
x[dgr(s)+dgr(r)]



















M1(G, x) = |E1|x14 + |E2|x16 + |E3|x17 + |E4|x18
= (4p)x14 + (2p)x16 + (4p)x17 + (6pq − 5p)x18
M2(G, x) = ∑
sr∈E(G)
x[dgr(s)×dgr(r)]



















= |E1|x48 + |E2|x64 + |E3|x72 + |E4|x81
= (4p)x48 + (2p)x64 + (4p)x72 + (6pq − 5p)x81
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6. Comparisons and Discussion
• Firstly, we have obtained some indices of HAC5C7[p, q] Nanotube for any p and q. Now from
Table 2, it can be seen that all indices are in increasing order as the values of p, q increase. Finally,
we depicted the the graphical representation of HAC5C7[p, q] Nanotube for hyper Zagreb index,
first and second multiple Zagreb index in Figure 7 and for first and second Zagreb polynomial in
Figure 8.
Table 2. Comparison of all indices for HAC5C7[p, q] Nanotube.
[p, q] HM(G) PM1(G) PM2(G)
[1, 1] 2796 2.11 × 1011 3.4 × 1015
[2, 2] 13, 368 3.31 × 1025 4.5 × 1028
[3, 3] 31, 716 4.21 × 1055 6.61 × 1062
[4, 4] 57, 840 6.57 × 1095 8.72 × 1098
Figure 7. (a) Hyper Zagreb index; (b) First multiple Zagreb index; (c) Second multiple Zagreb index.
Figure 8. (a) First Zagreb polynomial; (b) Second multiple Zagreb polynomial.
• Secondly, we have worked out many indices of HAC5C6C7[p, q] Nanotube for each p and q.
Now from Table 3, we can easily see that all indices are in increasing order as the values of p, q
increase. Finally, we gave the the graphical representation of HAC5C6C7[p, q] Nanotube for hyper
Zagreb index, first and second multiple Zagreb index in Figure 9 and for first and second Zagreb
polynomial in Figure 10.
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Table 3. Comparison of all indices for HAC5C6C7[p, q] Nanotube.
[p, q] HM(G) PM1(G) PM2(G)
[1, 1] 5522 3.4 × 1013 4.5 × 1016
[2, 2] 26, 596 5.3 × 1026 6.5 × 1031
[3, 3] 63, 222 6.31 × 1065 7.62 × 1072
[4, 4] 115, 400 7.57 × 1098 9.82 × 1099
Figure 9. (a) Hyper Zagreb index; (b) First multiple Zagreb index; (c) Second multiple Zagreb index.
Figure 10. (a) First Zagreb polynomial; (b) Second multiple Zagreb polynomial.
• Now, we have worked out various indices of KTUC[p, q], (p, q ≥ 1) Nanotorus with different p
and q. Now from Table 4, we have that each index increases with the values of p, q increasing.
Finally, we depicted the the graphical representation of KTUC[p, q], (p, q ≥ 1) Nanotorus for
hyper Zagreb index, first and second multiple Zagreb index in Figure 11 and for first and second
Zagreb polynomial in Figure 12.
Table 4. Comparison of all indices for KTUC[p, q], (p, q ≥ 1) Nanotorus.
[p, q] HM(G) PM1(G) PM2(G)
[1, 1] 2996 3.2 × 1012 4.5 × 1018
[2, 2] 11, 296 4.6 × 1027 5.7 × 1030
[3, 3] 22, 680 6.8 × 1058 6.21 × 1061
[4, 4] 37, 952 8.7 × 1096 7.8 × 1097
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Figure 11. (a) Hyper Zagreb index; (b) First multiple Zagreb index; (c) Second multiple Zagreb index.
Figure 12. (a) First Zagreb polynomial; (b) Second multiple Zagreb polynomial.
• At the end of this section, we have computed substantial indices of GTUC[p, q], (p, q ≥ 1)
Nanotube for different values of p, q. Now from Table 5, it can be seen that all indices are in
increasing order as the values of p, q increase. We also provided the the graphical representation
of GTUC[p, q], (p, q ≥ 1) Nanotube for hyper Zagreb index, first and second multiple Zagreb
index in Figure 13 and for first and second Zagreb polynomial in Figure 14.
Table 5. Comparison of all indices for GTUC[p, q], (p, q ≥ 1) Nanotube.
[p, q] HM(G) PM1(G) PM2(G)
[1, 1] 2776 1.2 × 1014 2.3 × 1015
[2, 2] 9440 3.6 × 1021 4.5 × 1025
[3, 3] 19, 992 5.8 × 1053 5.23 × 1051
[4, 4] 34, 432 7.7 × 1095 6.7 × 1096
Figure 13. (a) Hyper Zagreb index; (b) First multiple Zagreb index; (c) Second multiple Zagreb index.
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Figure 14. (a) First Zagreb polynomial; (b) Second multiple Zagreb polynomial.
7. Conclusions
In this paper, we computed various topological indices of Nanotubes. More precisely,
we determined second multiple Zagreb index PM2(G), hyper-Zagreb index HM(G), first multiple
Zagreb index PM1(G), and Zagreb polynomials M1(G, x), M2(G, x) for certain Nanotubes.
We conclude that the the Zagreb indices are in increasing order as the values of p, q increase. In addition,
the hyper Zagreb index gives a decent connection to the security of nonstructural objects and the
stretched pharmacies, and for processing the strain vitality of Nanotubes. The first and second Zagreb
polynomials are helpful to find the features of π-electron energy of the microscopic particles in the
inner part of Nanostructural objects.
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Abstract: The ability to accurately track the degradation trajectories of rotating machinery
components is arguably one of the challenging problems in prognostics and health management
(PHM). In this paper, an intelligent prediction approach based on asymmetric penalty sparse
decomposition (APSD) algorithm combined with wavelet neural network (WNN) and autoregressive
moving average-recursive least squares algorithm (ARMA-RLS) is proposed for degradation
prognostics of rotating machinery, taking the accelerated life test of rolling bearings as an example.
Specifically, the health indicators time series (e.g., peak-to-peak value and Kurtosis) is firstly
decomposed into low frequency component (LFC) and high frequency component (HFC) using
the APSD algorithm; meanwhile, the resulting non-convex regularization problem can be efficiently
solved using the majorization-minimization (MM) method. In particular, the HFC part corresponds to
the stable change around the zero line of health indicators which most extensively occurs; in contrast,
the LFC part is essentially related to the evolutionary trend of health indicators. Furthermore,
the nonparametric-based method, i.e., WNN, and parametric-based method, i.e., ARMA-RLS,
are respectively introduced to predict the LFC and HFC that focus on abrupt degradation regions
(e.g., last 100 points). Lastly, the final predicted data could be correspondingly obtained by integrating
the predicted LFC and predicted HFC. The proposed methodology is tested using degradation health
indicator time series from four rolling bearings. The proposed approach performed favorably when
compared to some state-of-the-art benchmarks such as WNN and largest Lyapunov (LLyap) methods.
Keywords: degradation trajectories prognostic; asymmetric penalty sparse decomposition (APSD);
rolling bearings; wavelet neural network (WNN); recursive least squares (RLS); health indicators
1. Introduction
Rotating machines are critical elements of almost all forms of mechanical assemblies, which play
an important role in today’s industrial applications. Unexpected failures and unscheduled system
interruptions caused by harsh working environments may result in costly lapse in production or even
catastrophic incidents. Accurate/timely prediction and health assessment of rotating machines are
of great significance in the functionality and performance of these equipment, especially in the early
stages of failure [1–3].
Accordingly, in recent years, a plethora of research works have proposed tracking the degradation
trend of rotating machines and predicting their remaining useful life (RUL), wherein condition-based
prognostics maintenance (CBPM) has become an efficient strategy for the PHM of rotating machines.
The CBPM is based on the data information collected via embedded sensors to assess and judge the
Symmetry 2018, 10, 214; doi:10.3390/sym10060214 www.mdpi.com/journal/symmetry121
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real-time state of the mechanical assemblies, and then predict their degradation trend to develop
appropriate decisions on maintenance activities before failure occurs. More advanced prognostics
techniques are focused on degradation assessment of the systems, but it is also a relatively complex
problem due to the non-stationary and nonlinear characteristic of data information [4–6]. Generally,
to fulfill the goal of prognostics, three crucial steps are needed:
(1) The historical data with long-terms, including normal and abnormal time series data, should
be collected using sensors and other portable testing devices. Typically, good degradation data
must capture the physical transitions that the rotating machinery such as rolling bearing undergo
during different stages of its running life; fortunately, most of the historical data are easy to collect
since the rotating machinery is frequently updated in real time.
(2) The health indicators (e.g., peak-to-peak value and Kurtosis) should be extracted to assess and
continuously track the health condition of rotating machines or system. The health indicators are
used to design a suitable prediction model that captures the evolution of the degradation trend
of rotating machines.
(3) The reliable prediction models and possible failure models should be established and the
remaining useful life (RUL) or future trajectory of rotating machines could be effectively predicted.
Among these three steps, model establishment and trajectory estimation are the most important
and challenging steps because of the stochastic nature and nonlinear characteristics of the health
indicators. Therefore, many researchers have laid their emphasis on model foundation in recent
years. From the view of application, roughly, the existing prediction approaches can be divided
into two categories: (a) parametric-based methods and (b) nonparametric-based methods. In the
literature, parametric-based methods mainly include time-series methods such as autoregressive
moving average (ARMA) [7,8], fractional autoregressive integrated moving average (FARIMA) [9,10],
fractional Brownian motion (FBM) [11,12], hidden Markov model (HMM) [13,14] and grey theoretical
model (GTM) [15,16], etc. Generally, the parametric-based methods overcome the hurdle of predictive
availability during long-term prediction (according to needs) which assumes the model’s parameters to
be constants in the predicted region. However, due to the stochastic, complex and nonlinear properties
of health indicators time series (HITS), the trade-off of parametric-based method is that only accurate
prediction with real-time can help adjust the system model. Otherwise, the prediction performance
may not be ensured. In addition, the parametric-based methods are often developed case by case, thus
model parameters identification also requires extensive experiments, and therefore, it is usually not
desirable in practice.
To address this issue, much attention has recently been focused on the nonparametric-based
methods in the degradation prognostic of rotating machinery. For instance, artificial neural
network (ANN) [17–20], fuzzy logic [21], and deep learning network (DPN) [22,23], etc., could be
considered as successful nonparametric-based approaches in the PHM field. The benefit of using
nonparametric-based methods lies in their ability to model the evolution of complex multi-dimensional
degradation data, which can effectively extract latent features such as the spatio-temporal correlations
(STC) among historical data. In addition, for the nonparametric-based methods, it is not necessary to
establish an accurate linkage between the reliability health indicators and physical degradation such
as crack propagation in an individual element. However, the common drawbacks associated with
these nonparametric-based techniques are time-consuming and a large number of training samples are
required in advance.
Due to time-variant and non-stationary characteristics of the health indicators, and the
disadvantages of the model, which is sometimes case-specific, it is difficult to determine the best
prognostic model. Therefore, it is intuitive to develop a fusion idea via combining parametric-based
methods and nonparametric-based methods to blend their merits and enhance the prediction
performance of degradation trajectories. However, it is not clear how to fuse parametric-based and
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nonparametric-based models to improve the prediction accuracy, especially when health indicators
become abundant and redundant.
It is generally thought that the health indicators time series (HITS) is commonly composed of
different sub-components which correspond to different time-variant characteristics of the systems.
In this work, we assume that the HITS is mainly composed of high frequency component (HFC) and
low frequency component (LFC). The HFC part corresponds to the stable change around the zero line
of the HITS which frequently occurs; in contrast, the LFC part is essentially related to the evolutionary
trend of the HITS which rarely occurs in practice, because the stable running trend occupies most of
the life time, only the drastic trend can be clearly emerged when the failures are serious. This can be
explained using degradation trajectories of several rotating machines (e.g., rolling bearings) as shown
in Figure 1, where the degradation process of the bearings generally consists of two phases, i.e., phase
I: the normal operation phase and phase II: the failure phase. The degradation health indicator in
phase I is stable, which means that the bearing is normal. The degradation process changes from phase
I to phase II once a fault occurs, where the HITS generally increases as the fault gets worse, the curve
that rises steadily could be assumed as the LFC; in contrast, the volatile components with large and
small amplitude could be treated as the HFC. To ensure better prediction accuracy, it is necessary to
isolate the LFC associated with bearing defects and HRC associated with structural vibration from the
degradation trajectories, and then develop a degradation algorithm based on both components.
Figure 1. Typical bearing degradation trajectories described by the bearing health indicators.
To overcome this problem, a sparse low-rank matrix decomposition (SLMD) method is introduced
in this research. In recent years, many researchers have laid their emphasis on fault diagnosis and
sparse filtering using SLMD algorithm. For instance, in ref. [24], Selesnick et al. developed a convex
low-rank matrix decomposition approach based on non-convex bivariate penalty function for sparse
one-dimensional deconvolution. In ref. [25], He et al. proposed convex sparsity-based regularization
scheme to extract multiple faults of motor bearing and locomotive bearing. In refs. [26,27],
Li et al. proposed a bicomponent sparse low-rank matrix separation and group sparsity total variation
de-noising approach to extract transient fault impulses from the noisy vibration signals, using
the rolling bearing and gearbox as example. In ref. [28], Wang et al. utilized a sparse low-rank
matrix decomposition method based on generalized minimax-concave (GMC) penalty to explore
and diagnosis the localized faults in rolling bearings. In refs. [29,30], Parekh et al. proposed an
enhanced low-rank matrix approximation and its effectiveness was verified by the synthetic data and
nonlocal self-similarity based image. In ref. [31], Ding et al. proposed the sparse low-rank matrix
decomposition (SLMD) algorithm based on split augmented Lagrangian shrinkage (SALS) algorithm
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with majorization-minimization (MM) to detect and extract the periodical oscillatory features of
gearbox of an oil refinery.
Unfortunately, despite the effectiveness of the above approaches, the SLMD approaches still suffer
from the following several challenges and their application development has been restricted:
(1) Generally, the penalty functions that are established in a low-rank matrix approximation model
are symmetric function, e.g., absolute value function; the common drawback is that this penalty
function is non-differentiable at zero point, which can lead to some numerical issues such as local
optimum and early termination of algorithm.
(2) In conventional SLMD methods, the convex regularizer (e.g., L1-norm) which usually
underestimates the sparse signal when the absolute value function is used as a sparsity regularizer.
Additionally, both the convex and nonconvex methods shrink all the coefficients equally and
remove too much energy of useful information, resulting in the separation of the LFC and HFC
becoming more challenging.
To overcome these limitations and to robustly separate the LFC and HFC from degradation
trajectories of health indicators, a novel asymmetric penalty sparse decomposition (APSD) algorithm
with non-convex sparsity constraint is proposed in this work. The resulting non-convex regularization
problem will be efficiently handled using the majorization-minimization (MM) method. Having
the LFC and HFC separated, the LFC and HFC components (e.g., last 100 points) will be
predicted using the wavelet neural network (WNN) and ARMA combined with recursive least
squares algorithm (ARMA-RLS) methods, respectively. In an effort to establish a comprehensive
assessment of degradation processes, the proposed fusion prognostics framework combines the WNN
(a nonparametric-based approach) and the ARMA-RLS (a parametric-based approach) in an attempt
to improve the prediction performance, in which the physical information of the degenerative process
and massive sample data are not considered and accommodated. The final predicted data could
be generated by combining the predicted LFC and HFC components. Finally, we demonstrate the
proposed approach by four case studies of accelerated aging tests of rolling bearing.
The main contributions of this paper are summarized as follows:
(1) To address the issue of models merging and improve the prediction accuracy, the health indicators
time series (HITS) is decomposed into different sub-components, i.e., low frequency component
(LFC) and high frequency component (HFC), using the APSD algorithm.
(2) To address the drawback that penalty function is non-differentiable at zero point, a new
asymmetric penalty function is proposed.
(3) To solve the proposed non-convex regularization problem based on asymmetric penalty function,
the majorization-minimization (MM) algorithm is introduced.
(4) The decomposed LFC and HFC components can be predicted using the wavelet neural
network (WNN) and ARMA combined with recursive least squares algorithm (ARMA-RLS)
methods, respectively.
(5) The prediction accuracy is greatly improved compared with some state-of-the-art models, and the
presented approach has powerful application potentials.
The frame of this paper is structured as follows. Section 2 contains the description of the
asymmetric nonconvex sparse decomposition (APSD) algorithm. Section 3 provides the algorithms of
degradation modeling, i.e., wavelet neural network and ARMA combined with recursive least squares
algorithm (ARMA-RLS) methods. Experimental results and discussion are given in Section 4. Finally,
Section 5 concludes with a discussion of future research.
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2. Asymmetric Penalty Sparse Decomposition (APSD) Algorithm
2.1. Sparse Representation and Filter Banks
Generally, the fault vibration signal (observation signal) y of rotating machinery such as rolling
bearing, which contains three parts below: the fault transient impulses x, the systematic natural signal
f and the additive noise w, i.e.,
y = x + f + w (1)
The core work of the fault diagnosis is to extract the fault transient impulses x from the noisy





f ≈ f (2)
Given an estimation
∧
x of x, we can estimate f as follows,
∧
f = LPF(y − ∧x) (3)
where LPF is a specified low-pass filter. Substituting
∧
f = LPF(y − ∧x) into
∧
f ≈ f , we have,
LPF(y − ∧x) ≈ f (4)
Substituting y = x + f + w into LPF(y − ∧x) ≈ f , we have,
LPF(y − ∧x) ≈ y − x − w (5)
Substituting
∧
x ≈ x into LPF(y − ∧x) ≈ y − x − w, we have,
LPF(y − ∧x) ≈ y − ∧x − w ⇔ (I − LPF)(y − ∧x) ≈ w (6)
Defining HPF = I − LPF = H, which is a high-pass filter, thus we have,
HPF(y − ∧x) ≈ w (7)
On the other hand, it should be noted that Equation (1) is a highly underdetermined equation,
i.e., ill-posed or N − P hard problem [32,33], and has an infinite set of solutions because the number
of unknowns is greater than the number of equations. Usually, convex optimization techniques
are commonly used to estimate transient components from the observation signal, based on the







‖H(y − x)‖22 + λ‖Dx‖1
}
(8)
where H is a specified high-pass filter, i.e., the HPF in Equation (7), λ represents regularization








⎥⎥⎥⎦, which determines the
sparsity degree of the approximating value of x. Commonly, if x is a sparse component, i.e., most of the
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values in x tend to zero, the correspondingly optimization problem in Equation (8) can be estimated by







‖H(y − x)‖22 + λ0‖x‖1 + λ1‖Dx‖1
}
(9)
where λ0 and λ1 are regularization parameters. The solution of LFLO model can be obtained by the
soft-threshold method [34] and total variation de-noising (TVD) algorithm [35–37], we have,
x = soft(tvd(y, λ2), λ1) (10)
where function tvd(·, ·) is the TVD algorithm and the soft-threshold model is given as follows,
soft(x, λ) =
{
x − λ x|x| , |x| > λ
0, |x| ≤ λ (11)
In addition, the high-pass filter H described above could be formulated as follows [36–38],
H = A−1B (12)
where A and B are Toeplitz matrices.
2.2. Asymmetric Penalty Regularization Model
Compare with optimization algorithm Equations (8) and (9), to estimate the fault transient
impulses x precisely, this work introduces a novel penalty regularization method, i.e., asymmetric and























where F(x) is the proposed objective cost function (OCF), penalty function θε(xn; r) is a
asymmetric and differentiable function, and φ([Dix]n) is a symmetric and differentiable function,

















⎥⎥⎥⎦. The innovations of the novel compound regularizer model
are as follows:
(I) The M-term compound regularizers to estimate the fault transient impulses;
(II) The compound regularizer model consists of symmetric and asymmetric penalty functions,
wherein the symmetric penalty function is a differentiable function compared with the
nondifferentiable function ‖xi‖ at point i = 0.
(III) The MM algorithm is introduced for the solution of proposed compound regularization method,
i.e., the OCF.
Based on this, the core issues of the proposed algorithm are (1) how to construct a symmetric and
differentiable penalty function; (2) how to construct an asymmetric and differentiable penalty function
and; (3) how to solve the proposed method based on the MM algorithm and make diagnosis results
are more accurate than the traditional LFLO and nonconvex penalty regularization approaches.
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For the first issue, traditional LFLO regularization approach uses the absolute value function
φA(x) = ‖x‖ as the penalty function; however, the common drawback of function φA(x) = ‖x‖ is that
this function is non-differentiable at zero point, which can cause some numerical problems. To address
this problem, a non-linear approximation function of φB(x) or φc(x) is proposed, i.e.,
φB(x) =
√
|x|2 + ε (14)
φc(x) = |x| − ε log(|x|+ ε) (15)
Note that when ε = 0, then the φB(x) and φc(x) degrade into the absolute value function φA(x),
while the ε > 0, the φB(x) and φc(x) are differentiable at zero point. The function φA(x), φB(x), φc(x)
and their first-order derivatives are listed in Table 1.





|x|2 + ε x/
√
|x|2 + ε
φc(x) |x| − ε log(|x|+ ε) x/(|x|+ ε)
In order for the non-linear approximation functions to maintain the reliable sparsity-inducting
behavior of the original LFLO algorithm, the parameter ε should be presented to an adequately small
positive value. Fortunately, for example, the parameter ε = 10−5 and ε = 10−6 which are small enough
so that the numerical issues can be avoided.
For the second issue, inspired by the absolute value function φA(x) = ‖x‖, and also in contrast





x, x > ε
f (x), ‖x‖ ≤ ε
−rx, x < ε
(16)
where r > 0 is a positive constant. It should be noted that if we exclude the intermediate function
f (x), the θε(x) is also degrade into the absolute value function φA(x) when r = 1. Therefore, the main
problem of Equation (16) will transform into a task of how to construct the intermediate function
f (x), −ε ≤ x ≤ ε. To address this issue, we seek a majorizer (here the Majorization-minimization
algorithm is utilized) as the approximation function of f (x), −ε ≤ x ≤ ε. In order to eliminate the
issue that penalty function is non-differentiable at zero point, a simple quadratic equation (QE) is
introduced accordingly,
g(x, v) = ax2 + bx + c (17)
According to the theory of majorization-minimization [39,40], we have,
g(v, v) = θ(v, r), g′(v, v) = θ′(v, r)
g(s, v) = θ(s, r), g′(s, v) = θ′(s, r)
(18)
The parameter a, b, c and s are all functions of v, we have,
a =
1 + r






, s = −v (19)
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Similarly, the numerical issue of Equation (20) will appear if the parameter v approaches zero.
To address this problem, the sufficiently small positive value ε is used instead of |v|, thus, the segmented




x, x > ε
1+r
4ε x
2 + 1−r2 x +
(1+r)ε
4 , ‖x‖ ≤ ε
−rx, x < ε
(21)
Hence, the new function θε(x) is a continuously differentiable function. The plot of the
continuously differentiable asymmetric penalty function θε(x; r) is shown in Figure 2, and the function
θε(x; r) is a second-order polynomial on [−ε, ε].
Figure 2. The plot of the asymmetric penalty function θε(x; r)
The third issue, will be solved and derived in Section 2.3 using the majorization-minimization
algorithm.
2.3. The Solution of Proposed Model Based on Majorization-Minimization Algorithm
In this paper, the majorization-minimization (MM) algorithm is implemented to derive an iterative
solution procedure for the proposed approach [38]. The G(x,v) is chosen as the majorizer of F(x).
Specifically, the iterative solution procedure could be divided into three phases:
(a) Majorizer of symmetric and differentiable function φ([Dix]n) based on MM algorithm.
(b) Majorizer of asymmetric and differentiable function θε(xn; r) based on MM algorithm.
(c) Majorizer of objective cost F(x) based on MM algorithm.
For problem (a), we first seek a majorizer g(x, v) for φ(x), i.e.,
g(v, v) = φ(v), for all x, v
g(x, v) ≥ φ(x) (22)
Since φ(x) is symmetric function, we set g(x, v) to be an even second-order polynomial, i.e.,
g(x, v) = mx2 + b (23)
Thus, according to Equation (22) and g(v, v) = φ(v) and g′(v, v) = φ′(v), we have,
mx2 + b = φ(v) and 2mv = φ′(v) (24)
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and b = φ(v)− v
2
φ′(v) (25)
























































































For problem (b), assume that g0(x, v) is the majorizer of the asymmetric and differentiable
function θε(xn; r), since the f (x) = 1+r4ε x
2 + 1−r2 x +
(1+r)ε
4 , ‖x‖ ≤ ε, we have,{
g0(x, v) = 1+r4v x
2 + 1−r2 x +
(1+r)v
4 ≥ f (x), v > ε
g0(x, v) = − 1+r4v x2 + 1−r2 x − (1+r)v4 ≥ f (x), v < −ε
(29)
when v > ε, then,










when v < −ε, then,
g0(x, v)− f (x) =
(
− 1+r4v − 1+r4ε
)
x2 − (v + ε) 1+r4
= − (1+r)(v+ε)(vε+x2)4vε > 0
(31)
Therefore, the majorizer of the asymmetric and differentiable function θε(xn; r) is obtained,{
g0(x, v) = 1+r4|v| x
2 + 1+r2 x + |v| 1+r4 , |v| > ε
g0(x, v) = 1+r4ε x
2 + 1+r2 x + ε
1+r
4 , |v| ≤ ε
(32)
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where Γ(v) is a diagonal matrix, i.e., [Γ(v)]n = (1 + r)/4|vn|, |vn| ≥ ε and [Γ(v)]n = (1 + r)/4ε,
|vn| ≤ ε, and [b]n = (1 − r)/2.
For problem (c), based on Equations (28) and (33), the majorizer of F(x) based on MM algorithm
is given by,












Minimizing G(x,v) with respect to x yields,





−1(HT Hy − λ0b) (35)


























λiDTi [Λ(Div)]Di and matrix Q = B
TB + ATMA.

























In conclusion, the complete steps of the proposed algorithm are summarized as follows,
(1) Inputs: signal y, r ≥ 1, matrix A, matrix B, λi, i = 0, 1, . . . , M, k = 0;
(2) E = BTBA−1y − λ0ATb
(3) Initialize x = y;
(4) Repeat the following iterations:
[Γ(v)]n = (1 + r)/4|vn|, |vn| ≥ ε;
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(5) If the stopping criterion is satisfied, then output signal x, otherwise, k = k + 1, and go to step (4).
(6) Output: signal x.
2.4. Parameters Selection
In this section, the regularization parameters λi are set as [26]:
λ0 = β0σ
λ1 = β1σ = γ(1 − β0)σ
λ2 = β0σ
(40)
where β0 and β1 are the constants so as to maximize the signal-to-noise-rate (SNR), β0 and γ are
typically set up to be constants, i.e., β0 = [0.5, 1], γ = [7.5, 8], and σ is the standard deviation (SD) of the
external noise. In practical engineering applications, the SD of the external noise in Equation (40) could
be computed using the healthy data and fault data under the same operating environment. Moreover,
when the healthy data is not available or unknown, the SD of the external noise can still be estimated
by the following formula,
∧
σ = MAD(y)/0.6745 (41)
where the Equation (41) is a noise level estimator that used for traditional wavelet denoising in ref. [41],
and MAD(y) represents the median absolute deviation (MAD) of observation signal y, i.e.,
MAD(y) = median(|yi − median(y)|), i = 1, 2, . . . , N (42)
To better understand the asymmetric penalty sparse decomposition algorithm, a chromatogram
signal is analyzed by the proposed APSD algorithm [38]. For illustration, Figure 3a exhibits the raw
chromatogram signal. Figure 3b,c respectively shows the LFC and HFC that generated by the proposed
APSD. Note that the main evolutionary trend, i.e., low frequency component, is well estimated as
illustrated in Figure 3b, meanwhile, the estimated peaks, i.e., high frequency component, illustrated
in Figure 3c, are well delineated. Therefore, the LFC and HFC components could be captured by the
asymmetric penalty sparse decomposition algorithm.
Figure 3. The decomposition results of noisy chromatogram data using proposed APSD algorithm [38].
(a) The raw data with additive noise; (b) The estimated LFC signal; (c) The estimated HFC signal.
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3. Wavelet Neural Network and ARMA-RLS Algorithm
3.1. Wavelet Neural Network Algorithm
Wavelet neural network (WNN) is a recently developed neural network with a topology and
structure that are similar to that of the back-propagation neural network (BPNN) [42–45]. The network
structure is composed of the input layer, hidden layer and output layer; the topology structure of the
WNN is shown in Figure 4, wherein the customary sigmoid function (CSF) is replaced by the wavelet
basis functions h(j) as activation function for the neurons in hidden layer. Hence, the combination
of wavelet transform and BPNN has the advantage of both wavelet analysis and neural network;
the data is transmitted forward and the prediction error is propagated backward, so as to achieve a





Figure 4. The structural diagram of wavelet neural network.
Generally, prediction accuracy and generalization ability will be affected by the choice of wavelet
base function; compared to orthogonal wavelet, Gauss spline wavelet and Mexico hat wavelet,
the Morlet wavelet has the smallest error and the reliable computational stability [46,47], thus this




In Figure 4, the input data are represented by X1, X2, . . . , Xk, and the predicted outputs are
denoted by Y1, Y2, . . . , Ym, wij is the link-weight between the input layer and hidden layer. When the










⎟⎟⎟⎠, j = 1, 2, . . . , l (44)
where h(j) is the output of the j-th hidden layer and also represents the wavelet basis function, aj is the






wikh(i), k = 1, 2, . . . , m (45)
where wik denotes the link-weight between the hidden layer and output layer, h(i) is the output of
the i-th hidden layer, l represents the number of hidden layer and m represents the number of output
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layer. According to the fundamental principle of BPNN and gradient descent learning algorithm,
the corresponding adjustment process of network weights and wavelet basis function is as follows,






where yn(k) is desired outputs and y(k) predicted outputs generated by the WNN method.

































where η is learning rate. The training and correcting algorithm steps of the network parameters are as
follows:
Step 1: Network initialization. The expansion parameters ak and translation parameters bk of
the wavelet basis function as well as the network learning rate η, the link-weights are wij and wjk,
respectively, the error threshold ε, and maximum iterations T.
Step 2: Samples classification. Samples can be divided into training samples and test samples,
wherein the training samples are applied for network training and the test samples are applied for
testing prediction accuracy.
Step 3: Predicted output. The training samples are feed into the WNN network, and the predicted
outputs are calculated. Then the error and gradient vectors of the output of WNN and the desired
output are obtained.
Step 4: Weights adjustment. The parameters of the wavelet basis function and the back propagation
of error corrects the weights of the WNN.
Step 5: End conditions. The training algorithm will judge whether the targeted error is less than the
predetermined threshold ε (ε > 0) or exceeds the maximum iterations. If yes, the network training is
stopped, otherwise, the algorithm returns to step 3. The training and correcting steps of the WNN are
shown in Figure 5.
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Figure 5. Flow chart of wavelet neural network (WNN) for prediction of low frequency data.
3.2. ARMA Combined With Recursive Least Squares (RLS) Algorithm
3.2.1. ARMA Review of ARMA Model
A stochastic process Xt is called an autoregressive moving-average process (ARMA) with order p
and q, namely ARMA (p, q) [48,49], if the process is stationary and satisfies a linear stochastic difference
equation of the form,
Xt = φ1Xt−1 + . . . + φpXt−p + et + θ1et−1 + . . . + θqet−q (53)
where et is white gaussian noise (WGN), i.e., et ∼ WN(0, σ2), parameters φ1, φ2, . . . , φp and θ1, θ2, . . . , θq
are coefficients of AR(p) and MA(q) models, and the polynomials are as follows,
φ(z) = 1 − φ1z − φ2z − . . . − φpzp (54)
θ(z) = 1 + θ1z + θ2z + . . . + θpzp (55)
3.2.2. Recursive Least Squares (RLS) Algorithm
Given an input samples set {u(1), u(2), . . . , u(N)} and a desired response set





wku(n − k), n = 0, 1, 2, . . . (56)
Minimizing the sum of the error squares, we have,
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where the error e(i) is e(i) = d(i)− y(i) = d(i)− M−1∑
k=0
ωk(n)u(i − k), and the β(n, i) is the forgetting
factor and 0 < β(n, i) ≤ 1, i = 1, 2, . . . , n. To simplify the writing format, taking the form as β(n, i) =
λn−i, i = 1, 2, . . . , n. Thus, the sum of error squares can be rewritten as,













































































ω(n) = [Φ(n)]−1ψ(n), thus the ω(n) at time n − 1 could be obtained, i.e.,
ω(n − 1) = [Φ(n − 1)]−1ψ(n − 1) (62)






















= λψ(n − 1) + u(n)d(n)
(64)
The matrix inversion formula of Φ−1(n) is as follows,
Φ−1(n) = λ−1Φ−1(n − 1)− λ
−2Φ−1(n − 1)u(n)uT(n)ΦT(n − 1)
1 + λ−1uT(n)Φ−1(n − 1)u(n) (65)
Denoting
P(n) = Φ−1(n) (66)
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1 + λ−1uT(n)P(n − 1)u(n) = P(n)u(n) (67)
Therefore,
P(n) = λ−1P(n − 1)− λ−1k(n)uT(n)P(n − 1) (68)
The main time-update equation ω(n) can be derived as,
ω(n) = [Φ(n)]−1ψ(n) = P(n)ψ(n)
= P(n)(λψ(n − 1) + u(n)d(n))
= P(n)(λΦ(n − 1)ω(n − 1) + u(n)d(n))
= P(n)
{[
Φ(n)− u(n)uT(n)]ω(n − 1) + u(n)d(n)}
= ω(n − 1)− P(n)u(n)uT(n)ω(n − 1) + P(n)u(n)d(n)
= ω(n − 1) + P(n)u(n)[d(n)− uT(n)ω(n − 1)]
= ω(n − 1) + P(n)u(n)α(n)
= ω(n − 1) + k(n)α(n)
(69)
where α(n) = d(n)− uT(n)ω(n − 1) is the innovation process. In conclusion, the prediction processes
of the ARMA combined with RLS algorithm are summarized as follows,
Step 1: Algorithm initialization. The forgetting factor 0 < λ ≤ 1, the predicted steps n.
Step 2: Initial parameter calculation. Calculate the initial order p and q of ARMA (p, q) model using
Akaike information criterion (AIC) [50] based on historical data.
Step 3: Coefficients extraction. Extract the coefficients φ1, φ2, . . . , φp and θ1, θ2, . . . , θq as the input
u(i) of RLS algorithm, i.e., u(i) =
[
1, φ1, φ2, . . . , φp, θ1, θ2, . . . , θq
]
, i = 1, 2, . . . , p + q.
Step 4: Prediction iteration based on RLS algorithm. Repeat the following iterations,
k(i) =
λ−1P(i − 1)u(i)
1 + λ−1uT(i)P(i − 1)u(i) ;
α(i) = d(i)− uT(i)ω(i − 1);
ω(i) = ω(i − 1) + k(i)α(i);
P(i) = λ−1P(i − 1)− λ−1k(i)uT(i)P(i − 1);
y(i) = y(i − 1) + k × α(i);
Step 5: Judgment of the end conditions. If the iterative step is satisfied, then output predicted signal
y(n), otherwise, i = i + 1, and go to step (4).
4. Experimental Validations
The vibration data collected from accelerated life tests (ALT) of rolling bearings were employed
to validate the effectiveness of the proposed approach, the experimental setup is shown in
Figure 6a. The experimental data were acquired and published by the IEEE-PHM Association [51,52].
The experimental platform included National Instruments (NI) data acquisition card, pressure
regulator, cylinder pressure, force sensors, motor, speed sensor, torque-meter, accelerometers and
tested bearing, etc. During the process of the experiment, the rotating speeds of the bearing were set to
1650 r/min and 1800 r/min, and 17 bearings were chosen during all those experiments. The sampling
frequency was 25.6 kHz, and 2560 sample points (i.e., 0.1 s) were recorded each 10 s. The experimental
tests were stopped if the amplitude of time-domain data exceeded 20 g. As shown in Figure 6b,
the severe wear in bearing elements and the severe spalling failure in inner race were observed
after dismantling.
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(a) (b) 
Figure 6. Experimental setup. (a) Overview of experimental setup; (b) Normal and degraded
bearings [51,52].
Figure 7a shows the whole lifetime data of a tested bearing in the time-domain, and the
time-domain waveform of the tested bearing in the normal stage and the time-domain waveform
of the tested bearing in the catastrophic failure stage are shown in Figure 7b,c, respectively. In the
normal stage, the failure impulses cannot be observed in the time-domain, the range of the amplitude is
[−2 g, 2 g]. However, in the failure stage, the range of the amplitude is [−50 g, 50 g], and there exist






Figure 7. Raw signal of a tested bearing. (a) The historical signals of the whole lifetime; (b) The
time-domain waveform of the bearing in the normal stage; (c) The time-domain waveform of the
bearing in the failure stage.
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In this experiment, four bearings (bearing 1, bearing 2, bearing 3 and bearing 4) are randomly
selected and employed as testing targets to evaluate the prediction performance. Each bearing is
degraded during the accelerated life tests without implanting any artificial fault in advance.
(1) bearing 1: operating conditions: speed 1800 rpm and load 4000 N; whole test life: 28,030 s;
(1) bearing 2: operating conditions: speed 1800 rpm and load 4000 N; whole test life: 18,020 s;
(1) bearing 3: operating conditions: speed 1650 rpm and load 4200 N; whole test life: 7970 s;
(1) bearing 4: operating conditions: speed 1800 rpm and load 4000 N; whole test life: 14,280 s.
Depending on the diversity of operating conditions and the manufacturing accuracy of tested
bearings, the effective running time may be different for different bearings. Therefore, the degradation
trajectories of the health indicators are different for each tested bearing. Figure 8 shows the peak-to-peak
values of the whole lifetime of bearing 1. Accordingly, the health indicators, i.e., equivalent vibration
intensity (EVI) [9,11], Kurtosis and EVI of bearing 2, bearing 3 and bearing 4 are illustrated in Figure 9a–c,
respectively. It is seen that the amplitudes of bearings 1, 3 and 4 have gradual increasing trends,
in addition, the whole test life of bearing 3 is the shortest due to harsh operating conditions, which
indicates that the extremely failures are occurred before the experiment stops, thus, representing abrupt
degradation processes, whereas the EVI amplitudes of bearings 2 show gradual increases; it might be
concluded that the design/manufacturing quality and fatigue resistance strength are much higher than




Figure 8. The health indicator curve of peak-to-peak value of bearing 1. (a) The peak-to-peak value of
the whole lifetime of bearing 1; (b) The peak-to-peak value of the point 2001 from to point 2803.
Taking bearing 1 as an example, as shown in Figure 8b, because of the abrupt degradation time series
is the most interesting and difficult part; thus, datasets 2001 to 2803 are selected as survey regions, where
the dataset from 2001 to 2703 are selected as a historical curve, and the remaining 100 datasets, i.e., dataset
2704 to dataset 2803, are a predicted region. Specifically, the proposed APSD method is adopted to
process the peak-to-peak curve of bearing 1, since the standard deviation (SD) of the peak-to-peak is
unknown, it can be calculated by the following equation, i.e.,
∧
σ = MAD(y)/0.6745 = 2.1750. Therefore,
the related parameter specification of the APSD approach are summarized in Table 2. The decomposition
results are presented in Figure 10, Figure 10a is the low frequency component and Figure 10b is the
high frequency component, respectively. It should be noted that the low frequency component almost
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coincides with the actual peak-to-peak trends, especially in the abrupt degradation regions, which means





Figure 9. The health indicator curves of different bearings. (a) The equivalent vibration intensity
curve of bearing 2; (b) The Kurtosis curve of bearing 3; (c) The equivalent vibration intensity curve of
bearing 4.
Furthermore, the WNN algorithm and ARMA-RLS model are introduced for prediction. For the
prediction of a low frequency component, the number of input neurons, hidden neurons, output
neurons, training iterations, learning rate for WNN are set at 7, 10, 1, 300 and 0.01, respectively.
For the prediction of high frequency components, the modelling orders, i.e., p and q, are calculated
by Akaike information criterion (AIC) criterion, and then all the parameters of ARMA are fed into
the RLS learning algorithm; to recursively estimate and update the related parameters, the forgetting
factor is set to 0.99. The prediction curves of the LFC and HFC for rolling bearing are illustrated in
Figure 11a,b, respectively. As can be seen in Figure 11, the prediction data generated by the ANN and
ARMA-RLS models are able to reasonably trace the variation trend of original peak-to-peak time series.
The final predicted result can be correspondingly obtained by integrating the predicted LFC and HFC
components, as shown in Figure 12.














β0 = 0.8 γ = 7.5 λ0 = 1.7400 λ1 = 3.2625 λ2 = 1.7400 2 50
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(a) 
(b) 
Figure 10. Decomposition results of low frequency component (LFC) and high frequency component
(HFC) based on asymmetric penalty sparse decomposition. (a) The low frequency component (LFC);
(b) The high frequency component (HFC).
(a) 
(b) 
Figure 11. Prediction results of LFC and HFC based on WNN and ARMA-RLS method, respectively.
(a) Predicted result of LFC based on WNN method; (b) Predicted results of HFC based on
ARMA-RLS method.
As benchmarking approaches for the prognosis of bearing degradation trajectories, the ARMA,
FARIMA and WNN, largest Lyapunov (LLyap) exponent models are employed for comparison.
All the predicted results with the actual values are illustrated in Figure 12. As shown in Figure 12,
all the benchmarking approaches could generally track the peak-to-peak fluctuation trend well except
FARIMA because the memory function might be eliminated due to difference and inverse difference
operating. Importantly, compared with the predicted results generated by benchmark approaches,
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the predictions created by the proposed method are closer to the actual values, and the specific
quantitative comparison of the prediction performance are presented in following section.
Figure 12. Comparison of the forecasting for peak-to-peak series using benchmarking methods and
proposed approach.
Five assessment criteria of prediction results are introduced and calculated including mean
absolute error (MAE), average relative error (ARE), root-mean-square error (RMSE), normalized mean


















































where N is the number of time points, x(k) and
∧
x(k) are actual data and predicted data, respectively.
Generally speaking, obviously, the smaller MAE, ARE, RMSE, NMSE and Max-AE values, which
means lower prediction errors and higher prediction accuracies. The performance of the proposed
methodology is evaluated by computed prediction errors. The computed prediction errors are
summarized in Table 3. From the results in Table 3, it is noticed that the proposed method has
relatively higher accuracy than FARIMA, WNN and L-Lyap methods. In addition, it is observed
that the ARMA model has smaller errors among these models, but the tracking trend of LFC and
fluctuation trend of HFC cannot be reflected at all; see black line in Figure 12. This indicates that the
presented prediction approach has certain application potentials.
Meanwhile, to better evaluate the performances of all the methods from a statistical perspective,
box plots were introduced. The box plots of all the errors based on benchmark approaches and
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proposed method are shown in Figure 13. The results show that the median values of the prediction
errors converge to 0 based on proposed method, which demonstrate that the predicted data generated
by the proposed approach are close to their true values.
Table 3. The computed prediction errors of proposed method and benchmark methods.
Index ARMA FARIMA WNN L-Lyap Proposed
Mean Absolute Error-MAE 0.5880 17.2700 8.2364 3.2453 0.9770
Average relative error-ARE 0.1872 0.4666 0.1583 0.2691 0.2599
Root-Mean-Square Error-RMSE 5.9094 173.5702 82.7793 32.6164 9.8190
Normalized Mean Square Error-NMSE 0.1657 2.4144 0.7173 0.3008 0.2244
Maximum of Absolute Error-MaxAE 21.9865 75.0981 36.4112 28.3548 32.9561
Figure 13. Quantitative performance evaluation based on absolute error boxplot.
Furthermore, the prediction performances of the remaining bearings are illustrated in this
section. The model parameter settings of the APSD, WNN, ARMA-RLS are similar to those in
the aforementioned steps, the specific parameters are omitted here for the sake of simplification.
The decomposition results, i.e., the LFC and HFC, of the bearing 2, bearing 3 and bearing 4 are
respectively presented in Figure 14a–f; overall, it can be found that the low frequency component













Figure 14. Decomposition results of LFC and HFC based on asymmetric penalty sparse decomposition.
(a) The low frequency component of bearing 2; (b) The High frequency component of bearing 2; (c) The
low frequency component of bearing 3; (d) The High frequency component of bearing 3; (e) The low
frequency component of bearing 4; (f) The High frequency component of bearing 4.
The final predicted results of bearing 2, bearing 3 and bearing 4 are shown in Figure 15a–c,
respectively. It is clear that all the predicted data converge to the actual data as time goes on.
Interestingly, one can find that, the abrupt degradation points cannot be followed starting point,
for example, the point 89 and point 90 in Figure 15b and point 72 in Figure 15c, nevertheless, subsequent
points after those abrupt points could be restored, the reason is that the modeling parameters are
updated by the artificial neural network and recursive least squares learning algorithm step by step,
and the error is eliminated to the minimal range. The proposed two-step prediction method is
more robust to the data collection errors. In conclusion, the proposed method performs best in the
degradation trend prediction of the rolling bearings.
Additionally, Figure 16 summarizes the box plots of the absolute error (AE) of the remaining three
bearings. Analogously, the box plots show that the median values of the absolute error of those three
bearings converge to 0, which further reflects the effectiveness of the proposed method. Therefore,
the proposed decomposition algorithm and prediction models have accurate prediction results.
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Figure 15. The predicted results of remaining three bearings. (a) The predicted results of bearing 2;
(b) the predicted results of bearing 3; (c) the predicted results of bearing 4.
Figure 16. Quantitative performance evaluation based on absolute error boxplot of remaining
three bearings.
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5. Conclusions
Accurate prognosis of the degradation trend of rotating machinery plays an important role in
industrial applications. Currently, most developments in the mechanical fault prognostics area have
been targeted towards directly utilizing degradation-based data to trace the degradation trajectories,
very few studies have used the idea of sparse decomposition. In this work, a novel intelligent
prediction approach based on asymmetric penalty sparse decomposition (APSD) combined with
WNN and ARMA-RLS models for health indicator degradation trajectories of four rolling bearings is
proposed. The original health indicators od degradation trajectory are rearranged as two components,
i.e., LFC and HFC. In particular, the HFC corresponds to the stable change around the zero line of
health indicators, whereas the LFC is essentially related to the evolutionary trend of health indicators
which rarely occurs in practice. The LFC and HFC are, respectively, predicted using the WNN and
ARMA-RLS models. The final degradation regions (e.g., last 100 points) is correspondingly obtained
by combining the predicted LFC and predicted HFC. Experimental results of four rolling bearings
have demonstrated the superiority of the proposed method in terms of quantitative and qualitative
evaluation compared to three commonly-used parametric-based and nonparametric-based methods,
i.e., ARMA, FARIMA, WNN, L-Lyap methods.
This observation motivates the study of an integrated method for bearing prediction, which
combines the strength of both parametric-based and nonparametric-based techniques. This paper
focuses on the development of an intelligent degradation prognosis model that the error reverse
transmission is employed to optimize the initial parameters of WNN, and the initial modelling
parameters of ARMA are also optimized by the RLS algorithm step by step. The proposed method is
more robust to different operating conditions and outperforms other one-step prediction methods by
taking the LFC and HFC properties of health indicators into account. Therefore, the proposed method
has huge potential in the field of PHM of mechanical equipment.
For future research, it would be interesting to investigate more advanced a sparse low-rank matrix
decomposition (SLMD) algorithm to robustly separate the health indicator time series (HITS). Both
LFC and HFC could be predicted using more sophisticated adaptive algorithms under more complex
and harsh environments.
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Abstract: The Kirchhoff index, global mean-first passage time, average path length and number of
spanning trees are of great importance in the field of networking. The “Kirchhoff index” is known as
a structure descriptor index. The “global mean-first passage time” is known as a measure for nodes
that are quickly reachable from the whole network. The “average path length” is a measure of the
efficiency of information or mass transport on a network, and the “number of spanning trees” is used
to minimize the cost of power networks, wiring connections, etc. In this paper, we have selected
a complex network based on a categorical product and have used the spectrum approach to find
the Kirchhoff index, global mean-first passage time, average path length and number of spanning
trees. We find the expressions for the product and sum of reciprocals of all nonzero eigenvalues of a
categorical product network with the help of the eigenvalues of the path and cycles.




The impact of the study of Laplacian spectra for graphs has increased due to its applications in
different fields. "Laplacian spectra have miscellaneous applications in graph theory, combinatorial
optimization, mathematical biology, computer science, machine learning and in differential geometry,
as well. Due to the wide range of applications, the Laplacian spectra of networks is a very interesting
and attractive field of research. Computations of the Laplacian spectra of networks are involved in
many results related to topological structures and dynamical processes."
" Arenas et al. [1] developed a method for understanding synchronization phenomena in
networks using Laplacian spectra. Synchronization processes in populations of locally-interacting
elements are the focus of intense research in physical, biological, chemical, technological and complex
network topologies.
Boccaletti et al. [2] focused on coupled biological and chemical systems, neural networks,
socially-interacting species, the Internet and the World Wide Web, which are only a few examples of
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systems composed of a large number of highly interconnected dynamical units. The first approach to
capture the global properties of such systems is to model them as graphs whose nodes represent the
dynamical units and whose links stand for the interactions between them.
Liu et al. [3] discussed and investigated the properties of the Laplacian matrices for n-prism
networks. They calculated the Laplacian spectra of n-prism graphs, which are both planar and
polyhedral. In particular, they derived the analytical expressions for the product and the sum of the
reciprocals of all nonzero Laplacian eigenvalues. Moreover, these results were used to handle various
problems that often arise in the study of networks including the Kirchhoff index, global mean-first
passage time, average path length and the number of spanning trees.
Ding et al. [4] discussed the Laplacian spectra of a three-prism graph and applied them.
This graph is both planar and polyhedral and belongs to the generalized Petersen graph. Using the
regular structures of this graph, they obtained the recurrent relationships for the Laplacian matrix
between this graph and its initial state of a triangle and further derived the corresponding relationships
for Laplacian eigenvalues between them. By these relationships, they obtained the analytical
expressions for the product and the sum of the reciprocals of all nonzero Laplacian eigenvalues. Finally,
they applied these expressions to calculate the number of spanning trees and mean first-passage time
(MFPT) and saw the scaling of MFPT with the network size n, which is larger than those performed on
some uniformly recursive trees.
Therefore, it is of great interest to compute the Laplacian spectra of different networks. In the
last decades, networks and applications of Laplacian spectra have been studied by many scientists,
i.e., [5]."
"Researchers have not paid much attention to applications of Laplacian spectra for networks based
on different types of graph operations. Since graph products have a very significant contribution to
describing very useful complex networks, we have considered networks based on a categorical product.
In this paper, we study the Laplacian spectra of the complex network as a categorical product network.
Categorical graph products are used to study complex networks in computer science, to understand
structures in structural mechanics and to describe multilayer networks and have many applications
in network topologies. Considering the structure of categorical product networks, we derive the
expressions for the product and sum of reciprocals of nonzero eigenvalues of the categorical product
with the help of the eigenvalues of the path and cycle. Furthermore, we compute the Kirchhoff index,
global mean first passage time, average path length and number of spanning trees using the relation of
nonzero eigenvalues to these applications."
"The Kirchhoff index K f , also simply called the resistance and denoted by R [6], of a connected











where (Ω)ij is the resistance distance matrix. This formula for the Kirchhoff index reduces to [7]:







where νi represents the eigenvalue of the Laplacian matrix of the graph.
The global mean-first passage time (MFPT) Fij has been studied with respect to transport and
networks. The mean first passage time (MFPT) is very useful to estimate the speed of transport for
random walks on complex networks [8,9]. In fact, MFPT denoted by < FN > measures the diffusion
efficiency of random walks, which is obtained by averaging Fij over (N − 1) possible destinations and
N origins of particles:"
< FN >=
1
N(N − 1) ∑i =j
Fij(N) (3)
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From ([10]), let commuting time Cij between nodes i and j be exactly 2 | E | rij, then we have:
Cij = Fij + Fji = 2 | E | rij (4)
" where | E | denotes the number of edges in G and rij is the effective resistance between two nodes i
















" where νk are the eigenvalues of the Laplacian matrix of the graph after t iterations.
The average path length defines the average number of steps along the shortest path dij for all
possible pairs of network nodes, which is the measure of the efficiency of information or mass transport
on the network, then the average path length Dt, for G(t) (the graph after t iterations) is defined as:"
Dt =
2
Nt − 1 ∑j>i
dij (6)
" Moreover, the shortest path dij and effective resistance rij are related by expression rij =
2dij
|N| ,


















Spanning trees are very important in complex networks and play a key role in various networks.
The exact number of spanning trees Nst(Gt), for G(t), (t ≥ 1), where t shows the iterations in
constructing a graph, discussed in the next section, can be computed by Kirchhoff’s matrix tree
theorem [11]. "
" More precisely, in this paper, we have computed Laplacian spectra for categorical product
networks and have discussed their applications. After the Introduction, in the second section,
the materials and methods are discussed; in the main section, the categorical product network is
defined in an iterative way, and then, the Laplacian spectra are computed. Finally, the applications of
the Laplacian spectra are computed."
2. Materials and Methods
In this section, we state the materials and methods that are used in the main section.
"In graph theory, the direct product G × H of graphs G and H is defined as a graph such that the
vertex set of G × H is the Cartesian product V(G)× V(H) and any two vertices (u, u1) and (v, v1) are
adjacent in G × H if and only if u is adjacent with v and u1 is adjacent with v1. The direct product is
also called the tensor product or categorical product.
Let G be a graph with vertices 1, 2, . . . , n. The Laplacian matrix of G is L(G) = D(G)− A(G),
where A(G) is n × n adjacency, and the matrix of G with (i, j)− entry is equal to 1 if vertices i and j are
adjacent and 0 otherwise. D(G) is the diagonal matrix of vertices’ degrees."
Definition 1. " Consider two matrices A and B. The Kronecker product A ⊗ B of two matrices A and B is
the matrix that is obtained by taking (i, j)-th entries as aijB for all i, j. The Kronecker product of the matrix
A ∈ M(p,q) with the matrix B ∈ M(r,s) is defined as (see [12,13]):"⎛
⎜⎝ a11B . . . a1qB.. . .
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The Kronecker product has the following main properties.
”(αA)⊗ B = A ⊗ (αB) = α(A ⊗ B), ∀, A ∈ M(p,q), B ∈ M(r,s) and scalar α
(A ⊗ B)T = AT ⊗ BT , ∀A ∈ Mp,q, B ∈ Mr,s
(A ⊗ B)⊗ C = A ⊗ (B ⊗ C), ∀A ∈ M(m,n), B ∈ M(p,q), C ∈ M(r,s)
(A ⊗ B)(C ⊗ D) = AC ⊗ BD, ∀A ∈ M(p,q), B ∈ M(r,s), C ∈ M(q,k), D ∈ M(s,l)
trace(A ⊗ B) = trace(B ⊗ A) = trace(A)trace(B), ∀A ∈ Mm, B ∈ Mn.”
"We have used the Kronecker product of matrices to find the Laplacian spectra for the categorical
product considering the spectra for the path and cycle. Let Pn denote the path with n vertices. Let Cn
be a cycle of length n. Then, their spectra can be stated as [14]:"
Lemma 1. The Laplacian eigenvalues of a path Pn are 2 − 2 cos iπn , (i = 0, 1, . . . , n − 1). The Laplacian
eigenvalues of a cycle Cn are 2 − 2 cos 2jπn , j = 0, 1,..., n−1.
With the help of the following flowchart in Figure 1, we will facilitate the understanding of the
proposed approach in this paper clearly.







 1.  Laplacian Matrix
                          2. Eigen values of Laplacian Matrix
                             3. Expression for Eigen values using 








Figure 1. Flowchart for the methods.
3. Main Results
3.1. Categorical Product of Two Paths and Laplacian Spectra
"Let a categorical product network of paths be constructed in an iterative way. We take categorical
product network G(t), (t ≥ 1) after t − 1 iterations. Initially at t = 1, G(1) is a path with n vertices.
For t ≥ 2, G(t) is constructed from G(t − 1); from every existing vertex in G(t − 1), a new vertex is
created so that a new path with n vertices is constructed; also, each new vertex in G(t) is connected to
the vertices in G(t − 1), shown by Figure 2. The number of vertices and edges in G(t) is Nt = nt and
Et = (2t − 2)n − (2t − 2), n ≥ 2."
"Let λt and μt be the product of all nonzero eigenvalues of Gt and the sum of reciprocals of these
eigenvalues, respectively, i.e., λt = ∏
Nt





, where ν1 = 0 and νi, i = 2, 3, . . . , Nt
denote the Nt − 1 nonzero eigenvalues of L(Gt)."
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(2 − 2 cos jπ
n
)di+1 + dj+1(2 − 2 cos iπt )− (2 − 2 cos
jπ
n












(2 − 2 cos jπn )di+1 + dj+1(2 − 2 cos iπt )− (2 − 2 cos jπn )(2 − 2 cos iπt )
)
di shows the degree of vertex i.
Proof. " Consider a categorical product network G as is shown in the figure. By the properties of the
Kronecker product of matrices, we can write the Laplacian matrix for G as [15],"
L(Gt) = L(Pn)⊗ D(Pt) + D(Pn)⊗ L(Pt)− L(Pn)⊗ L(Pt)
where D(Pn) is the diagonal matrix of order n × n; with the diagonal elements’ degree of vertices.






are the upper triangular matrices with diagonal elements, 2 − 2 cos π jn , j = 0, 1, . . . , n − 1 and
2 − 2 cos πit , i = 0, 1, . . . , t − 1, respectively. Then, using the fact that:
(P⊗Q)−1 · (L(Pn)⊗ L(Pt)) · (P⊗Q) = (P−1 ⊗Q−1) · (L(Pn)P ⊗ L(Pt)Q) = P−1L(Pn)P⊗Q−1L(Pt)Q
is the upper triangular matrix with diagonal elements, the matrix:"
(P ⊗ Q)−1 · (L(Pn)⊗ D(Pt) + D(Pn)⊗ L(Pt)− L(Pn)⊗ L(Pt)) · (P ⊗ Q)
is upper triangular matrix with diagonal elements,
”(2 − 2 cos jπ
n
)di+1 + dj+1(2 − 2 cos iπt )− (2 − 2 cos
jπ
n
)(2 − 2 cos iπ
t
); (8)
i = 0, 1, . . . , t − 1, j = 0, 1, . . . , n − 1,
d1 = dt = dn = dnt = 1,
dk+1 = dnt−k = 2, k = 1, . . . , n − 2, d1+nq = dn+nq = 2, q = 1, . . . , t − 2,
all other di have a value of four.”

















(2 − 2 cos jπ
n
)di+1 + dj+1(2 − 2 cos iπt )− (2 − 2 cos
jπ
n






















(2 − 2 cos jπn )di+1 + dj+1(2 − 2 cos iπt )− (2 − 2 cos jπn )(2 − 2 cos iπt )
)” (10)
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Corollary 1. " Let L(G2) be the Laplacian matrix of Pn × P2, the categorical product graph with n vertices
after the first iteration, t = 2, then the product and sum of the reciprocal nonzero eigenvalues of L(G2) are:"
λ2 = ∏1i=0 ∏
n−1






(2 − 2 cos jπn )di+1 + dj+1(2 − 2 cos iπt )− (2 − 2 cos jπn )(2 − 2 cos iπt )
)









(2−2 cos jπn )di+1+dj+1(2−2 cos iπt )−(2−2 cos jπn )(2−2 cos iπt )
)
Figure 2. (a) Path Pn. (b) Grid Pn × P2 after the first iteration for t = 2. (c) General grid Pn × Pt structure.
3.2. Categorical Product of the Cycle-Path and Laplacian Spectra
Let a categorical product network of the cycle and path be constructed in an iterative way. We take
the initial categorical product network G(t), (t ≥ 1) after t − 1 iterations. Initially, at t = 1, G(1) is
a cycle with n vertices. For t ≥ 2, G(t) is constructed from G(t − 1), from every existing vertex in
G(t − 1), a new vertex is created so that a new path with n vertices is constructed; also, each new
vertex in G(t) is connected to vertices in G(t − 1), shown by Figure 3. The number of vertices and
edges in G(t) are Nt = nt and Et = 2n(t − 1), n ≥ 2.
Let λt and μt be the product of all nonzero eigenvalues of Gt and the sum of reciprocals of these
eigenvalues, respectively, i.e., λt = ∏
Nt





, where ν1 = 0 and νi, i = 2, 3, . . . , Nt
denote the Nt − 1 nonzero eigenvalues of L(Gt)."









(2 − 2 cos 2jπ
n
)di+1 + dj+1(2 − 2 cos iπt )− (2 − 2 cos
2jπ
n












(2 − 2 cos 2jπn )di+1 + dj+1(2 − 2 cos iπt )− (2 − 2 cos 2jπn )(2 − 2 cos iπt )
)”
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Figure 3. (a) Cycle Cn. (b) Grid Cn × P2 after the first iteration for t = 2. (c) General grid Cn × Pt structure.
Proof. Consider a categorical product network G as is shown in the figure. By the properties of the
Kronecker product of matrices, we can write the Laplacian matrix for G as:"
L(Gt) = L(Cn)⊗ D(Pt) + D(Cn)⊗ L(Pt)− L(Cn)⊗ L(Pt)
where D(Cn) is the diagonal matrix of order n × n; with the diagonal elements’ degree of vertices.






are the upper triangular matrices with diagonal elements, 2 − 2 cos 2π jn , j = 0, 1, . . . , n − 1 and
2 − 2 cos πit , i = 0, 1, . . . , t − 1, respectively. Then, using the fact that:
(P ⊗ Q)−1 · (L(Cn)⊗ L(Pt)) · (P ⊗ Q) = (P−1 ⊗ Q−1) · (L(Cn)P ⊗ L(Pt)Q)
= P−1L(Cn)P ⊗ Q−1L(Pt)Q
is the upper triangular matrix with diagonal elements, the matrix:
(P ⊗ Q)−1 · (L(Cn)⊗ D(Pt) + D(Cn)⊗ L(Pt)− L(Cn)⊗ L(Pt)) · (P ⊗ Q)
is the upper triangular matrix with diagonal elements,"
(2 − 2 cos 2jπ
n
)di+1 + dj+1(2 − 2 cos iπt )− (2 − 2 cos
2jπ
n
)(2 − 2 cos iπ
t
); (11)
i = 0, 1, . . . , t − 1, j = 0, 1, . . . , n − 1,
all di have a value of two.
that are the eigenvalues for the categorical product network. Therefore,







(2 − 2 cos 2jπn )di+1 + dj+1(2 − 2 cos iπt )− (2 − 2 cos 2jπn )(2 − 2 cos iπt )
) (12)









(2−2 cos 2jπn )di+1+dj+1(2−2 cos iπt )−(2−2 cos 2jπn )(2−2 cos iπt )
) (13)
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3.3. Categorical Product of the Cycle-Cycle and Laplacian Spectra
" Let a categorical product network of cycles be constructed in an iterative way. We take initial
categorical product network G(t), (t ≥ 1) after t − 1 iterations. Initially, at t = 1, G(1) is a categorical
product network of cycle Cn × C3 with n vertices. For t ≥ 2, G(t) is constructed from G(t − 1),
and from every existing vertex in G(t − 1), a new vertex is created so that n vertices are constructed;
also, each new vertex in G(t) is connected to the vertices in G(t − 1), shown by Figure 4. The number
of vertices and edges in G(t) are Nt = n(t + 2) and Et = 2n(t + 2)− 2."
Figure 4. (a) Initial product Cn × C3 for t = 1. (b) Grid Cn × C4 after the first iteration for t = 2.
Let λt and μt be the product of all nonzero eigenvalues of Gt and the sum of reciprocals of these
eigenvalues, respectively, i.e., λt = ∏
Nt





, where ν1 = 0 and νi, i = 2, 3, . . . , Nt
denote the Nt − 1 nonzero eigenvalues of L(Gt)."










(2 − 2 cos 2jπ
n
)di+1 + dj+1(2 − 2 cos 2iπt + 2 )− (2 − 2 cos
2jπ
n












(2 − 2 cos 2jπn )di+1 + dj+1(2 − 2 cos 2iπt+2 )− (2 − 2 cos 2jπn )(2 − 2 cos 2iπt+2 )
)
Proof. Consider a categorical product network G as is shown in the figure. By the properties of the
Kronecker product of matrices, we can write the Laplacian matrix for G as:"
L(Gt) = L(Cn)⊗ D(Ct) + D(Cn)⊗ L(Ct)− L(Cn)⊗ L(Ct)
where D(Cn) is the diagonal matrix of order n × n; with the diagonal elements’ degree of vertices.






are the upper triangular matrices with diagonal elements, 2 − 2 cos 2π jn , j = 0, 1, . . . , n − 1 and
2 − 2 cos 2πit+2 , i = 0, 1, . . . , t + 1, respectively. Then, using the fact that:
(P ⊗ Q)−1 · (L(Cn)⊗ L(Ct)) · (P ⊗ Q) =
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(P−1 ⊗ Q−1) · (L(Cn)P ⊗ L(Ct)Q) = P−1L(Cn)P ⊗ Q−1L(Ct)Q
is the upper triangular matrix with diagonal elements, the matrix:
(P ⊗ Q)−1 · (L(Cn)⊗ D(Ct) + D(Cn)⊗ L(Ct)− L(Cn)⊗ L(Ct)) · (P ⊗ Q)
is the upper triangular matrix with diagonal elements,"
(2 − 2 cos 2jπn )di+1 + dj+1(2 − 2 cos 2iπt+2 )− (2 − 2 cos 2jπn )(2 − 2 cos 2iπt+2 );
i = 0, 1, . . . , t + 1, j = 0, 1, . . . , n − 1,
d1 = dt = dn = dnt = 3, all other di have a value of four.
(14)
that are the eigenvalues for the categorical product network. Therefore:




















(2−2 cos 2jπn )di+1+dj+1(2−2 cos 2iπt+2 )−(2−2 cos 2jπn )(2−2 cos 2iπt+2 )
) (16)
4. Applications of Laplacian Spectra
"In this section, by the use of Expressions (15) and (16), we will find the Kirchhoff index, global
mean-first passage time, average path length and the number of spanning trees."
4.1. Kirchhoff Index
" The Kirchhoff index of a connected graph G is defined as the sum of resistance distances between
all pairs of vertices, mathematically:"
K f (G(t)) = ∑
i<j
rij(G)
where rij(G) represents the resistance distance between a pair of vertices. In terms of eigenvalues for
a connected network G of order N with all its nonzero eigenvalues represented by νi; i = 2, . . . , N,
a well-known identity Kirchhoff index is defined as:















, (i, j) = (0, 0)
The Kirchhoff index for the categorical path-path product network:"








(2 − 2 cos jπn )di+1 + dj+1(2 − 2 cos iπt )− (2 − 2 cos jπn )(2 − 2 cos iπt )
)
(i, j) = (0, 0)
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The Kirchhoff index for the categorical cycle-path product network:








(2 − 2 cos 2jπn )di+1 + dj+1(2 − 2 cos iπt )− (2 − 2 cos 2jπn )(2 − 2 cos iπt )
The Kirchhoff index for the categorical cycle-cycle network:




(2−2 cos 2jπn )di+1+dj+1(2−2 cos 2iπt+2 )−(2−2 cos 2jπn )(2−2 cos 2iπt+2 )
4.2. Global Mean-First Passage Time
The global mean first-passage time (MFPT) is defined as the average of the first-passage time
(FPT) between two nodes of a network. Mathematically, the global mean-first passage time (MFPT) for
G(t) is:"



















, (i, j) = (0, 0)
The global mean-first passage time for the categorical path-path product network:"
Since Et = (2t − 2)n − (2t − 2) and Nt = nt:
< FN > =










(2 − 2 cos jπn )di+1 + dj+1(2 − 2 cos iπt )− (2 − 2 cos jπn )(2 − 2 cos iπt )
)
(i, j) = (0, 0)
The global mean-first passage time for the categorical cycle-path product network:"
Since Et = 2n(t − 1) and Nt = nt:











(2 − 2 cos 2jπn )di+1 + dj+1(2 − 2 cos iπt )− (2 − 2 cos 2jπn )(2 − 2 cos iπt )
)
The global mean-first passage time for the categorical cycle-cycle product network:
Since Et = 2n(t + 2)− 2 and Nt = n(t + 2):
< FN > =
2(2n(t + 2)− 2)









(2 − 2 cos 2jπn )di+1 + dj+1(2 − 2 cos 2iπt+2 )− (2 − 2 cos 2jπn )(2 − 2 cos 2iπt+2 )
)
4.3. Average Path Length
The average path length is an idea in network topology that can be defined as the average number
of steps along with the shortest paths for all possible pairs of vertices of a network. The average path









, (i, j) = (0, 0)
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(2 − 2 cos jπn )di+1 + dj+1(2 − 2 cos iπt )− (2 − 2 cos jπn )(2 − 2 cos iπt )
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(2 − 2 cos 2jπn )di+1 + dj+1(2 − 2 cos iπt )− (2 − 2 cos 2jπn )(2 − 2 cos iπt ))
)
The average path length for the categorical cycle-cycle product network:
Dt =
n(t + 2)









(2 − 2 cos 2jπn )di+1 + dj+1(2 − 2 cos 2iπt+2 )− (2 − 2 cos 2jπn )(2 − 2 cos 2iπt+2 )
)
4.4. The Number of Spanning Trees
The number of spanning trees has a very important role in various networks, and it can be












, (i, j) = (0, 0)






(2 − 2 cos jπn )di+1 + dj+1(2 − 2 cos iπt )− (2 − 2 cos jπn )(2 − 2 cos iπt )
)
nt




j=0 ((2 − 2 cos 2jπn )di+1 + dj+1(2 − 2 cos iπt )− (2 − 2 cos 2jπn )(2 − 2 cos iπt ))
nt




j=0 ((2 − 2 cos 2jπn )di+1 + dj+1(2 − 2 cos 2iπt+2 )− (2 − 2 cos 2jπn )(2 − 2 cos 2iπt+2 ))
n(t + 2)
5. Discussion
Laplacian spectra and their applications for different networks have been studied for many years,
but the Laplacian spectra and their applications for networks based on graph operations are very
rare. Laplacian spectra are used as a tool to analyze the structure of a network, and the importance of
graph products cannot be denied in multilayer networking. Therefore, we have considered all cases
of categorical product networks to compute Laplacian spectra and further to find their applications.
The Laplacian spectra of a family of recursive trees and their applications in network coherence were
discussed in [17]. Furthermore, we have computed the Laplacian spectra of the categorical product
network and have established the expressions for the product of the nonzero Laplacian eigenvalues
and the sum of the reciprocals of all nonzero Laplacian eigenvalues. Using these expressions, we have
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computed the Kirchhoff index, also called the “network criticality”, for the categorical product network.
The enumeration of spanning trees on generalized pseudofractal networks is discussed in [18]."
6. Conclusions
In this paper, we discuss a complex network based on the categorical product and have used
the spectrum approach to find the Kirchhoff index. The global mean first-passage time (MFPT) is
computed for a complex network based on the categorical product. Moreover, using the Laplacian
spectra for the categorical product network, we compute the average path length, which is the basic
idea in network topologies. It describes the measure of the efficiency of transport (mass or information)
on a network. The last application of Laplacian spectra for the categorical product network that we
have computed was for spanning trees, which is the direct application in designing a network. We can
extend our work to different networks based on graph operations other than the categorical product."
These results are indirectly related to entropy. Using the same spectra, we have future plans
to compute the global first-passage time for maximal-entropy random walks in categorical product
networks, and the categorical product network entropy is also in our future plans using the idea given
in [19,20].
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Abstract: The forced Korteweg-de Vries equation is considered to investigate the impact of bottom
configurations on the free surface waves in a two-dimensional channel flow. In the study of shallow
water waves, the bottom topography plays a critical role, which can determine the characteristics
of wave motions significantly. The interplay between solitary waves and the bottom topography
can exhibit more interesting dynamics of the free surface waves when the bottom configuration
is more complex. In the presence of two bumps, there are multiple trapped solitary wave solutions,
which remain stable between two bumps up to a finite time when they evolve in time. In this work,
various stationary trapped wave solutions of the forced KdV equation are explored as the bump
sizes and the distance between two bumps are varied. Moreover, the semi-implicit finite difference
method is employed to study their time evolutions in the presence of two-bump configurations.
Our numerical results show that the interplay between trapped solitary waves and two bumps is the
key determinant which influences the time evolution of those wave solutions. The trapped solitary
waves tend to remain between two bumps for a longer time period as the distance between two
bumps increases. Interestingly, there exists a nontrivial relationship between the bump size and the
time until trapped solitary waves remain stable between two bumps.
Keywords: forced Korteweg-de Vries equation; trapped solitary wave solutions; numerical stability;
two bumps or holes; finite difference method
1. Introduction
Free surface waves of a two-dimensional channel flow for an inviscid and incompressible fluid
have been studied when the rigid bottom of the channel has some obstacles [1,2]. Such free surface
waves of shallow water with obstacles can be modeled by the forced Korteweg-de Vries (fKdV)
equations [3,4]. There have been enormous applications of the Korteweg-de Vries (KdV) equation in
various research areas such as mathematics, physics, fluid mechanics and hydrodynamics. The KdV
equation with a forcing approximately describes the evolution of the free surface when a fluid flows
over an obstacle. This forced KdV equation is related to the physical problems such as shallow-water
waves over rocks, tsunami waves over obstacles, oceanic stratified flows encountering topographic
obstacles, and acoustic waves on a crystal lattice. Moreover, it can be useful for other nonlinear
differential equations including a nonlinear Schrodinger equation and a sine Gordon equation.
These applications range from magnetohydrodynamic waves, geostrophic turbulence, atmosphere
dynamics and the propagation of short laser pulses in optical fibers (see [5,6] and references therein).
The dynamics of the free surface wave motions is characterized by the Froude number F defined
as F = C/
√
gh, where C is the upstream velocity and
√
gh is the critical speed of a shallow water wave
with the finite depth of the channel h and the gravity constant g. It can be expressed as F = 1 + ελ
with the perturbation measurement λ to the critical value 1 for a positive small parameter ε, then
the forced Korteweg-de Vries (fKdV) equation can be obtained. Further, the flow can be classified
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as supercritical if λ > 0 and subcritical if λ < 0. For supercritical flows, there is a critical value, λc,
such that solitary wave solutions exist when λ > λc and no such solutions exist when 0 < λ < λc.
Solitary wave solutions present some special features such as remaining stable without any changes
in shape or speed when they evolve in time. Moreover, this critical value of λc is dependent on the
bump configuration.
The bottom topography is a key determinant for the characteristic of wave motions. Interesting
surface wave phenomena can be observed when a bottom topography is rather complicated. For one
bump, there has been extensive analytic and numerical work [1,3,7,8]. Cusped stationary solitary wave
solutions are founded analytically and their numerical stability is shown for the Dirac delta function as
forcing [9]. It is well known that there exist two branches of stationary solitary wave solutions when
a semi-circular bump is given [10]. One is the near zero solitary wave with lower amplitude and the
other one is a higher amplitude one (sech2-shaped wave). Analytic stability of solitary wave solutions
is discussed for the time-dependent forced KdV equation when a compactly supported symmetric
bump is given [7]. It is proved that the near zero solution is stable with respect to time for a sufficiently
large λ > 0. The other solitary wave solution (sech2-shaped solution) is unstable when it evolves
in time.
Recently, more researchers pay attention to the cases where bottom configurations are more
complicated [11,12]. For subcritical flows, the generalized hydraulic falls have been obtained when
two bumps are given [13]. These solutions are characterized by a train of waves ’trapped’ between
two bumps satisfying the radiation conditions at the infinity. The steady surface flows over a step
and a rectangular obstacle have been investigated for supercritical, subcritical waves and hydraulic
falls [14]. Various stationary solutions are explored when the bottom configurations are complex
including one positive bump, one negative hole, or combinations of both [15]. Stationary solutions of
the forced KdV with obstacles with a negative hole have been illustrated as the amplitude and the
width of a negative hole are varied [16].
Analytic and numeric stationary solutions of the forced KdV equations are studied when
one bump or two bumps are given as forcing, which are in the form of sech2- or sech4-functions [17].
They also explored the stability of solitary waves and table-top solutions when they evolve in time.
Multiple stationary supercritical solutions of the fKdV equation are discussed when two-semi-circular
bumps are given [18]. Their results show that there exists only one supercritical positive solitary
wave, which is stable when it evolves in time. Solitary wave solutions and their time evolutions are
investigated when the rigid bottom has one negative hole [19,20]. Interestingly, there are five stationary
solutions when a negative hole is given and only the near zero wave remains stable when they evolve
in time [19].
In our previous study, stationary trapped solitary wave solutions have been studied for the forced
Korteweg-de Vries equation when two bumps or two holes are given as the bottom configuration [21].
Some of multiple stationary solitary waves have been found and then their numerical stability has
been investigated in the presence of two bumps [22]. Interestingly, multiple trapped supercritical wave
solutions remain stable between two bumps for a very long time when they evolve in time. It is
worth noting that the interplay between trapped solitary waves and two bumps plays a key role in
determining their time evolutions. In this work, we extend the previous work by exploring the impact
of different two-bump scenarios on the trapped solitary waves and their numerical stability. First,
various stationary trapped solitary wave solutions of the forced KdV equation have been obtained in
the presence of two bumps or two holes. As the bump size or the distance between two bumps are
varied, stationary solitary waves are obtained. Next, we employ the semi-implicit finite difference
method which has been developed for the homogeneous KdV equation [23]. This numerical method
has been used to obtain the time evolution of the trapped stationary solitary waves. Our numerical
results show that multiple trapped solitary wave solutions stay stable between two bumps for a very
long time under various two-bump configurations. This indicates that the interplay between trapped
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solitary waves and two bumps highlights the importance in determining the dynamics of trapped
solitary waves.
2. The Forced KdV Equation
2.1. Model Equation with Two-Bump Configurations
The forced KdV equation is written as follows
ηt(x, t) + 2ληx(x, t)− 32 (η
2)x(x, t)− 13 ηxxx(x, t) = fx(x), −∞ < x < ∞
η(x, 0) = η0(x) (1)
η(x, t) = ηx(x, t) = ηxx(x, t) = 0 at x ± ∞,
where η(x, t) is the free surface elevation measured from an undisturbed water level, and λ is
the measurement of the perturbation of the upstream uniform flow velocity from its critical value.
The external forcing f (x) is given by the topography of the rigid bottom. Our main interests in this
work are numerical stability when stationary wave solutions evolve in time. Hence, the problem (1)
defined in (−∞, ∞) can be restricted to a finite interval [−b, b] for a positive constant b, where this
interval is large enough to use a finite difference scheme. First, at these finite boundaries, we employ
the artificial boundary condition, which has been proposed in [21]. Then, the time-independent
nonlinear boundary value problem is efficiently solved using the Newton method with the artificial
boundary condition which is described as
2λη(x)− 32 η2(x)− 13 ηxx(x) = f (x), −b ≤ x ≤ b
ηx(x) = ∓
√
6λη(x) at x = ±b (2)
As shown in [21], the method provides a good alternative to find various stationary solutions
under arbitrary two-bump configurations. Once the stationary wave solutions have been found,
we take these stationary solutions as initial conditions in (1). Next, the finite difference method
described in the next subsection is performed to solve the time-dependent forced KdV equation in
a finite interval x ∈ [−b, b] for t > 0.
Moreover, the bottom topography f (x) is modeled by the following functions for two bumps
h(x; a, P1, P2) =
⎧⎪⎨
⎪⎩
P1cos4(π2 (x + a)) if |x + a| ≤ 1,
P2cos4(π2 (x − a)) if |x − a| ≤ 1,
0 elsewhere.
Note that h(x; a, P1, P2) consists of two bumps (centered at a and −a) with the distance between
the boundaries of two bumps, d = 2(a − 1).
2.2. Semi-Implicit Finite Difference Method
The problem (1) defined in (−∞, ∞) can be restricted to a finite interval Ω = [−b, b] for a positive
constant b. This Initial Boundary Value Problem has a third order derivative with respect to x and,
due to the presence of a forcing, the direction of wave propagation is unknown. Therefore, it is
not a trivial task to impose the correct boundary conditions at finite boundaries. This leads us to
solve the alternative form of the forced KdV equation. This results in the following Initial Boundary
Value problem
utx(x, t) + 2λuxx(x, t)− 32 (u
2)xx(x, t)− 13 uxxxx(x, t) = fxx(x),
u(x, 0) = u0(x) (3)
ux(x, t) = uxx(x, t) = 0 at x = ±b,
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The problem involves the fourth derivative for the spatial variable, therefore four boundary
conditions are required. This is done by imposing the zero Neumann boundary conditions at
each boundary. Now, we employ the finite difference scheme to find the numerical solutions
of equation above. Let us denote x0 = −b, x1 = −b + Δx, · · · , xi = −b + iΔx, · · · , xN = b,
t0 = 0, t1 = Δt, · · · , tn = nΔt, · · · , tNt = T, u(xi, tn) = uni and fxx(xi) = f̄i where Δx = 2b/N
and Δt = T/Nt with positive integers N and Nt, respectively. First, the Crank-Nicolson scheme with
standard difference schemes is applied to (3) and the resulting finite difference equations are written as






















u0i = u(xi, 0)
D−(u0) = 0 and D+D−(u−1) = 0
D+(uN) = 0 and D+D−(uN+1) = 0,
for i = 0, 1, · · · , N, n = 0, 1, · · · , Nt. The standard finite difference is used for forward D+uni = uni+1 −
uni , backward D
−uni = u
n
i − uni−1, central D0uni = uni+1 − uni−1, Δh = D+D−uni = uni+1 − 2uni + uni−1,




i+2 − 4uni+1 + 6uni − 4uni−1 + uni−2.
Note that the nonlinear term F = u2 is linearized by taking a Taylor expansion for the nonlinear
















































ani = r, b
n
i = 2pλ − 3puni−1 − 4r − 1, cni = 2pλ − 3pηni+1 − 4r + 1 eni = −4pλ + 6puni + 6r
and
dni = −runi−2 + (−1 − 2pλ + 4r)ηni−1 + (4pλ − 6r)uni + (1 − 2pλ + 4r)uni+1 − r, u2i+2 + 2xt f̄i,
where p = t/x, r = −t/3(x)3. This system is solved at each time step. The computational
domain is taken to be b= 50 with Δx = 0.1 and Δt = 0.05. Our scheme is based on the linearized
implicit scheme as proposed in [23,24]. This scheme is unconditionally linearly stable with a local
truncation error, O(Δx2, Δt2). Therefore, there is no restriction on Δx and Δt (more details on this
numerical scheme are found in [23,24]).
3. Numerical Simulations
In this section, we present numerical simulations under various two-bump configurations
including two bumps (positive forcing) or two holes (negative forcing). Our main focus is on trapped
solitary waves between two bumps or two holes and their stability as they evolve in time. In particular,
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the bottom configuration is confined as two identical or symmetric positive bumps or negative holes.
First, stationary trapped solitary waves are found as varying the distance between two bumps and the
bump size. Then, we investigate the impact of various bump scenarios on their numerical stability.
3.1. Trapped Solitary Waves between Two Positive Bumps
As well known, the time independent KdV equation without any forcing (i.e. f (x) = 0) has two
exact solutions such as η1(x) ≡ 0 and η2(x) = 2λsech2[(6λ)1/2(x − x0)/2] with a phase shift x0. Also,
in the presence of a single positive symmetric forcing which satisfies a compact support condition,
there are two symmetric solitary wave solutions: one is near η1(x) and the other one is near η2(x) for
all λ > λc with a critical value λc > 0 [7]. Under two-bump configurations, with the similar argument,
there exist at least two stationary solitary wave solutions, since the bump h(x; a, P1, P2) is positive and
symmetric with a compact support. Recall that h(x; a, P1, P2) is defined as each bump is centered at −a
and a and the bump height at each center is P1 = P2.
Figure 1 displays eight stationary wave solutions using the two-bump configuration h(x; 2, 1, 1)
and λ = 1.5. The left panel shows two symmetric solitary wave solutions including the lower
amplitude wave (blue dashed), which is the near zero solution denoted by ηs(x). Two non-symmetric
wave solutions (with lower and higher amplitude, respectively) are shown in the middle panel.
The right panel represents four stationary wave solutions which consist of two symmetric solutions
and two non-symmetric ones. The blue dashed wave illustrated in the right panel of Figure 1 depicts
the solitary wave solution which is trapped between two bumps similar to η2(x) (sech2-type wave is
placed in the middle of two bumps). Let this be referred to as a trapped solitary wave solution and denoted
by ηT(x). In this study, we focus on the dynamics of these trapped solitary waves, ηT(x) (a higher























































Figure 1. Stationary wave solutions and a two-bump configuration are shown with λ = 1.5 and
h(x; 2, 1, 1). The left panel shows the stable solitary wave ηs(x) (the blue dashed wave) while the
middle panel shows two non-symmetric waves. The right panel displays the trapped solitary wave
solution ηT(x), the blue dashed wave between two bumps.
It is well known that the near zero wave solution ηs(x) is stable with respect to time when
either single positive symmetric bump or two positive bumps is given. The solitary wave solutions
with two higher amplitudes (the solid curves in the left panel of Figure 1) are moving out fast since
they are placed right over the bumps and this makes them unstable in a very short time. However,
the trapped solitary wave which is placed between two bumps (ηT(x) in the right panel of Figure 1)
remains stable for a very long time as observed [22]. Here, the time evolution of the trapped solitary
wave, ηT(x) is revisited in Figures 2 and 3. The unperturbed trapped solitary wave solution (ηT(x))
remains stable between two bumps until t = 250 in Figure 2. Figure 3 displays the time evolutions of
perturbed trapped solitary wave solutions with +5% and −5% perturbation, respectively. Under ±5%
perturbations, trapped solitary waves start moving out of two bumps around t = 70. It is worth
noting that the trapped solitary wave ηT(x) consists of the unforced solitary wave η2(x) and the near
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zero solitary waves ηs(x) with two bumps. Hence, we can conjecture that the trapped solitary wave
ηT(x) remains stable up to a certain time due to the stable interplay between η2(x) and ηs(x).










Figure 2. The time evolution of the trapped solitary wave solution is illustrated without any
perturbation using h(x, 2; 1, 1) and λ = 1.5. The trapped solitary wave remains stable up to a long time
up to t = 250.




























Figure 3. The time evolution of the trapped solitary wave solution is shown using h(x, 2; 1, 1) and
λ = 1.5 with +5% perturbation (left) and −5% perturbation (right), respectively. They start moving
between two bumps and evolve out of two bumps around t = 70.
3.2. The Impact of the Bump Distance on the Stability of ηT(x)
We investigate the impact of the distance between two bumps on the trapped solitary waves.
Figure 4 illustrates three stationary trapped solitary wave solutions using three different bump
distances between two bumps. All of their shapes are similar to η2(x) around x = 0 with the near zero
wave just over each bump. The distance between two bumps are varied as 2, 4 and 6 using h(x, 2; 1, 1),
h(x, 3; 1, 1) and h(x, 4; 1, 1), respectively. Their time evolutions are illustrated in Figures 5 and 6.
First, the time evolution of the unperturbed trapped solitary wave solution is displayed using
h(x, 3; 1, 1) (the distance between two bumps is 4) in Figure 5. It is interesting to observe that the
trapped solitary wave solution is stable up to a very long time (simulated until t = 500). This can
be compared with the unperturbed result with h(x, 2; 1, 1) stable up to t = 250 in Figure 2. Next,
the trapped solitary wave using h(x, 3; 1, 1) are perturbed with +5% and −5% in Figure 6. They move
back and forth between two bumps, however, they still remain between two bumps for a very long
time (the results shown until t = 100).
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Figure 4. Stationary trapped solitary wave solutions and two-bump configurations are displayed using
three bump distances h(x, 2; 1, 1), h(x, 3; 1, 1) and h(x, 4; 1, 1), respectively.














Figure 5. The time evolution of the trapped solitary wave solution is displayed with h(x, 3; 1, 1) and
λ = 1.5. The unperturbed trapped solitary wave remains stable between two bumps for a very long
time (simulated up to t = 500).




























Figure 6. The time evolution of the trapped solitary wave solution is shown for h(x, 3; 1, 1) and λ = 1.5
with +5% perturbation (left) and −5% perturbation (right), respectively. The perturbed trapped
solitary waves bounce between two bumps for a long time (shown up to t = 100).
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3.3. The Impact of the Bump Size on the Stability of ηT(x)
The impact of the size of two bumps on the time evolutions for trapped solitary waves has been
explored. Let us consider our baseline bump size to be 1 (the bump size is defined as the maximum
height of the bump at the center, which is P1 = P2). Now, the bump size is varied from 0.5 to 2.
As shown in Figure 7, each stationary trapped solitary wave has the shape of η2(x) around x = 0
and the near zero wave over each bump. Also, the distance between two bumps is varied as well;
the left panel shows the result with the bump distance 2 and the right panel with the bump distance 4.
The amplitude of near zero wave gets higher as the bump size becomes larger in both panels.
The time evolutions of the perturbed trapped solitary wave solution using h(x, 2; 0.5, 0.5) with
+5% and −5% are displayed in Figure 8. Note that the perturbed trapped solitary wave solution stays
much longer between two bumps when comparing with the results in Figure 4. That implies that the
trapped solitary wave with the bump size 0.5 is more stable than the ones with the bump size 1. Now,
using the larger bump size, Figure 9 illustrates that the perturbed trapped solitary wave solutions
with the bump size 2 moves out of two bumps quickly than the results in Figure 4. This indicates that
there is a critical bump size for trapped solitary waves to remain stable for a longer time. Therefore,




























































Figure 7. Stationary trapped solitary wave solutions are displayed using three different bump sizes,
P1 = P2 = 0.5, P1 = P2 = 1 and P1 = P2 = 2 when the distance between two bumps is 2 (left) and
4 (right), respectively.




























Figure 8. The time evolution of the trapped solitary wave solution using h(x, 2; 0.5, 0.5) and λ = 1.5
with +5% perturbation (left) and −5% perturbation (right), respectively. They start moving between
two bumps and evolve out of two bumps around t = 340 and t = 300, respectively.
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Figure 9. The time evolution of the trapped solitary wave solution using h(x, 2; 2, 2) and λ = 1.5
with +5% perturbation (left) and −5% perturbation (right), respectively. They start moving between
two bumps and evolve out of two bumps around t = 50 and t = 40, respectively.
The left panel of Figure 10 displays the time when the trapped solitary wave solutions move out
of two bumps as the bump size is varied. The time is measured when trapped solitary waves under
+5% (solid) or −5% (dotted) perturbation start moving out of two bumps. The time decreases when
the bump size increases from 0.5 to 2 so that it takes the minimum around the bump size 2, then the
time increases again significantly as the bump size increases. Next, we investigate the relationship
between the bump distance and the time until trapped solitary waves remain stable. The right panel of
Figure 10 illustrates the time when the trapped solitary wave solutions move out of two bumps as the
bump distance is varied. Again, the time is measured when trapped solitary waves under +5% (solid)
or −5% (dotted) perturbation start moving out of two bumps. As seen in the right panel, the time
increases as the distance between two bumps increases linearly.
















































Figure 10. The impact of the bottom configurations is shown on the time when perturbed trapped
solitary waves start evolving out of between two bumps (the left panel for the bump size and the right
panel for the bump distance).
3.4. Trapped Solitary Waves between Two Negative Holes
In this subsection, we present the dynamics of trapped solitary waves when two negative holes
are given as the bottom configuration. As studied in [19], there are five stationary wave solutions
including the near zero wave (a negative solitary wave) and the near η2(x) wave in the presence of
one negative bump or hole. Unlike the solitary wave of a positive bump, the near zero solitary wave
exists for all λ > 0 when a negative bump is given. Moreover, the near zero wave is stable and the
near η2(x) wave is unstable when they evolve in time [19]. In the presence of two symmetric negative
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holes, the number of stationary solitary wave solutions increase (the larger the distance between two
holes, the more various trapped solitary waves [21]).
First, stationary trapped solitary wave solutions between two holes are obtained as the distance
between two holes is varied. In Figure 11, three stationary trapped solitary wave solutions are
displayed under three different bump distance using h(x, 2;−1,−1), h(x, 3;−1,−1) and h(x, 4;−1,−1),
respectively. Each trapped solitary wave has the shape of η2(x) around x = 0 and the near zero negative
wave over each hole. Next, Figure 12 illustrates stationary trapped solitary waves as the hole depth is
varied, −0.5, −1 and −2. Further, the left panel of Figure 12 shows the trapped solitary waves using






























Figure 11. Stationary trapped solitary wave solutions are shown using three two-hole configurations with



























































Figure 12. Stationary trapped solitary wave solutions are displayed using three different hole sizes,
P1 = P2 = −0.5, P1 = P2 = −1 and P1 = P2 = −2 when the distance between two holes is 2 (left) and
4 (right), respectively.
Figures 13 and 14 illustrate the time evolutions of unperturbed trapped solitary wave solutions.
As seen in both figures, the trapped solitary waves move out of two holes much faster than the cases
of two symmetric positive bumps. In Figure 13, the trapped solitary wave stays between two holes
up to t = 100 with h(x, 3;−1,−1) (right) while it stays only up to t = 20 with h(x, 2;−1,−1) (left).
This is consistent with the results for two positive bumps; the larger the distance between two holes,
the longer the trapped solitary wave solution remains stable between two holes. Similarly, as we
vary the depth of two holes, the time evolutions of trapped solitary waves are changing as well in
a complex way. As the depth of two holes is reduced half h(x, 3;−0.5,−0.5), the trapped solitary wave
remains between two holes for a longer time (see the left panel of Figure 14). The depth of two holes is
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increased double h(x, 3;−2,−2), the trapped solitary wave remains between two holes for a shorter
time (see the right panel of Figure 14). Again, this is consistent with the results for two positive bumps.





















Figure 13. The time evolution of trapped solitary wave solution is displayed with λ = 1.5 and
h(x, 2;−1,−1) (left) and h(x, 3;−1,−1) (right), respectively. The unperturbed trapped solitary wave
remains stable between two holes for a very short time t = 20 (see the left panel). It remains for
a longer time when the distance increases (stable up to t = 100 in the right panel).




























Figure 14. The time evolution of trapped solitary wave solution with λ = 1.5 and h(x, 3;−0.5,−0.5)
(left) and h(x, 3;−2,−2) (right), respectively. The unperturbed trapped solitary wave remains stable
between two holes up to t = 120 (see the left panel). It remains for a shorter time when the depth of
holes increases to −2 (stable up to t = 60 in the right panel).
4. Conclusions
In this work, the focus has been on the trapped solitary wave solutions of the forced KdV and their
numerical stability in the presence of two bumps. We use the Newton method incorporating artificial
boundary conditions to find various trapped solitary waves in the presence of two positive bumps and
two negative holes. This method provides a good alternative to find various stationary wave solutions
under arbitrary two-bump configurations when they are close enough (the distance between two
bumps are not large) [21]. The semi-implicit finite difference method has been employed to investigate
the numerical stability of these trapped solitary waves. Our previous results indicate that the number
of stationary wave solutions increases as the bump distance increases and there exist multiple trapped
solitary waves under different two-bump configurations [22]. In this study, we have extended the
results under more various two bump configurations. Specifically, the impact of the bump distance
and the bump size on numerical stability of trapped solitary waves have been investigated.
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For both two positive bumps and two negative holes, the near zero solution is stable when
it evolves in time. Moreover, it is worth to observe that a trapped wave solution remains stable for
a very longer time between two positive bumps. As the distance between two bumps increases,
trapped solitary waves stay longer in a straightforward fashion. On the other hand, the relationship
for the bump size and the time trapped solitary waves to remain between the bumps is not trivial.
There is a critical bump size for the trapped solitary to be stable for a longer time. Furthermore,
for two negative holes, the trapped solitary waves do not remain for a long time as two positive bumps
are given. Their time evolutions are characterized by the interplay between trapped solitary waves
and two-bump configurations.
However, for non-symmetric bumps (two bumps or two holes with different sizes), trapped
solitary waves become non-symmetric as well and they move out of two bumps in a much shorter
time. Non-symmetry becomes even more significant in stationary solitary waves for the combined
bottom configuration of a bump and a hole. They lose stability too fast to measure the length of time
where solitary waves are stable. This highlights the importance of symmetry in the bumps and solitary
waves for their stability. We find that the interplay between trapped solitary waves and two bumps
becomes stronger so that they remain stable up to a certain time when two positive bumps are given.
Hence, we can conjecture that two positive bumps provide a trap for some trapped wave solutions to
be stable for a certain finite time.
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